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lore Presser, Publisher Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 
New Publications 
Church and Home Four-Hand MisceUany Chronology of Musical History 
Collection of Sacred Songs Pianoforte Duets for the Con- 
Two Volume, Cert Snd H°me 
For High Voice For Low Voice 
Price 75 cti. each 
should appeal to all sing 
' lg in church. Each 
election of sacred 
specially to those wi 
ctWelf 





A BOOK OF PIPE ORGAN MUSIC 
FOR CHURCH OR CONCERT 
Compiled by 
PRESTON WARE OREM 
Price Sl.50 
Price, 21.00 
5 implied by the title. 
miscellaneous duets suited for a 
collection of 
—classic, romantic. 
are specially arranged ; 
II find in this 
material suited 
Tone Silhouettes 
Twelve Characteristic Pieces 
Without Octaves for 
the Pianoforte 
and t n has beei 
v - Hi. - 
roughly 
g, printing, paper and bii 
sachet should own a 
March Album 
FOR FOUR HANDS 
Price, 50 Cent, 
1 compilation, unique of its kind, 1 
taining in all seventeen marches of __ 
styles, splendidly arranged for four-hand 
playing, including two-steps, military 
"larches and grand marches in goodly pro- 
ortion. All march rhythms are exempli- 
rious composers are represented, classic, 
modern and popular. Every number is 
gem. This will prove one of the most us 
Complete School of Technic 




modem technic, by compendium ..._ 
-- contemporary teaclit,. 
all details, including all fori 
chord I ireises, scales, s 
1 the exercises a 
ms and directions 
o facilitate the proper 
This work may be used 
should proi__... 
1 the student’s rou- 
_“ “‘s>, handsome volume, 
!£?' ,hound’ * valuable addition to library of any pianist. 
By GEZA HORVATH 
Op. 109 
Price, 75 cen 
Price, 25 Cent, 
>ful little work contains brief 
1 chronological order, of every 
les. It will form a useful ad- 
he nature of a ready reference 
1 history. It should 
pnetfy \r The it and substantial form 
Keyboard Chart 
teaching. ^ This chart is in sm 
le of heavy cardboard), 3 
purpose of much large 
complicated diagrams. 
of the keyboard and gives the name of 
key and the notation for the same, 
-.1 designed chiefly to teach the relation¬ 
ship between these. In addition there are 
diagrams of note values and of key sig¬ 
natures. This chart may also be used to 
good advantage as an aid to self-instruc¬ 
tion. 
Guide for the Male Voice 
written in characteri_ .. 
appropriate titles, such as: “Tl 
“The Mill-Wheel.” “Hungariai 
‘Old French Dance.” “The G 
tc. The rhythms employed i 
pupils having ’small 
f taking character. 
Important to Organ Teachers and 
Students 
24 Progressive Studies for 
the Pipe Organ 
GEORGE E. WHITING 
Price, $1.25 
This volume is destined to beco 
auu cue tone organ style nothing 
finer has ever been offered. Those having 
a fairly good piano technic may take up 
P^Lerf^rfirm ^woV^V^i 
independence of hands and feet. Hence. 
'Teh^ Jnor Organ” 
Mr. Wi 
particularly fitted f. 
FREDERIC W. ROOT 
Op. 23. Price. $1.00 
of^ducatoiTf6”1 of t!le celebrated series 
published under°the general’ title, “TECHNIC 
AND ART OF SINGING.” This new work is 
minute in its instruction as to the development of 
exerefeesafd t®nor vo^ces^, providing special 
of the male voice are exhaustively explained and 
~e a complete Cv?.. 
edge. No other n 
Standard Compositions 
FOR THE PIANO 
»t Grade Vol. Ill-Third Grade 
. VotiV-Fonrlh Grade 
Vol. I—Fi__ 
Vol. II-Second Grade _ 
VoL V-Fifth Grade 
Price, 50 Cent, Each 
Graded and Compiled by 
W. S. B. MATHEWS 
The first five volumes of this series are now 
ready. Each volume is intended to be used with 
Graded Course and?ll other graded'roureS.''1AH 
of the pieces 111 these volumes have been selected 
with the greatest care. They have been thoroughly 
tested 111 actual teaching and many of them have passed through several editions u,.., 
form. In addition 
refully graded. 
A Primer of Facts About Music 
M. G. EVANS 
Price, 50 cent, 
comprehensive 
: thoroughly up-1 
" “his unique volume 
veyed through the 
In addition t< 
i in reality a con- 
: musical knowledge. 
j up the theoretical, historical 
FOR SALE AT LOW ADVANCE PRICES IN PRESS 
CZERNY, C„ Od. 740, Complete 
CZERNY. C„ Op. 740. in Six Books 
PALMER’S BOOK OF INTERLUDES 
uuBSCHHUilM, A., Op. 67 Three I 
COLLECTION OP EASY PIECES , 
or Instrumental), L. A. Bugbee 
HAND CULTURE, Double Note Finger T, 
A * WhhinER S PIPE ORGAN BOOK. Geo. E. 
albUM OF DRAWING ROOM PIECES by H. 
SEND FOR BULLETIN 
GRIEG. E., Op. 12, Lyric i n, U  
Piano, Book I. 
GRIEG, E„ Op 46, Peer Gynt Suite tv-imcr, . ■ (Piano Solo). 
LANDON & BATCHELLOR, Kindergarti 
Method for Teacher and Pupils. A BUSINESS MANUAL mm? 
SHORT PIECES IN ALL KEYS. E. Ransom 
STUDENTS’ POPULAR ALBUM FOR 
VIOLIN AND PIANO. 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa. 
STRlCHlZEiM 
Rlease mention THE ETUDE when addres, 
A PRIMER OF FACTS ABOUT MUSIC 
Questions and Answers on the Elements 
ot Music 
By M. G. EVANS 
1 than a primer; 
_____ _ encyclopaedia. 
the subject matter being presented not alpha¬ 
betically but progressively, beginning with 
through the medium of a series o_  
questions and answers covering the Elements 
of Music, Notation, Time. Scales, Intervals, 
Chords, etc.. Phrasing, Accent, Ornaments, 
Form, Instruments. Voice, Orchestra, Foreign 
Terms and Musical History, with a graded 
grouping of all these subjects. The work is 
intended for the use of Teachers and Stu¬ 
dents. 
Sent for Examination Price, 50 cents 
GIBBON’S CATECHISM OF MUSIC 
By GIBBON CHAMBERS KILLOEGH 
presents the fundamental principles of music 
in a simple and concise manner, calculated 
to Implant a desire for a wide and thorough 
acquaintance with the theory of music. The 
work is arranged in the form of questions 
and answers concerning Elementary Nota¬ 
tion, Time Values. Intervals, Scales. Keys. 
Chords, Abbreviations and Embellishments. 
studying witli- 
Price, 50 cents 
WRITING BOOKS for MUSIC PUPILS 
A Complete Course of Writing Exercises for 
Acquiring a Knowledge of Musical Notation 
By CHARLES W. LANDON 
A practical and intelligible presentation of 
everything writable in musical notation. The 
subject is treated in a manner calculated to 
interest and instruct even the dullest pupil: 
anyone who faithfully works out the exer¬ 
cises in these books will become a correct 
and rapid reader of music, vocal or instru¬ 
mental. Blank pages with lines for writing 
music included in each book. 
Sent for Examination. Price, Complete. 50 cents 
Books I and II, each, 30 cents 
the teaching that 
RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC 
By WM. H. CUMMINGS 
particular stress is laid upon 
vocal students and is a valuable aid 
teaching classes in musical theory. The 
th a uief-ul IIst °I examination questions 
WRITING BOOK 
pages ruled alternately for notation and 
handwriting, thus making It possible to 
write special memoranda, rules, suggestions 
etc., opposite the musical matter written in 
the staves. It also contains directions as 
to the proper manner of writing the char¬ 
acters and signs used in musical notation. 
Price, 25 cents 
WRITING PRIMER for MUSIC STUDENTS 
A Series of Practical Exercises for Acquiring 
a Knowledge of the Rudiments of Music 
By M. S. MORRIS 
. This does not take (he place of a writing 
Sives the pupil the necessary ma¬ 
terial for practice in music writing : the yerv 
act of copying the notes, signs, and exercises 
t,he,lr valu*s and meanings upon the pupil’s mind. It mav be used advanta- 
“T°hUeor„ ,5® , n,n introduction to Clarke’s Theory Explained to Piano Students.” 
Sent for Examination Price, 20 cents 
KEYBOARD CHART 
n invaluable adjunct to any music si 
r^fl>?hinnL1Siare taught. It gives a 
. keyboard on the staff in rehle elpfc „ .....i 1 „„ — .. 
shows the position of everv note : illust 
rests rednttLVep/alUe ,°l notes: “Plains rests, dots, etc., and has a table of al key signatures. 
Price, Postpaid, 25 cents 
Complete descriptive catalogue sent 
upon application 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa 
y Manufactur 
PIANOS 
(r E. 140th St. & Robbins Ave. 
1 NEW YORK CITY 0 YoUT C 
Built especially for people of higlj 
artistic discrimination who appreciati 
the differqjgi^tween good and be 
- itAuuauuu ii 
rej|M c 
L e solicite 
10 OUR READERS THE EDITOR’S COLUMN 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THE 
MUSIC STUDENT, AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS. 
Edited by JAMES FRANCIS COOKE 
subscription, *1.50 per year. Single Copies, 15 Cents. 
mlttances should be made by post-office or express 
money orders, bnnk check or draft, or registered 
letter. United States postage stamps are always 
received for cash. Money sent In letters is dan¬ 
gerous, and we are not responsible for its safe 
DISCONTINUANCE.—If wish the journal 
RENEWAL.—No receipt Is sent for 
be'prtn’Sd'llie date to which j 
MANUSCRIPTS.—All 
urned. 
ADVERTISING RATES 1 _ _ __ __mt on application. 
norms ctose on 10th of each month for the suc¬ 
ceeding month’s issue. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class Matter. 
Copyright. 1909, by Theodore Presser Co. 
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s that a 
THREE MONTH SUMMER SUBSCRIP¬ 
TIONS. 
In order to introduce The Etude among 
persons who are not acquainted with our jour¬ 
nal. and in order to furnish music teachers at 
a small price with the means of continuing the 
pupil’s interest in music from spring to fall we 
will sell any three numbers of The Etude, 
from May to September, for 25 cents. Hun¬ 
dreds of music teachers take advantage of this 
every year and send us in large lists of their 
pupils. 
Three subscriptions at the full price renew 
your own for one year.' This is four months 
for each new subscriber which is sent in. This 
is a standing regular offer the yehr through. 
1 manuscripts intended for publica- 
addressed to THE ETUDE, 1712 LADIES’WATCHES. 
We have tyro new special designs that have 
scribers and pre¬ 
mium workers dur¬ 
ing the current 
month. The ac¬ 
companying etch¬ 
ing will show the 
more expensive of 
the two, a ladies’ 
enamele'd watch 
with chatelaine pin, 
which we can offer' 
under special ar¬ 
rangements for 
only twelve sub¬ 
scriptions. The 
other offer is a 
ladies’ watch ix/a 
inches in diameter, 
the case made of 
silver composition 
metal that will not 
tarnish, with a chatelaine pin to match, which 
we can offer for 'seven subscriptions. These 
watches are of excellent manufacture, are 
guaranteed and there is no question but that 
they will be satisfactory, as we have given hun¬ 
dreds of watches by the samd manufacturer 
■ and' with hardly a complaint. 
AGENTS. 
As we have said many times, our best thanks 
are due the music teachers of the country for 
the success of this journal. Our premium list 
is laid out on the most liberal lines possible. 
We should like to send one to every sub¬ 
scriber who thinks they can secure one or 
more subscribers from among their friends to 
whom they think The Etude will be of inter¬ 
est or of value. 
It is possible to earn a fair livelihood by 
soliciting subscriptions to The Etude as a 
business. We would be pleased to send in¬ 
formation to those of this class- who may be 
interested. 
SCHOOL ADVERTISING. 
Every school that desires to reach the mu¬ 
sical public in the territory from which they 
draw their patronage should use large space in 
the next two issues of The Etude. These 
issues will be read by a million persons, a 
large majority in musical homes of intelligence . 
and affluence. The standard price in advertis¬ 
ing ig the rate per thousand of circulation. Our 
educational rates are the lowest it is possible 
to get from any magazine. They will only 
cost from three to four cents per inch per 
thousand of the circulation. Let us quote on 
the space that you desire to insert. Each issue 
of The Etude appears on the 20th of the pre¬ 
ceding month. 
THE SCOPE OF “THE ETUDE.” 
Thackeray makes Warrington say to Pen- 
dennis, in describing a great London news¬ 
paper: “There she is—the great engine—she 
■never sleeps. §he has her ambassadors in 
every quarter of the world—her couriers are 
on every road.” The Etude is in no sense a 
newspaper, but a home musical journal de¬ 
voted to the educational side of the art, and 
conducted with the view of sending the best 
thoughts of the brightest and ablest writers 
upon musical history, musical biography, mu¬ 
sical theory, musical criticism and musical 
interpretation to those who would otherwise 
be unable to obtain the same instruction and 
inspiration except at great expense. Neverthe¬ 
less, we have recently been brought to realize 
the extensive scope of. The Etude. The con¬ 
tribution's published during the last year have 
come from- all quarters of the globe! Europe, 
Asia, Africa, Australia, New Zealand, as well 
as our own country, have been ably repre- 
Thanks to translation language is no barrier. 
The articles have come from many people of 
many different tongues, just as the music pub¬ 
lished as an integral part of the paper repre¬ 
sents composers of all modern nations. As 
Americans we are proud that The Etude has 
come into existence in our own country, but 
we are hone the less grateful to the splendid 
men and women of other lanc|s who have 
helped us to make it what it is—by far the 
most widely circulated musical journal in ex¬ 
istence. 
The circulation of The Etude has long since 
jumped the boundaries of the United States. 
Many of our American readers might be sur¬ 
prised to know that one dealer in a distant 
country takes one thousand copies of every is¬ 
sue. It is to our friends in other lands that 
this little talk. is addressed. ' Don’t think that 
because you are thousands of miles away from 
us in China, Burmah, Australia, South America, 
Africa or in Europe that we value your interest 
and patronage and friendship any the less. We 
know you are wording for us and we are work¬ 
ing for you. 
We are continually aiijiing to make The 
Etude a musi:al paper of the broadest human in¬ 
terest. We have no local or provincial ideas to 
foster or develop. We seek truth and enlighten¬ 
ment upon al) musical subjects, and present the 
views of cany different thinkers. We know 
that articles that are of international interest 
will be equally interesting to our American 
readers. We like to hear from Etude readers 
A distant countries, and we want them to 
kn. ,rr that we shall do everything in our 
power to protect fheir interests as faithfully 
as we have endeavored to safe-guard the in¬ 
terests of our many friends in our home coun¬ 
try. 
THE SEPTEMBER ETUDE. 
Starting with the September issue we shall 
publish a series of articles by eminent authori¬ 
ties, which, from the standpoint of practicability 
and interest to both the student and the teacher, 
cannot be excelled. There is nothing of the sen¬ 
sational nature'about these articles, but they will 
be remarkably helpful, stimulating and encourag¬ 
ing for all readers starting in with the year's 
work.' If you have a musical acquaintance who 
is not familiar with- the many new features of 
The Etude you can make a friend by telling 
him about them. 
JUDGING'THE PRIZE 1 
Owing to the excellence of n 
mitted in our recent prize < 
impossible to make the awards 11 
nouncement in this issue. They will be 
nounced next month. 
506 THE ETUDE 
A N E W WORK 
A CATECHISM OF 
HARMONY 
By GEORGE FOSS SCHWARTZ, A.B., M.B. 
DIRECTOR of MUSIC ol THE UNIVERSITY of ILLINOIS 
The work assumes a three-fold process in the study of Harmony: Di¬ 
dactic, Analytic, and Constructive. In this number, Part I of the series, 
a clear and logically arranged statement of the terminology and working 
principles of the study is made; the question and answer form being an 
especially useful feature. 
The various chapters take up successively: Scales and Keys, Intervals, 
Triads, Progression, Dominant Seventh and Ninth Chords, Secondary 
Seventh Chords, Altered Chords, Modulations and Figuration. The 
brief Appendix is, for the most part, a carefully selected and arranged bib¬ 
liography of the subject. 
The fact that the book appears in an inexpensive pocket edition, although 
at the same time being complete and well illustrated, will be appreciated by 
the teacher as well as by the students generally. 
Price, Paper Covers, SO cents 
EDITION WHITE-SMITH 
A celebrated edition of educational and classical works containing Tech¬ 
nical Works and Collections for the Piano, Pipe Organ, Violin, Mandolin 
Guitar, Voice, Cantatas, Oratorios, Masses, etc. 
The success of this edition is truly phenomenal. 
WHITE SMITH MUSIC PUB. CO. 
BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO 
HARMONY TEXT BOOKS HARMONY BLANK BOOKS 
A. G. COMINGS, Publisher and Music Dealer, OBERLIN, O. 
Jjj CARSE TECHNIC FORPIANOFORTE 
CRIMM’s"' 
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION BOOK 
FOR BEGINNERS ON THE PIANO 
Well-known Fables Set 
to Music 
VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL 
* Verses by Jessica Moor 
Price. 50LCeSnPtrld,n* 
THEODORE PRESSER 
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa. 
of 3500CM!?sicaiCTerrasDICTI0NABY 
The GEORGE B. JENNINGS CO. 
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T 
THE QUICKEST MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE 
r 
^Practical—Helpful—Comprehe 
l PROMPTNESS and ECONOM 
SATISFACTION 
Theodore Presser 
FOR EVERYTHING IN MUSIC 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO, as a sequel to the founda¬ 
tion of the ETUDE (then only a journal for piano teachers), the 
publishing house of Theo. Presser was founded to furnish prac¬ 
tical teaching material in conformity with the suggestions and 
advice of the journal. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS have been issued continually—ever abreast of the times— 
adapted to all modern educational demands, carefully edited and annotated by the foremost 
teachers of the day, and all of the most helpful character. 
PROMPTNESS. A stock, second to none, drawn frpm every quarter of the world, 
linked with a corps of efficient and trained workers, means the correct filling of an order on 
the day of its receipt, whether for one piece of music or the stocking of a music store. 
ECONOMY means not only the giving of the largest discounts possible and the most 
favorable terms, but, mark you, fair retail prices as well. Our best endeavors are devoted to 
the teacher’s interests, saving time, thought, labor, giving the greatest value for the least outlay. 
SATISFACTION. No doubt the greatest factor in the success of any business is the 
'personal confidence engendered by fair and helpful dealings. No less than 25,000 accounts 
are on our books, denoting; satisfaction in our publications and satisfaction in our service. 
THIS BUSINESS founded on the above principles has grown to be the largest mail order music supply house in the 
world and is now established in a permanent home, six stories in height, 44 x 150, with an annex—all carefully planned and 
thoroughly equipped to attend to the wants of 
Every Te States and Canada 
INFORMATION AND CATALOGUES on any subject in musi 
ideas to aid the teacher) is very liberal; our New Music Idea pleases every t 
first catalogues and general information as to our method of dealing. 
free; the On Sale plan (one of our 
acher. Send us a postal card order ; 
many original and helpful 
s a trial. Write to-day for 
A FEW OF OUR STANDARD PUBLICATIONS 
history STUDIES AND EXERCISES TECHNIC HARMONY 
A HISTORY Of MUSIC Standard Graded Course of 
Studies for the Piano 
W. S. B. MATHEWS 
TOUCH AND TECHNIC 
Dr. WM. MASON If STUDEONT>Sd;;hARRM0NY. ^ W. ^ 
immmm 
SELECTED “CZERNY” STUDIES 




Edited. Ann£afeda|^SLd Peered THE LESCHETIZKY^METHOD Of PIANO By Dr. H. ™ . - - $1.00 
Three BoZelc^o'ceof, By E. E. Ayres . L00 
ALL OF OUR PUBLICATIONS SENT ON EXAMINATION TO RESPONSIBLE 
VOICE PIANO COLLECTIONS ORGAN IMPORTANT WORKS 
Technic 9nd yVrf ofi SiHQiiiQ MARCH ALBUM FoU-hares REED ORGAN METHOD FirstJMeps in Piano Study 
METHOmCALMQHT^NOTNa. 2 $°: CHAS. W. LANDON Price, $1.50 
'NTRg^/jgRvTESSONS 'in' " • ‘ ‘ FIRST PARLOR PIECES .... .50 SCHOOL OF REED ORGAN PLAYING bookf P°r Ic^stef h**™6*8’ Section 
THISTUd1es? 3SKeyRsTeafh.N.G.50 MUSICAL PICTURES (Piano or ^ Fou\tBolVs0mFou1rbGradts W$LOOeach Bal^henorR& LaldonM1)SIC PH TH S2 O Organ) . .50 
FIRST RECITAL PIECES.75 VELOCITY STUDIES Theo. Presser 
guidITfor the MALE voice '.II.' lioo RASTER PIECES. 1.00 BEGINNERS’ PIPE ORGAN BOOK 
H. w. GREENE6 ^ S'n9il18 
Four Grades, Four Books, each SI.OO 
For Conservatory, School an<} Studio Use 
STANDARD COMPOSITIONS FOR 
SIX GRADES, each grade.50 
FIRST DANCE ALBUM (Revised)... .50 
THE ORGAN REPERTOIRE 
Pipe Organ Collection 
Compiled by P. W. Orem Price, $ 1.50 
The latest Encyclopedia of Mu^ic 
PIANO TUNING, REGULATING, AND RE¬ 
PAIRING. Fischer. $2.00. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PA 
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PIANO FRAUDS S 
he Piano am 
Purchaser’s 
By JOHN C. FR] 
T nd Organ 
Serenata, Op. 16No.* 1.. ........ . ..nmiluWSK, *. u 
invSspringlop.*i'.:..::::::::::;;Son" l ? 
Dp in a Swing, Reverie.1//.V.Montain°n 3 AFlat Woodland Echoes..Wyman 4 DFlat 




The Etude. $1.50\ &*SS 
$1.70 
The Etude. 
-^..00 fioC or American Magazine. 1.00 ft!) 
or Success Magazine .. "1.00.1 






D m!Ss Maga$li0 
\ Retail, $3.00 
/ CLUB PRICE 
1 $2.10 
The Etude.$1.50 
and Pearsons (Fie- | 
«e?;3 
V Retail, $4.00 




, Retail, $4.00 




Add 5 cents to any of the above 
Clubs for a Student's Pronouncing 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 
Add 10 cents for a cloth bound 
of Beethoven, Mo- 
opin or Liszt. We 
:ate any offer made by any 
reputable magazine agency or firm 
in which a subscription to THE 
ETUDE is included. Postage is 
charged additional on all Canadian 
and foreign subscriptions. 
The Etude 
1712 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa. 
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V. LfiAVIS, Nevy2 London,' Ohio 
mm.: i‘m 
S Music House 
We Pay Big Money 
Please mention THE ETUDE when address 
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What They Do 
A Primer for Concert-Goers by DANIEL GREGORY MASON 
A popular elementary primer on orchestration has 
long been needed. This capital little book, written in a 
clear and interesting style, lightens up a subject gener¬ 
ally considered rather forbidding in its difficulty. It 
will appeal to those who wish to increase their grasp 
and appreciation of orchestral music, while for the 
student no better book could be wished as an introduc¬ 
tion to this branch of study. It will find a place as a 
text book in school and conservatory. 
With 27 Illustrations and Orchestral Chart, Cloth $1.25 
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THE 
STEINWAY 
is to-day the only high-grade piano in the 
United States which is made and controlled 
by the direct descendants of its original founder.. 
All the rest have been forced to seek the 
alliance or amalgamation with manufacturers 
of cheap commercial pianos. 
Thus time-honored names have become 
mere trade-marks, lacking every vestige of 
individuality. 
Able to pursue its lofty ideals unfettered 
by commercial exigencies, the house of Stein¬ 
way has exerted all its energies in but one 
direction, with the flattering result that to-day 
the Steinway is proclaimed everywhere— 
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THE ETUDE 
One of our correspondents 
writes, “Kindly send me the 
five best answers that you 
know of to this question: 
‘Why should a person secure 
a musical education?’ ” Every 
copy of The Etude should 
answer this question. The 
advantages seem so obvious 
that it is Very difficult to put 
in words all of the'many rea¬ 
sons why one should be educated musically. How¬ 
ever, for the benefit of our reader, and for those 
who may desire a similar set of reasons, we have 
made the following attempt. One should secure a 
good musical education: 
1. Because the peculiar intellectual exercise and 
mental discipline which music affords is unexcelled. 
2. Because it opens the way to one of the most 
delightful arts. 
3. Because it is a modern means to culture de¬ 
manded by society. 
4. Because it affords those who practice it bene¬ 
ficial relaxation from their vocations. 
5. Because it contributes to the joy and beauty 
of home life. 
We might add still another reason, which, al¬ 
though not so pertinent to daily life, is nevertheless 
significant: Because music is a necessary modern 
means of expressing ideas which cannot be indicated 
by means of words, color, shape or gesture. It 
might be a very good idea for teachers to make a 
set of reasons similar to the above, but evolved from 
their own experience, and insert these in their circu¬ 
lars. Thousands of people, who have had no musical 
experience, think of music only as a luxurious pas¬ 
time. Reasons similar to the above, which have the 
endorsement of all great educational philosophers, 
may tend to make the unmusical public understand 
the real value of music and the necessity for a 
mugical education. 
Careful students of history 
are often astonished to find 
how innumerable are the evi¬ 
dences of the influence of 
printing upon civilization. 
While the spread of educa¬ 
tion was limited to the faith¬ 
ful labors of the monks of 
the Middle Ages, all progress 
was very slow. How fortu¬ 
nate it was that the art of* 
writing had been devised and that during the con¬ 
tinental wars of the mediaeval era the classical learn¬ 
ing 6f ancient Greece and Rome, as well as the 
invaluable Scriptural manuscripts, reposed safe from 
fire and pillage in the halls and monasteries of Irish 
savants and monks! Had this not have been, much 
that we know of classic lore might now be as 
obscure as our records of Babylon and Assyria. The 
importance of an adequate record is obvious. 
Printing, however, was the really great means of 
spreading education. The movable types that Gut¬ 
enberg devised in the little German city of Mainz 
were responsible more than anything else for the 









day. School books and educational magazines are 
now turned out by the million every week. Cor¬ 
respondence schools all over the world are doing 
a splendid work in carrying instruction to those who 
are so located that they can not attend a school 
in person. Our magazines and newspapers have 
long since gone outside the territory of mere news 
gathering; and the daily paper has become an edu¬ 
cator. The first newspaper is said to have been 
published in China in 713 A. D., and it is. telated 
that even that journal, which lasted for some cen¬ 
turies, was in part .devoted to educational problems. 
In music, the art of printing has had an alEsig- 
nificant part. Great advances have been made within 
the last fifty years, and the processes have been 
improved and cheapened so that it is now possible 
to provide students with really good editions of the 
classics at very moderate rates. The Etude itself 
is really nothing more than a printed musical edu¬ 
cator. Save for the art of printing, our readers 
could not obtain the information obtained in Thb 
Etude for less than a vastly greater sum. Printing 
broadens man’s mission. The great teacher, with 
the true educational impulse to be of the most help 
to the largest number, is enabled to reach thousands 
through the art of printing, wherea's he could only 
reach hundreds personally. Great as were Sophocles, 
Virgil, Homer, Plutarch and Dante in their own 
day, they have become greater in our day because 
the art of printing permits their works to influence 





The great work of the 
world is nof done in the 
parlor. More fruits of talent 
and genius have ripened in 
little six-by-ten hall bed¬ 
rooms than have ever been 
forced into existence by the 
hot-house atmosphere of the 
salon. Two boys tinkering 
away at a lot of old ma¬ 
chinery out in the woodshed, 
keep on tinkering until the world now knows the 
Wright Brothers, the conquerors of the air. An 
obscure German professor of physics patiently toil¬ 
ing in a little room in a small university suddenly 
discovers a light- that has made the name of 
Roentgen immortal. An unknown teacher of music 
in an Italian city spares enough time from his bitter 
fight with poverty to write an opera for a prize 
competition and “Cavalieri Rusticana” and Mascagni 
leap into a fame that the composer has not increased 
since affluence has come to him. 
If you are dissatisfied with your conditions and 
feel that you could become-a great teacher, a great 
performer or a great composer if you only had a 
chance to live in a more inspiring environment, you 
should give a few hours’ thought to the careers of 
the men who have done the most in the world. It 
would be very easy for us to fill this entire column 
with the names of men and women who have 
achieved greatness and who have had far fewer 
opportunities than you now have. If you are really 
going to make a position for yourself in the world 
you will not wait for an opportunity. Opportunity 
is everywhere. Opportunity is yours to take. It is 
waiting for the student in the little tenement room; 
it is standing by the teacher in the little town on 
the edge of the prairie; it is by the student in the 
small conservatory as much as the one in the great¬ 
est school of America or of Europe. Froebel, 
Goethe, Hugo, Walt Whitman, Mark Twain, Lin¬ 
coln, Edison and Marconi never waited for oppor¬ 
tunity. No matter in what walk of life you are, 
opportunity is always at hand. Just consider for 
bne moment what the history of music might have 
been if Bach, Haydn, ’Schubert or Wagner had 
waited for opportunity. It is not your surroundings 
which will make your future. You alone are not 
responsible for them. You must learn to do your 
best amid any environment. If you form that 
important little habit of doing your best at all times 
opportunity will not be long in making your 
acquaintance. 
We are told by educational 
specialists that the lessons 
which are drawn from every¬ 
day matters are the most 
forceful. Consequently the 
writers of to-day do not 
make the ceaseless classical 
allusions that were supposed 
to be the sure sign of learn¬ 
ing in the days of good 
Queen Bess. There is a les¬ 
son in almost everything, and although the type¬ 
writer may seem very mundane and very mechanical 
tp the musician, it is nevertheless a fact that we 
may profit by some of the experiences of those who 
have become experts. Within the past few years 
this most necessary piece of commercial machinery 
has been wonderfully improved, and with the im¬ 
provements have come operators who are attracting 
the attention of psychologists by "reason of the 
phenomenal speed they have attained. Many, in 
fact, write so rapidly and accurately that they can 
dispense with stenography and write letters upon 
the machine at first hand. The greatest improve¬ 
ment has come through what is known as the 
“touch” system. This really has nothing to do with 
touch, but depends upon keeping the operator’s 
fingers in one position, so that the finger will fly 
to the keys without the assistance of the eye. This 
is done by means of a “letterless” keyboard or 
“blind” keyboard. It was found that it was not 
necessary to have the keys labeled and that it was 
far better to write without looking at the hands. 
The introduction of these methods have resulted 
in the phenomenal speed records by which the 
fingers are made to spell and write words as fast 
as the human tongue ordinarily pronounces them. 
When seriously considered this is really an aston¬ 
ishing accomplishment and points very clearly to 
the fact that what is known as position playing and 
“blind” playing at the piano keyboard are likely to 
bear good results. The pupil who keeps continually 
placing his stool or seat in a different position be¬ 
fore the keyboard is really obliging himself to form 
a new “position” habit every time he goes to the 
keyboard. Inaccuracy is almost certain to result.. 
The pupil who is obliged to look at his hands 
continually is also greatly handicapped. It is re¬ 







hearse all of-his, concert numbers with his eyes 
shut. This certainly insures accuracy. The writer 
has used a typewriter almost exclusively for over 
ten years. Never having had any instruction,- he 
naturally fell into methods that are now obstacles, 
and which lead to frequent inaccuracies. Ten years’ 
continual writing have not removed these faults. 
The trouble was that he started wrong. The teacher 
cannot commence the matter of position playing 
and “blind” playing too early, and he cannot be too 
msistent upon making his pupils realize that im¬ 
portance of never looking at the keyboard except 
when absolutely 'necessary. 
TEACHING THE CHILD “HOW TO THINK.” 
In a teaching experience of over fifteen years 
among all degrees and kinds of pupils I find the 
greatest lack is the ability to think quickly and 
accurately. Whether this is due to the modern 
desire to make study as simple as possible, hoping 
thereby to render its assimilation more rapid, or to 
the inherent restlessness of childhood, I will not 
attempt to determine. It seems to me, however, 
that there is a tendency in modern school methods 
to weaken the power of thought and concentration. 
The teacher practically does all the work. The 
pupil finding his instructor so anxious to render 
everything easy and simple at length ceases to use 
his own mind and will except in infinitesimal quanti¬ 
ties. Consequently the power of thought is .weak¬ 
ened and concentration not practiced. This all re¬ 
acts on the music teacher, who finds his young pupil 
fidgety, nervous, jumping at things in a hap-hazard 
way and neither concentrating his mind nor right¬ 
fully using whatever talents he may be blessed with 
by Nature. Sometimes this nervousness and lack 
of systematic effort influences the work of the 
teacher, who finds it almost impossible to keep 
from hurrying along with the pupil, placing his 
hands in position for the right chords, playing diffi¬ 
cult passages over for him, etc., etc. Thus the pupil 
learns by imitation, by ear, instead of reasoning 
out the matter for himself. It would be better for 
the pupil to' realize from the start that music is not 
all “play,” but a serious study, deep and important 
as mathematics, and requiring his best thought and 
attention to master it thoroughly. 
In teaching “beginners” I find the habit of staring 
stupidly at the notes without making any effort to 
read them correctly, expecting to master their mean¬ 
ing by some miraculous or psychological process, 
preferring to strike three or four wrong notes rather 
than to make any mental effort to read the score. 
To such a one I say: “Now, take your time. What 
is your lowest note?” “Correct.” • “Your next?” 
If misnamed I have him go over the lines or spaces 
until he comes to that particular one. I find this 
process has to be repeated constantly, and so soon 
as the pupil has attained some small skill in reading 
he starts “guessing” again. I find the best way to 
make the pupil correct his own errors is that of 
employing a series of adroit questions. In" this 
manner his long-sleeping intellect at last wakes up 
and actually commences working. This work the 
pupil is very unwilling to do, however, and much 
prefers to use the teacher’s brains instead of his 
own. It is a constant fight to bring him up to a 
plane of conscious individual effort. 
It would seem that the basic principal of all edu¬ 
cation ought to be the “power of thought,” and 
should result in training the young mind to think 
accurately and quickly; but if there is any such 
effort in the public schools the children .themselves 
are not aware of it. I would even venture to say that 
they are rather taught “ how not to think.” “Knowl¬ 
edge without thought or effort” seems to be the slogan. 
Is it not time that our normal schools and teachers’ 
institutes awoke to this woeful lack in their methods?' 
Our aim should be not “how easy,” but “how vital.” 
Teach the child to think, to concentrate, to use his 
own God-given powers. Don’t smother them up 
with elaborate examples and illustrations that are 
not assimilated, but are forgotten so soon as heard. 
The ability to plan and do can only be attained by 
actual personal labor. Systematic study becomes 
s"‘nnH -- the student is aroused second nature when o..__ 
the rightful use of his own mental powers. Con¬ 
centration, right thinking, quick action, these are 
the things every child should be taught first, last 
and all the time. 
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EUROPEAN MUSICAL TOPICS. 
BY ARTHUR ELSON. 
In the Monthly Musical Record is' an article by 
Prof. Niecks on the subject of conducting. There 
have been many methods used during the last three 
centuries, our own baton dating back scarcely a 
hundred years. The early . procedure of tapping 
on the floor with a wooden stick was not so unlike 
that of the ancie'nt Greeks, who led by stamping 
with a wooden shoe, It lasted through the seven¬ 
teenth century. It caused at least one great loss to 
music, by bringing about the death of Lully. While 
conducting one of his own works at the court of 
’France he struck his foot instead of the floor. The 
resulting wound se'emed slight, but gangrene set in, 
with a fatal termination. 
With the advent of Handel we find the conductor 
seated at the harpsichord. This was not at all as in¬ 
convenient as it might seem, for the harpsichord 
played the chief part in the accompaniment, so that 
the other players could follow the leader readily 
while he kept his eyes upon the stage. In Italy the 
chief violinist 'would sometimes conduct, which he 
did by rapping his music stand. Sometimes the or¬ 
gan replaced the harpsichord, aijd we find that Han¬ 
del often conducted in this way. 
Weber was one of the first great conductors to 
use the baton. The actual' implement that he 
wielded is still in existence, being in the possession 
of Svendsen. It is an octagonal stick of ivory, 
about as unwieldly as a policeman’s club. 
A great composer is not always a great conductor. 
Beethoven is the best example of this. Even before 
his deafness he was unreliable, and would become 
too absorbed in the music. Schumann was another 
of the same .sort. It is a curious fact that as his 
mental disease increased he conducted more and 
more slowly, and became confused when listening 
to any rapid piece. 
Schubert was too impracticable to lead well. 
He once had a chance to get a good post by writing 
an aria for a favorite Vienna ’singer. But he made 
the orchestration so heavy that her voice could 
’scarcely be heard, and not even her pleading could 
make him alter it. As a pianist he was unable 
to perform the hard parts of his own works, and 
once, after breaking down in his Fant'asie, Op. 15. 
he jumped up in anger and called it impossible stuff, 
fit only for the devil to play. 
Mendelssohn 
eTc?kTPrwadvingaheSr fam^AtTa'st he jumped^ 
and cried, “For heaven’s sake, why don t you wave 
^SncTfm-who had been introduced to him 
met him at a later date on the streeL I 11 bet 
you don’t remember me,” said the man Von Bulow 
replied: “You’ve won the bet,” and walked on. 
It is Von Biilow who is said to be the author of 
the remark that tenor is not a voice, but a disease. 
In Boston Von Biilow met Rice, of ‘Evangeline” 
fame As Rice was wholly ignorant of notation, he 
had hummed and whistled the melodies to a mu¬ 
sician, who wrote them down for him. So he was 
introduced as the man who had composed an opera, 
but could not write a note of music. “That’s noth¬ 
ing,” said Von Biilow. “I know of a man who has 
• composed mariy operas, and can t write a note of 
music. His name is Verdi.” It’ is only fair to 
Von Biilow to add that he admired the later and 
better works of the Italian master. 
THE LUTE IN HISTORY. 
In the Mercure Musical Lucien Greilsamer has an 
article on the lute. The name, as well as the instru¬ 
ment, comes almost certainly from Moorish sources. 
In the classic period of the lute it had eleven cat¬ 
gut strings tuned in pairs, except the highest one. 
The shape is somewhat like a mandolin with the 
body .elongated along the neck. The tuning started 
at G below middle C, and ran upward on the notes 
C, F, A, D, G. This was also the ordinary viol 
tuning. 
The strings had various names—Bruraraer and 
Sangseiten in Germany, while bass, tenor, mean and 
treble, with counter-tenor and small mean, were the 
English terms. Shakespeare used some of them in 
the “Taming of the Shrew,”, in the scene where 
Lucentio frustrates Hortensio’s attempt to make 
love to Bianca under pretense of a music lesson. 
The number of strings at one time increaseo to 
over two dozen. This caused Mattheson, the com¬ 
poser, to state that if a lutq player reached the age 
of eighty he must have spent sixty years of his life 
tuning his instrument. 
MUSICAL NOVELTIES. 
Among musical novelties many were heard at the 
annual German Tonkiinstlerfest, held in Stuttgart 
, „ , They include three operas—“Mise Brun ” a Prov- 
a far abler conductor than any of encal subject, By Pierre Maurice- Adolf Vo el's 
ms predecessors. Wagner, too, was a great leader, “Mala,” an East Indian “dramatid poem " With 
and his orchestral musicians had their incredulity music, in two acts; and “Princess Brambillacomic 
changed to amazement when he conducted a Beetho- opera, by Walter Braunfels Other numbers were 
yen symphony without a score. Berlioz was also an “Apostaten Marsch,” Op. 2, for chorus and 
justly famous for his leadership. Since then there orchestra, by Rudolf Siegel; the closine scene of 
have been many great names. At present Richter Felix Gotthelf’s Oriental mystery “MThadeva”’ a 
the, NeS °r>, Whlle Weingartner, Mahler and string quartet, Op. 4, by Knud Harder Pffizner' 
Nikisch are leaders of a somewhat younger genera- piano quintet, Op. 23; a violin sonata ’ by Joseph 
Conducting without the score is now very com- von Baussnern. ^ Plan° ^the eroica ) by Waldemar 
mon, even though an exception has to be made Among other new German - u • a 1. 
when Strauss works are given. Von Bulow may Schuchardt’s symphonic noTm “In d Fncdncli 
have exaggerated in saying that a conductor must Breezes," possibly written to celebraL tlf f f 
his head in the score, the Wright brothersAttention^k the f 
freedom he can vet an unnnhlist^m .A,. ,entl°n h.as been called t< 
have the score in his head .I_... , 
but the. leader .needs all the  
All his attention is necessary to perfect his “read- bassoon and three^orns b oboe’ 
mgj -to control the standing of each instrument, von Orthegraven and vnf?- by A' 
and balance the parts into a proper whole. Many Rontgen, are choruses th{t h» 7°t7*l' by Jul'"S 
conductors struggle for new effects, but the best Mahler has made a new 1. b°th WOn Pnzes' 
the comppsers’ “Drei Pintos.” The new ro"gemen*r °J Webers 
opera is called ’•■«;, 1 • n.ew Strauss-Hofmannsthal 
prdss rSes?rn!atW ^ Star’” a”d the English 
donna who fries to make the «'!♦ ™USt •bc a prin,a 
notices. ke the Star Print her press 
l,.StriTuqUartet. by Dubois, i„ Paris, is said tn 
REMINISCENCES OF VON BULOW. 
In Die Musik Laura Rappoldi gives some remi¬ 
niscences of Von Biilow. With her, as with all, no 
matter how close the friendship was, he showed' his 
rtervous brusqueness. When he felt the impulse, 
he would think nothing of a sudden departure from 
a dinner at which he was.a guest. 
This brusqueness made him also a'great drill- 
master and a keen critic. Famous as leader of the 
Memingen orchestra, he raised that organization to 
a high standard of perfection. He made the play¬ 
ers memorize their parts, so that he could lead them 
tronj the piano while playing a concerto. So expert 
did they become that once, when he did not appear 
in time to begin the concert, they played the first 
number, the Tannhauser” overture, without any 
conductor a* »ri J 
3 not sp s 
Show much freshness 
&r™rzrso,prc?- -.. 
entirely made up of spoken^a/^ * feW chor<Is' is 
of the later scenes is nr,* ” dlaI?Kue> and the music 
by Smulders was given at a^Bet'"g‘ #A cboral work 
Clutsam has invfnttd a :^7an ,festlval- A. M. 
SLS° PlaUdrlhP,an°--keyWd 
Brautwahl.” Zelenski's pn?Tsed an °Pera', _ 
Kieff by its melodies A'S1°pera “Janek" pleased 
script songs of Moussore- kb" °r more *nanu- 
will be most 
Marcella” proved rather 
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THE MIRACLE OF INSPIRATION 
By HENRY T. FINCK 
How Many Great Masterpieces Have Been Written in an Incredibly Short Time 
and Under Unfavorable Conditions. 
The immortal song writer, Robert Franz, was 
deaf when I called on him one summer day, not 
long before his death, andT had to write on a slate 
what I wanted-to say to him. He was able to talk, 
however, and he did so eloquently, telling me 
many things of interest which I used in an article 
for The Century Magazine. One of his idols was 
Handel; he talked about him, and about others, and 
to illustrate a point he got up and brought from 
bis library the manuscript score of one of Handel's 
many works—I forget which. Turning over the 
pages, he pointed laughingly at the evidence, here 
and there, of the rapidity with which Handel had 
worked. In those days sand was used instead of 
blotting paper, and here and' there grains of sand 
were to be seen on the top of the page, showing 
that Handel must have reached the end of that 
page before the ink on the first staves was dry. 
"THE MESSIAH” AND BACH. 
Handel’s greatest work, “The Messiah,” must 
have been written at this lightning speed. He be¬ 
gan it on August 22, 1741, and finished the orchestra¬ 
tion of the third part on September 14 That is, 
he composed this wonderful work hi twenty-three 
flays! The achievement is the more remarkable 
when we bear in mind that he was at this timp 
fifty-six years old—sixteen years beyond the age at 
which Dr. Osier intimated that ‘men do their best 
A book was written not long ago in which it was 
shown that in his oratorios, as in his operas, Handel 
did not hesitate to introduce numbers from his 
own older works, as well as whole pages from the 
compositions of other men, without quotation 
marks. There are such things in “The Messiah,” 
but not enough of them to diminish the miracle of 
its rapid creation. The manuscript of this oratorio 
is written on oblong folio paper, 914 by 12 inches, 
and it fills 275 of these pages. Merely to copy that 
number in three weeks would be, I should think, a 
creditable achievement. 
Handel’s great contemporary, J. S. Bach, seldom 
repeated himself, and he never borrowed from 
others; yet his writings fill nearly half a hundred 
huge folio volumes, including several hundred 
cantatas; some of which must have been composed 
as fast as many of Handel’s scores. He was much 
addicted to revising, but the composition itself was 
the inspiration of the moment, re.vision being merely 
the varnish. To be sure, sometimes the varnish is 
of prime importance—think of Japanese lacquer 
articles, or our Rookwood pottery! 
In the case of Bach’s inspiration the most mirac¬ 
ulous thing is its prophetic quality, so to speak; 
that is, its anticipation of the future development of 
music. When.-Professor Paine told me, at Harvard 
University, in 1875, that there was hardly a harmony 
in Wagner which could not be found in Bach, I 
attributed his remark to his indisposition to ac¬ 
knowledge Wagner’s greatness; but he was right. 
Bach had the harmonies, but we use them more 
boldly, with stronger accents and without prepara¬ 
tion. To me the most astonishing thing about Bach 
has always seemed his skill in using harsh dis¬ 
sonances without violating the pedantic rules of his 
time. Herein he shows a diabolical ingenuity. 
MOZART A WORKER. 
It is commonly assumed that Mozart was all in¬ 
spiration and no work. That was not his own view 
of the case. When his “Don Giovanni” was being 
rehearsed at Prague, in 1787, he said to the con¬ 
ductor: “It is a mistake to think that the practice 
of my art has become easy to me. I assure you, 
dear friend, no one has given so much care to the 
study of composition as I. There is scarcely, a 
famous master in music whose works I have not 
frequently and diligently studied.” 
To his father he once wrote: “You know that, so 
to speak, I am wrapped up in music—that I prac¬ 
tice it all day long—that I like to speculate, study, 
reflect.” 
He could compose amid the most unfavorable sur¬ 
roundings. “Above us is a violinist,” he once wrote 
from Milan to his sister, “below us is another, next 
door a singing teacher who gives lessons, and in 
the last room opposite ours on oboeist. Merry con¬ 
ditions for composing,” he adds sarcastically. “You 
get so many ideas!” 
Where he really got his ideas was in the open 
air; that supplied the ozone necessary for his in¬ 
spirational faculty to get active. He could do more 
in a few days working in a garden than in as many 
days working in a, room. New ideas were very apt 
to come into his mind when he was traveling. 
These he*jotted down on slips of paper which he 
preserved in a leather bag made for this purpose 
and which he carefully guarded. These germs he 
then elaborated in his mind, turning them over and 
over till he was satisfied. His biographer, Jahn, 
places much emphasis on the amount of preliminary 
labor Mozart expended on his operas before he put 
them on paper. 
Everybody has read that he postponed writing 
the overture to “Don Giovanni” until the midnight 
preceding the evening of the day when* that opera 
had its first performance; and that at seven in the 
morning the score was ready for the copyist. His 
wife had helped to keep him awake by telling him 
funny stories. That he was able to do this was of 
course due to the fact that the overture was ready 
in his head with all the details of orchestration, and 
that all that he had to accomplish was the mechan¬ 
ical work of writing it out. 
This was not one isolated instance. It was, in fact, 
Mozart’s habit to delay putting his music on paper, 
because the process of writing did not interest him 
as much as the creating and composing, which were 
done in his head before the hands got busy. “Like 
Beethoven, he. walked up and down the room, ab¬ 
sorbed in thought, even while washing his hands; 
and his hairdresser used to complain that Mozart 
would never sit still, but would jump up every now 
and then and walk across the room to jot down 
something, or touch the piano, while he had to run 
after him, holding on to his pigtail.” 
BEETHOVEN’S SLOW METHOD. 
Like Mozart, Beethoven got most of his ideas in. 
the open air, on his walks; and he jotted them down 
in sketch books, which fortunately have been pre-- 
served. Were we to judge by these sketches alone, 
we might doubt whether Beethoven .was inspired, 
in the usual meaning of the term. The dictionary 
defines “inspired” as “informed, instructed, or con¬ 
trolled by divine influence,” and we usually speak 
of original ideas as coming “from above.” But these _ 
Beethoven sketches are for the most part so ordi-' 
nary that one need not look for a divine origin for 
Wherein Beethoven revealed his rare genius was 
in the altering of these commonplace sketches till 
they gradually assumed the aspect of inspirational 
products. In the “Fidelio” sketch book, for example, 
there are sixteen pages of sketches for music which, 
when finally written out, made up less than three 
pages of the vocal score. Of one air there are 
eighteen versions, of one chorus ten. In the words 
of Thayer: “To follow a recitative or aria.through 
all its guises is an extremely fatiguing task, and the 
almost countless studies for a duet or terzet are 
enough to make one frantic.” 
The wonderful results Beethoven achieved by this 
slow method prove that rapidity of work is not a 
test of musical inspiration. His sketches—his first 
ideas—were to him what a rough block of marble 
is to a sculptor who gradually chisels it into a 
beautiful statue. 
There are many writers who have no definite idea 
of what they are going to say'when they take up 
the pen. Ideas come to them as they write; their 
brain needs to be heated by the exercise of forming 
sentences before it emits flashes of genius. 
SCHUBERT’S AMAZING FACILITY. 
Sir' Geofge Grove was right in saying that it 
seems as if in Schubert’s piece “the stream from 
the heavenly reservoir were dashing over us, or 
flowing through us, more directly, with less' ad¬ 
mixture of any medium or channel, than it does in 
those of any other writer, even of Beethoven him¬ 
self.” 
Schubert was not 'as uncritical as is commonly 
supposed. He rewrote a considerable number of his 
songs, some of them two or three times, and he 
knew how to file and polish. If he filed and polished 
less than Beethoven and other masters, that was be¬ 
cause there was no need of it. He never had to 
change his ideas; his melodies, utterly unlike 
Beethoven’s, sprang from his brain as finished 
products; he had no need of sketch books; neither 
he nor anyone else could have improved the themes 
as they came from his brain. 
The elaboration or development was as spon¬ 
taneous as the conception of the theme. As we 
write letters when we are in the mood for it, so 
did Schubert compose pieces and songs, as fast 
as his pen could travel. It was his habit to put 
on each manuscript the day—sometimes even the 
hour—of its beginning and its completion. This 
made it possible to test the rapidity of his work. 
An expert copyist once tried, in how short a time 
he could copy one of the Schubert chamber works— 
I think it was a quintet; he found it took him just 
as long as it had taken the composer to create it! 
Of all the miracles of inspiration this is the greatest. 
Everyone has . heard how Schubert wrote one of 
his. finest songs, “Hark, Hark, the Lark.” He was 
waiting with some friends at a suburban tavern for 
lunch when he saw a volume of poems, and, picking 
it up, came across the Shakespeare verses. He had 
hardly read them when he exclaimed: .“Oh, if I 
only had some music paper to jot down the lovely 
melody that- has just come into my head.” There 
was no such paper, but one of the friends quickly 
drew some staves on the back of the bill of fare, 
and then and there Schubert improvised his im¬ 
mortal song. There is reason to believe that he 
wrote that other gem, “Sylvia,” the same day. 
Schubert could not only, like Dr. Johnson, “tear 
the heart out of a book,” he could change it instantly 
to music. Indeed, as Schumann remarked, “every¬ 
thing he touched turned into music;” and Grove 
aptly speaks of “the almost fierce eagerness with 
which he attacked his poetry, and of the inspiration 
with which the music rushed from his heart and 
through the pen.” 
The greatest of Schubert’s songs—that is, the 
greatest of all songs—are those contained in the 
“Winter Journey” cycle; and of these, six were com¬ 
posed in one morning. 
Inspiration knows no law. At one time extremely 
coy and elusive, it comes at other moments un¬ 
bidden. Not infrequently a happy thought came 
to Schubert when he was lying in bed. He would 
then jump up and jot it down instantly; and as he 
was very nearsighted he kept on his spectacles at 
night, to be prepared for any call. 
The workings of such a brain—could we but 
understand it! Schubert’s friends .were puzzled by 
this phenomenon. They noted his states of “fine 
frenzy,” and their amazing results—results as 
puzzling to himself as to others. They looked on 
his performances as acts done in a state of clairvoy¬ 
ance, as well they might, for he seemed in a trance 
when he wrote, and at times knew not himself 
afterwards what he had done. Sometimes he for¬ 
got his own songs. One day the tenor Vogel sang 
one of these, and when he got through Schubert 
exclaimed: “That’s not bad! Who wrote it?” 
By Schubert’s early death the musical world lost 
the most marvelously constructed brain that ever 
existed. Had he lived a decade or two longer, how 
many more inspired thoughts would have come to 
us through it from the heavenly reservoir which 
so few, alas, are able to tap? 
CHOPIN’S WAY AND SCHUMANN’S. 
Chopin was like Schubert, inasmuch as his in¬ 
spirations were usually perfect as they first came to 
him. Yet he was so critical that he would fain have 
improved them. On this point George Sand tells us 
that “he shut himself up in. his room for entire days, 
weeping, walking about, breaking his pen, repeating 
and changing a bar a hundred times, and beginning 
again next day with minute and desperate persever¬ 
ance. He spent six weeks over a single page, only 
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to go back and write that which he had traced at 
the first essay.” 
Concerning his inspiration, the same writer tells 
us that “it descended upon his piano suddenly, com¬ 
pletely, sublimely, or it sang itself in his head dur¬ 
ing his walks, and he made haste to hear it by 
rushing to the instrument.” Having such absorbing 
thoughts in his head naturally made him absent- 
minded, to such a degree that he sometimes nar¬ 
rowly escaped being run over by a carriage. Some¬ 
times he forgot his meals. When improvising ai 
the piano he was equally oblivious of his surround¬ 
ings. He did not watch the keyboard, we are told, 
but generally gazed at the ceiling. 
George Sand had many opportunities to listen to 
his inspired improvisations, and she wished there 
were a way of fixing them. To-day we have such 
a way—but we have no Chopin! 
Schumann was not one of the rapid writers, any 
more than Chopin or Beethoven. He worked hard 
over his tasks, but the results were usually of per¬ 
manent value, until incipient mental disease changed 
him from a man of genius to a man of talent. 
During the first decade of his creative career he 
wrote for the pianoforte only. In a letter to a 
friend he said: “You ought to write more for the 
voice. Or are you, perhaps, like myself, who have 
all my life placed vocal music below instrumental, 
and never considered it a great art?” He seemed to 
feel that this was a wrong attitude, for he adds: 
“But don’t speak to anyone about this." 
A year later he had changed his views and practices 
completely. “At present I compose only vocal 
pieces,” he wrote. “I can hardly tell- you what a 
delight it is to write for the voice as compared with 
instruments, and how it throbs and rages within me 
when I am at work. Entirely new things have been 
revealed to me, and I am thinking of writing an 
opera, which, however, will not be possible until I 
have entirely freed myself from editorial work.” 
It was at this time that he became temporarily 
as fluent a writer as Schubert. It was the year 
when his long engagement to Clara Wieck termi¬ 
nated in marriage, and he was so overflowing with 
happiness that he wrote in that one year over a 
hundred songs, including nearly all of his best ones. 
LOVE AND PATRIOTISM. 
While we cannot fathom the mystery of musical 
inspiration, we can note its sources. Love of woman 
is the chief of them. Love helped Schumann to 
write his best songs. It helped other masters in the 
same way, including Beethoven, who was never 
married but often in love with the pretty countesses 
and less exalted girls he gave lessons to. Gruff 
though he was as a rule, he could turn a neat com¬ 
pliment. One evening at a party he took his sketch 
book.from his pocket repeatedly and wrote some 
bars in it. Afterwards, when alone with Frau 
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Arnira, he sang for her what he had written, and 
said: “There, how does that sound? It is yours if 
you like it: I made it for you, you inspired me with 
it; I saw it in your eyes.” 
It is always under the influence of strong feeling 
that inspired thoughts come to a musician. It may 
be love of woman, love of music itself, love of one's 
own country, or some other variety of devotion. 
Patriotism is responsible for many master creations. 
Grieg was not a rapid worker as a rule, but under the 
stress of deep feeling he, too, achieved remarkable 
feats in this line. When I was writing my book on 
“Songs and Song Writers” I asked him to give me 
some information regarding his songs, and after 
some hesitation he complied, writing me an auto- 
biographic sketch of more than thirty pages One 
of the most interesting pages in this letter was the 
following: 
“In the Album vol. IV we breathe the air of my 
native country. In these songs, which differ from 
f ,t, ,.Pre,Ceflng °neS- 1 struck a t°ne Norwegian 
I olksthumhehkeit which was new at the time I 
was all aflame with enthusiasm when I became ac- 
quamted in the spring of 1880, with the poems of 
Vinje, which embody a deep philosophy of life and 
in course of eight to ten days I composed not’only 
the songs contained in the fourth volume, but others 
by the same poet which are not yet in print A O 
Vinje was a peasant by birth. He attempted with 
his prose works to enlighten the Norwegian people' 
and these writings, together with his poems, gave 
him a great national importance.” 
Much has been written about the best way to 
commit music to memory. Almost without excep¬ 
tion such writers ignore every kind of mentality but 
If one is of the lucky number who play by ear; 
that is, one of those who have the faculty of being 
able to instantly transfer to the keyboard what they 
hear with the imagination, he has no need to con¬ 
sider the subject of this article, because he will 
never need to memorize. He is one of the rarely 
fortunate, for no musician forgets how what he is 
playing sounds. The only thing he ever forgets is 
what keys to play. 
The great majority of people who play without 
notes must exercise the memory. An absolutely 
accurate memory is a mental faculty. It is not a 
phase of musical talent. Many people possess it 
who know and care nothing for music. When a 
musician has a fine memory, he can use it in his 
music to his great advantage, but he can be a musi¬ 
cian without it. As a matter of fact, there are many 
really thorough, devoted musicians who, memorize 
as they will, can never be sure of their memory in 
public. 
By constant study and exercise a weak memory 
may be developed and strengthened, much to the 
benefit of the student. And do not think there is any 
“best” way to memorize. Some remember best by 
learning from the printed page. For good sight 
readers who do, not play from ear, this is prob¬ 
ably the most accurate method. They are thus in 
the positiop of reading from a sheet of music before 
the mind’s eye. 
Others remember best by the keyboard. It is a 
well-known fact that some people spell by the 
ear, and some by the eye. If they are good 'spell¬ 
ers nobody troubles to even know how they do 
it. By the same sign, musicians remember their 
harmonies, and their mental process in equally un¬ 
important. The method that makes you completely 
sure is the best method for you. If it is also the 
easiest, so much the better. 
The majority of persons can play without notes 
that which they have played often enough, but that 
is not the operation of voluntary memory. Rather 
is it the mechanical act of the subconscious mind, 
and if it is sure never to fail you, it is as good as 
any other way. Indeed, if you have any method 
of committing your notes to memory that makes 
you absolutely certain, stick to it. If you have no 
successful method, give the subject careful study, 
and try to discover a way that brings the most 
satisfactory results to you. Then stick to that, and 
. cultivate and develop it. You will soon find it 
growing easier, and in a little while you will have 
.a working system that will simplify your former 
haphazard attempts, and bring satisfying progress. 
It matters not whether you learn from the notes 
away from the piano, or study the notes at the 
piano; whether you think in notes or keys or tones. 
As long as you can play without notes the process 
is of no moment. But why not play from notes if 
that gives you a sense of greater security and con¬ 
fidence? 
The gain of self-command that comes when one 
is free from the fear of failure, is of incalcula¬ 
ble value to artistic success. That brings us to 
the consideration of another phase of the question 
which is less frequently touched -upon. 
Why should one be obliged to play without notes 
it he can play better with them? The objection 
most often made is that a person who is obliged 
to keep his eyes glued to the paper cannot play 
with the abandon that is possible to one ‘who plavs 
from memory. 
USING NOTES AT CONCERTS. 
Even if one plays from notes, he has at least 
partially memorized anything that is sufficiently 
prepared to appear upon a program. Notes are 
in such a case used merely to refer to in the event 
of a lapse of memory. In the next place, why need 
one keep his eyes glued” to the keyboard? Any 
pianist should, as far as possible, cultivate the habit 
ot not looking at his hands when playing. This 
is not incompatible with perfect accuracy as is 
proved every day by our blind pianists. ’ 
One very successful concert pianist has told me 
that he can play with very much more freedom 
when he has his notes, because he can forget every¬ 
thing but the interpretation of the work; while if 
he is without them his mind is burdened with the 
effort to remember, and he can not give over him¬ 
self and the hour spontaneously to the meaning of 
what he plays. He is an exceptional sight reader, 
and has read at sight so much that it has become 
a mechanical act with him, and he does it almost 
unconsciously. Although he memorizes laboriously, 
his memory never fails him, so it is not a question 
of breaking down, with him; simply a question of 
artistic excellence. 
Is it not bigoted to criticise a man’s musical 
ability because he prefers not to trust to a memory 
not always constant? One might as well find fault 
because his hands are small, or because he is near¬ 
sighted. If he masters a work technically, grasps 
it interpretatively, plays it with a fine conception of 
the • composer’s meaning, what difference does it 
make to Art whether or not he is at the same time 
performing a feat of memory? If he can do both, 
well and good, but better have his notes than to 
spoil the composition by forgetting. 
Rubinstein, von Bulow, and many others of our 
greatest artists have forgotten at critical points on 
the concert platform. They are none the less music¬ 
ally great for all that, but why run such a risk? 
If one has the gift all will agree that there is 
more freedom in playing from memory. If one has 
not that special gift there may be more freedom 
in playing with notes, not to mention the danger 
of destroying the pleasure of an audience by iailure 
at. the concert. At any rate, the pianist should be 
allowed his own choice in the matter without fear 
of censure. 
Symphony players, string quartet artists, in fact, 
all ensemble players use their notes. Does that 
fact detract from their musicianship? 
Singers can and usually do hold their music un¬ 
challenged. But the committing to memory of a 
song or stringed-instrument part is a small thing 
because there is only one part to think of. except in 
the occasional double stopped passages for strings, 
which usually introduce only two. But a pianist 
who must memorize two, four, eight or ten parts at 
a time, if he uses his notes, is not considered prop¬ 
erly equipped for his work by some critics who 
might themselves be incapable of memorizing one 
of Hamlet’s Soliloquies. With the aid of only a 
little memorizing here and there, a pianist can al¬ 
ways turn his own music. But suppose he is “at the 
mercy of a leaf turner!” Guilmant has a leaf 
turner. In fact, organists seldom memorize their 
programs. 
When one stops to realize the tremendous 
achievement it is for an average memory to retain 
any great work for piano, with its numerous parts 
m complicated harmony, the wonder is not that so 
many of the greatest musicians have failed in the 
task at times, but that so many musicians of lesser 
magnitude havd succeeded so admirably. 
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THE ART OF RELAXATION 
By WILLIAM H. SHERWOOD 
Some Interesting and Instructive Opinions by the Eminent Teacher-virtuoso Upon a Much Discussed 
Element in Pianoforte Technic. 
[Editor's Note.—In the following article Mr. Sherwood 
gives a detailed description of some of the essential Anger, 
hand and arm movements employed in modern pianoforte 
playing, and Indicates how complete relaxation Is not de¬ 
sirable at .all times. Students will And much In this article 
that will require careful study.] 
Recent well-written articles in The Etude on the 
subject of relaxation in piano playing might possibly 
have a tendency to throw discredit on teachers who 
attempt to train the hand and wrist, knuckles and 
fingers to certain restrictions as regard unlimited 
freedom and “relaxation.” Certain kinds of playing, 
where one must produce crisp effects and where 
one must play lightly and rapidly, can-never be ac¬ 
complished with indiscriminate, complete relaxation. 
The student should be able at all times to relax 
completely, but he must know how to manage some 
of the joints relaxed, simultaneously with managing 
others ijti a concentrated, fixed and resisting man¬ 
ner. If we do not learn how to control both ways, 
combined with intelligent and well-ordered dis¬ 
crimination, and with many combinations, we fall 
short. I have had pupils who were told by former 
teachers to practice everything they played at the 
keyboard with all joints limber and relaxed under 
any and all circumstances. In emergencies requir¬ 
ing skill and at high grade of technical proficiency 
these same people are the first ones to stiffen and 
play with a thin, hard, “choppy” touch, showing a 
total lack of freedom. It pays to be strict in cer¬ 
tain ways, and it is absolutely -necessary to be able 
to fix a position and control some joints, in piano 
playing, before you can give other joints relaxa¬ 
tion and flexibility some of the time. 
When more people begin to understand such 
things as this the standard of piano playing will be 
much advanced in quality. One writer, in spite of 
his own very fine playing, does not practice what 
he preaches; as I have noticed in some of the most 
brilliant and effective passages during his perform¬ 
ance. However, his article affords a great oppor¬ 
tunity for those who wish to slight their work, 
because some people who do not wish to study 
carefully will be glad to underrate those who do 
take the trouble with such sweeping and unwar¬ 
ranted freedom and the “same rule for everything.” 
One gifted apostle of “complete relaxation,” whose 
interview was widely copied by the Associated 
Press a couple of years ago, stated that if the aspir¬ 
ing music students and piano players of America 
desired to become really cultured and more aesthetic, 
than they were’ the path was open to them. “We 
artists visit your country every year and give you 
recitals; if you will.attend our recitals you will be¬ 
come cultured and live in a musical atmosphere.” 
These are approximately the words used, which, of 
course, ought to be very beneficial to our musical 
communities. I agree with him that we ought regu¬ 
larly to go to hear the best artists we can, and it 
is well worth the trouble, time and expense involved 
to attend recitals when they are given by artists of 
high rank, such as himself. As to the rest of it 
perhaps you and I and few other people may pos¬ 
sibly suggest that recitals might occasionally be given 
by resident artists (this gentleman is from abroad), 
which would prove of moderate benefit, along the 
same lines. 
While listening to music performed by great 
artists has much to do with one’s training and 
.-esthetic culture and does muclT towards elevating 
the standard, on the other side, there is no excuse 
for a student to neglect sound theoretical instruc¬ 
tion. He must learn to analyze and think music, to 
understand its harmony and dynamic treatment, its 
rhythm and phrasing, together with much else that 
requires mental effort, in addition to merely listen¬ 
ing. The great music schools in Europe do not 
graduate students without sound education, in addition 
to what they may absorb through listening to artists. 
The player who expects to learn to play well only 
by fixed conditions of hand and wrist and too few 
and limited rules regarding motions made will cer¬ 
tainly be disappointed in the results. On the other 
hand, if we begin to think about relaxation in a 
practical manner we shall start with giving some at¬ 
tention to the player’s position at the keyboard. He 
can relax the wrist with more freedom if he sits 
comparatively low. Paderewski sits several inches 
lower than the ordinary chair, as a consequence he 
uses the muscles in the upper part of the arm 
habitually in order to keep the forearm up, light 
more or less above the elbow at the wrist joint. In 
such a way the lightness of the wrist (so necessary 
for good playing) is aided by the supporting energy 
employed with the lifting muscles at the shoulder, thus 
helping conditions at the wrist. In much of Pade¬ 
rewski’s playing, while the wrist is constantly re¬ 
laxed, the hand position at the knuckles is compara¬ 
tively steady. 
FUNDAMENTAL MOTIONS. 
The fingers should be trained to three classes of 
fundamental motion: 
1. Movements made up and down. Such move¬ 
ments depend upon the use of flexor and extensor 
muscles. The muscles are in pairs all through the 
human body. The independent use of an extensor 
muscle should alternate with that of the flexor, the one 
to lift and the other to put the finger down. 
2. Movements made right and left, individual 
finger joint action from the hand, caused by an 
effort in the finger itself, and not by a twist of hand 
or wrist (lateral finger motions). 
3. Power to stretch out or draw in (or flex) the 
finger. This class of finger motion can be modified 
again with a combination of control, i. e., holding 
one part of the finger (that next to the hand) fixed 
or firm, while the other part is kept relaxed and 
making the movement. Fix the position of the 
joint of the finger next to the hand, at a convenient 
angle, or about level in its relation to the hand, 
keeping that joint steady enough not to admit of its 
changing position. Work for entire freedom of ac¬ 
tion, otherwise stretching out and drawing in the 
tip-joint of the finger only. Through the use of 
the last named movement, more or less, according 
to circumstances, the greatest amount of sensibility 
of touch can be obtained. If the tip-joint of the 
finger be moved to its fullest length of stroke 
abruptly it affords the means for one kind of bril¬ 
liant staccato playing. If the same joint be moved 
in a very limited, degree, anywhere from one-tenth 
inch to an inch, it helps one to cling to the keys 
and to evade the concussion of a direct blow at the 
key. 
The individual sideward movements of fingers can 
frequently be employed on the same principle that 
the thumb is moved sideward in both directions. 
The fingers can cross one another, like the blades 
of a pair of shears, in the effort to develop flexibility 
and skill in crossing the keyboard. Particular care 
must be taken (when one finger is down and hold¬ 
ing the key) that the other finger shall cross at a 
sufficient height. A finger should be able to make 
such crossing motions with as much individuality, 
when holding a key down, as when up in the air[ 
helping to prepare for another key. It is not enough 
to have mere “passive” relaxation in such a case. 
A positive back action of the finger or thumb joint 
(while holding the key down), coupled with a cling¬ 
ing sensibility in the tip of the finger, is of the 
utmost advantage in enabling one to find positions 
for the necessary stretches of other fingers across 
the keyboard. 
All of this should be aided with a light wrist and 
intelligent carriage of the hand, crossing with proper 
judgment. Such a process requires the independent 
study of a good many functions in their relation to 
each other, and is certainly a practical aid towards 
relaxation. There are four kinds of motion possible 
for lateral movements. Two should move and two 
should resist motion. 
The freedom of action, sensibility of touch and 
care about beautiful quality of tone call for con¬ 
siderable knowledge of such combinations. The 
player who has a “habit of relaxation,” by moving 
the upper part of the arm right and left, and lifting 
the elbow, will not develop the necessary control to 
relax the necessary-parts in emergencies as well as 
the player who makes a moderate effort to keep the 
elbow down and at (or tolerably near) the side. The 
player who makes an effort to decide the relative 
height of the knuckles and to maintain their posi¬ 
tion with considerable steadiness can learn more 
how to relax both wrist and fingers than if the 
knuckle joints are allowed to go haphazard. 
With unrestrained relaxation, through which the 
pupil might be allowed to hold the second and third 
finger knuckles very high, the fourth and fifth 
knuckles will at once be forced to tip down too 
much to allow relaxation with those fingers. Mean¬ 
while, the extensor muscles will not be used for 
the second and third fingers. These fingers, under 
such circumstances, will only use the flexors. Un¬ 
limited relaxation, without judgment in such matters, 
will lead to chaos. It is well for the student to find 
out, through close attention, how to relax and how 
to control relaxation. One way, through move¬ 
ments of knuckles up and down, independently of 
wrist and finger tips. Another way, through move¬ 
ments of wrist up and down, independently of mix¬ 
ing with elbow and knuckles. Again, through 
movements of wrist right and left. Then through 
movements of fingers right and left. Still again, 
through alternating tipping movements of the wrists 
and knuckles up and down (that is to say, one side 
up when the other i^ down) and vice versa, and 
much else. 
In the practice of legato passages a student should 
learn how to make intelligent use of all three kinds 
of finger movements and different kinds of flexibility 
and freedom of wrist (which can profitably be made 
to undulate up and down as well as to move across 
the keyboard). 
RELAXING THE MUSCLES AT THE KNUCKLE JOINTS. 
As stated above, in the effort to learn relaxation, 
combined with playing, it is sometimes worth while 
to relax the knuckle joints, with free movements of 
knuckles up and down as well; but the last kind of 
freedom generally proves a stumbling block to the 
other kinds. One cannot use the extensor muscles 
of the second and third fingers (in passage playing) 
with unlimited high second and third knuckles. In 
case of long stretches, like extended arpeggio 
chords, certain benefits can be derived from holding 
both wrist and second and third knuckles compara¬ 
tively low, combined with extended instead of 
curved fingers. Both movements across long dis¬ 
tances and complete opportunity to use the weakest 
(fourth and fifth) fingers is facilitated thereby. 
For the ordinary legato playing, where no 
stretches are involved, a sufficient height at these 
knuckles to admit of a free passage of thumb under 
the hand (particularly when it may be best to put 
the thumb on a black key) is desirable. For octave 
and chord and general staccato playing many ad¬ 
vantages are derived through comparatively ’ high 
knuckles. It does not follow, by any means, that 
all hands should be treated alike in such cases, but 
the same general rules, modified to suit different 
hands and different classes of exercises, are desirable. 
In most cases the player who would expect to ac¬ 
complish much through legato finger exercises and 
passage playing (even when sufficient relaxation of 
fingers and wrist is developed) will not be able to 
■ do the legato finger work as well alone as when much 
of the practice period (given to technic and touch) is 
taken up with staccato work and wrist and arm 
motions. 
Music is sound. The sensibility necessary, both 
through continued efforts to listen, combined with 
the effort to feel the keys and the kind of touch 
thereon, should never be neglected. A restful, de¬ 
liberate habit of practicing, not hurried; much of 
the time with soft instead of loud touch, much of the 
time slowly or at moderate speed and with one hand 
alone, admits of an opportunity to form discriminat¬ 
ing habits. 
UNRESTRAINED FREEDOM DISAPPOINTING 
The greatest players of modern times have fol¬ 
lowed out a course based upon principles herein 
explained. Unrestrained freedom leads to disorder 
and disappointment. The narrow, one-position rule 
f kP^,CtiClVs as undesirable at one extreme as is 
unbridled liberty at the other. Let us have a habit 
of moderation, as we should in the use of fire 0J 
Z!1 J°i° TChr OT- t0° littIe of either is greatly 
to be deplored. It is true, for instance, that one 
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can play a scale with the right hand ascending, with 
ease of manner, helping towards complete relaxa¬ 
tion, when holding the second and third knuckles 
comparatively high and allowing the wrist to be 
low. But when one gets to the fourth-finger note 
it is well to notice whether the tone can be pro¬ 
duced with as steady, firm a quality as the tones 
produced by the other fingers. In reverse order 
(the right hand descending) it is true that if one 
raises the elbow one can raise the right side of the 
hand and lay the fingers across the thumb with 
more ease and freedom. It is recommended that a 
student do a small part of his playing with such 
extra freedom and other liberties and absence of 
discriminating muscular effort. Also that he should 
do part of the practice without trying to lift the 
fingers any more than he finds agreeable for ease 
and complete relaxation in playing. If, however, 
these habits prevail, to the exclusion of efforts in 
training one’s self to a few restrictions, the majority 
of players will be at a loss for reserve resources in 
emergencies. It is a matter of judgment, to be ex¬ 
ercised by both teacher and pupil, when and how 
much to let down the bars in such respect. It is a 
part of wisdom to know and to test a good many 
things and to be able to adapt one’s self to the 
many instead of fnv ways of developing the different 
kinds of expression found in music. 
HAYDN’S PICTURESQUE PERSONALITY. 
The story of Haydn’s thirty years at Eisenstadt is 
soon told. What a fantastic mode of life it seems, 
how farcical, grotesque, in its dull routine, for a 
genius who was at work, steadily building up new 
art-forms! Haydn, we are told, rose every morning at 
six, carefully shaved and dressed, drank up a cup of 
black coffee, and worked till noon. - Then he ate, 
and in the afternoon he worked again, and ate and 
worked until it was time to go to bed. He was a 
little man, very dark of skin and deeply pock-marked 
and he had a large and ugly nose. His lower jaw 
and under lip projected and he had very kindly 
eyes. He was far from being vain about his per¬ 
sonal appearance, but he took an immense amount 
of pains with it for all that. Ladies ran much after 
him, too. But he cannot have spared them much 
of his time. 
All who knew him were agreed about his method¬ 
ical habits, and we have only to look at a catalogue 
of his achievements and to consider that on every 
day of the week he had both rehearsals and concerts 
to realize that his entire time must have been eaten 
up by the writing of music and the preparation of 
and direction of musical performances. .Undoubt¬ 
edly, he wearied of it at times, though he said that 
on the whole it had been good for him, and that by 
being thrown so much upon his own resources he 
had been forced to become original. His finest work 
was done when he was free of his bondage and ac¬ 
tively engaged in the busy world. 
There is a note of regret for the irremediable in 
that remark of his. It is as if he had said: “True, 
it was dull, insufferably tedious, but, after all, it had 
its compensations.” How his band and singers toler¬ 
ated the life I cannot tell. They lived together in 
a sort of family, but their family meetings at Ester- 
hazy were a poor substitute for the distractions of 
the capital. One might assume that they took their 
holidays in turns—for many had wives and children 
whom they were obliged to leave behind—but a well- 
authenticated story destroys this fond belief. It is 
the story of the Farewell Symphony. The artists, 
wearying of so long a sojourn so far away from 
home, asked Haydn to intercede for them with the 
Prince. 
. Haydn and his folk were always on the best of 
terms, and he did intercede for them in his own 
canny way. He composed a symphony in which, 
towards the end, player after player finishes his part, 
blows out his candle, packs up his instrument, and 
leaves the room, until at last one solitary violin is 
left industriously playing on. The Prince took the 
hint. “Since they are all gone, we might as well go, 
too.” And he gave the order for the return to 
Vienna, which he detested. 
. There are many things in music which must be 
imagined without being heard. It is the intelligent 
hearers who are endowed with that imagination 
whom we should endeavor to please more par¬ 
ticularly.—P. E. Bach. 
Women’s Opportunity in 
Music 
A Symposeum by Practical Teachers and Writers 
(Continued.from the July ETUDE) 
EDITH LYNWOOD WINN. 
In music, natural facility, quickness of perception 
and vividness of imagination, so evident in girls, 
come more slowly to the surface in boys. For 
pvery ten versatile women musicians you will find 
only five versatile men. I have had much experi¬ 
ence with training girls—and a few boys—for the 
profession of music. If my girls do not marry—and 
the Northerner remains in the profession longer 
than the Southerner—they adopt the profession of 
music for a lifetime. The care and training of 
children and young people in schools and. colleges 
devolve upon these teachers. Positions are always 
available to those who are well equipped, especially 
as women will do twice .as much work in our 
American secondary schools and colleges as men do, 
for much less money. Fidelity, tact, knowledge of 
'character, adaptability, logical development of ma¬ 
terial, etc., are more frequently found in women 
teachers than in men. Every year the profession of 
music is becoming more thoroughly equipped with 
women teachers. 
The heads of teachers’ agencies assure me that 
men teachers are in the minority, and good teachers 
becoming less and less easily obtainable. 
Men, as a rule, can obtain positions in bands and 
orchestras more easily than women can, though 
competition is close. Women have not orchestral 
training and experience, nor have they the physique 
to go into large orchestras and endure the stress 
of winter’s work as men do. 
Summer positions are open to young women at 
a figure much less remunerative than those offered 
to men, but, in the majority of cases, these young 
women are not aspirants for a serious art career. 
In the general estimate of opportunities for 
women I find that the schools of the Middle West 
and South offer many good openings. Our cities 
are overcrowded with students who desire to be 
self-supporting. Among these there are com¬ 
paratively few who are experienced enough to teach 
or to play publicly. This great armyof students must 
be found employment. I say to my students: “The 
great city does not need you, will never need you 
as much as the small city, perhaps. Go back to 
your own States .and do good work in localities that 
need you.” 
During the recent period of financial depression 
throughout the country there has been an alarming 
condition of things .in the world of musicians. 
Orchestras have been reduced in size, or practically 
abandoned. Music teaching has been less remunera¬ 
tive, because music is a luxury and therefore most 
easily to be dispensed with. Positions in schools 
and colleges have been less easily secured and 
salaries have been reduced. Moreover, in the case 
of musical compositions, publishers have accepted 
very little from new or unknown composers.. The 
present situation is brighter. 
I think the well-equipped and ambitious girls will 
find some avenue for their talents, but women are 
less courageous than men, when the tide of chance 
is against them. The reason why men succeed 
against overwhelming obstacles is because a man be¬ 
gins to think about his life-work when he is a mere 
boy. A woman spends the first half of her life 
under parental shelter, and something of the rest of 
life in waiting for the possible contingency of 
matrimony. 
Most women realize that music study has an im¬ 
portant bearing upon culture, but I have found the 
parents of my most ambitious girl students un¬ 
willing to venture money in an art education, 
although they were perfectly willing to give their 
sons several thousand dollars toward a college edu¬ 
cation. The same men would not risk this amount 
of money in an art education for their sons, as the 
music profession in America is not regarded as a 
remunerative one for men. When Isadora Duncan 
left Boston with $8000, the net result of her work 
m our city, a member of the Symphony Orchestra 
said to its conductor, “I think we had better give up 
music.” 
It does seem so, and yet why should we g.ve up 
the pursuit of the ideal, or the study of the greatest 
art in the world, merely because the money returns 
not as great as in some other line of work? I 
know not why one is called to music and another to 
literature- one to engineering, another to landscape 
painting;’but I am sure that we succeed best in 
that department of effort wh.ch offers the leas, 
resistance to our energies, and which, by intuition, 
as well as study, we love sincerely. 
Success does not mean public approbation merely. 
It is deeper than that. The commendation of our 
own heart and mind and soul is the only standard. 
FAY SIMMONS DAVIS. 
The musical progress of women during the last 
half century has been amazing. To-day they wield 
a greater power in the realm of music than in any 
other art. As singers and as performers on almost 
every kind of instrument they have accomplished 
great things, while as teachers they have achieved 
wonders. It is their natural intuition, which enables 
them to perceive the needs of each musical patient 
who presents himself, more than their personal 
abilities and individualities, which makes their.suc¬ 
cess so pronounced in this direction. 
It is a deplorable fact that the average woman 
musician does not obtain the same musical prepara¬ 
tion as the average man musician. She is as pro¬ 
ficient technically, but her deficiency lies in her lack 
of ■ theoretical knowledge. Owing to her tempera¬ 
ment she accomplishes more remarkable things 
without this preparation than would her male con¬ 
frere, but there comes a time when she finds that 
she can progress “thus far and no further” without 
it. For various reasons woman ofttimes has to use 
her musical education professionally earlier than 
does a man. Then when she reaches the age when 
she could afford the time and money to pursue more 
advanced studies she usually marries and spends the 
needed artistic years in the domestic atmosphere. 
When again she takes up her music she realizes that 
though she has become a good wife and mother, she 
has become a poorer musician. So it is that the 
single woman has the best musical opportunity, 
though we all know that there are many noted mar¬ 
ried women among our renowned musicians. 
The future holds greater promise for our musital 
women. Wider opportunities are pouring in upon 
them, and with their enlightenment they will see 
their faults as others see them, and will remedy 
them. With more advanced study along intellectual 
lines we shall not only have greater performers, but 
more worthy women composers. Their ability to 
create rare musical productions is as yet in its in¬ 
fancy. The day will yet dawn when we shall dis¬ 
cover this dormant genius, and respect it for its 
worth and power. 
About 75 to 80 per cent, of our music teachers are 
women. Woman is by nature the ideal teacher, 
especially for children. The greatest woman teacher 
is greater than the greatest man teacher because of 
her peculiar gift of divining and materializing the 
possibilities of others. This power is a material 
one, and alone is of great value for great moral 
awakening. She “reads her pupils like a book ” She 
instinctively becomes Physician, Mother. Teacher, 
Friend All she does and says stands for character 
aS Tf! 3S f°r art’ the °ne is dePendent on the other. 
Odd moments which the busy male teacher neg- 
lects to utilize she seizes for the opportunity of 
speaking the sorely needed word of encouragement . 
and of inspiration The understanding of her pupils’ 
r/t w ab‘htyr to meet them wisely makes 
ffr.th,e ,dea* teache>- from childhood to maturity- 
ottokrcanTeLM3^615 .** ^ ^ 
The noted teachers are surfeited with praise We 
often forget that their success was made possible by 
emhk lnst.rUctors Yhose names have never yet been 
Who dested to^hel ^‘ruction'Vwomen 
Obscure thnno-b tv,P others more than themselves. Obscure though they may still be, in citv or in 
without them. ’ f cannot progress 
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SIR EDWARD ELGAR. 
Elgar was born at Broadheath, near 
Worcester, England, June 2, 1857. His 
father was an organist, and also kept 
a music store in Worcester. Elgar’s 
training was almost entirely along,self- 
help lines. He played the organ a 
little, studied the violin, and several 
wind instruments, helped at choral 
societies, conducted a band at a lunatic 
asylum, and wrote music for every 
combination of instruments he could 
think of. He once wrote a whole 
symphony in the style of Mozart by 
way of an exercise. In 1889 he married, 
and went to London. London, how¬ 
ever, was not ready for him, and a year 
later he was glad to return home and 
become a hum-drum organist. Never¬ 
theless his compositions began to at¬ 
tract attention at the Choral Festivals, 
“The Saga of King Olaf,” “The Black 
Knight,” “Banner of St. George,” and 
other works all fore-shadowed the suc¬ 
cess which was later to be achieved. 
The “Enigma” variations for orchestra, 
given by the Halle Orchestra under the 
veteran Dr. Hans Richter, was the first 
work to attract continental attention. 
In ipoo came “The Dream of Geron- 
tius,” and this remarkable composition 
firmly established Elgar’s reputation. 
“The Apostles” followed, and “The 
Kingdom,” both part of an oratorial 
Trilogy, which is not yet complete. The 
recent production of his first symphony, 
has once more roused universal atten- 
tion. Elgar is without doubt the fore¬ 
most English composer since Purcell. 
CORNELIUS GURLITT. 
Gurlitt was born at Altona, Prussia, 
February 10, 1820. For six years he 
studied under the father of Carl Rein¬ 
ecke, the famous head of the Leipsic 
Conservatory, with whom Gurlitt was 
class-mate. His first appearance in 
public took place during his seventeenth 
year, and the gratifying reception he 
obtained determined him to proceed to 
Copenhagen. Here he studied under 
Curlander, and Weyse, for organ, piano 
and composition. Here also he became 
acquainted with Niels W. Gade, and 
their friendship terminated only at the 
death of the Norwegian composer. In 
>842 Gurktt settled in Hirschholm, near 
Copenhagen, where he resided for four 
years From thence he went to Leip¬ 
sic, where Gade was then musical direc- 
tor to the Gewandhaus concerts. 
, h- Sf pr0ceeded Rome, where 
his brother, Louis Gurlitt. a well- 
known painter, was then studying. 
Cornelius Gurhtt’s merits as a musician 
were readily recognized in that art cen 
the ?aPal academy “Di Santa 
Cec.ha nominated him an honorary 
f Mbe •’ .?"d SFaduated him “Professor 
of Music in 1855. While in Rome he 
studied painting with excellent results 
On his return to Altona, the Duke of 
Augustenburg engaged him as teacher 
to three of his daughters, and when the 
Schleswig-Holstein war broke out in 
ma4st’erGUWt-t 3 miiitary band¬ 
master. His compositions are prodie- 
■ous m quantity, and range from 
songs and teaching pieces to operaT 
Al?onnaS’Tand symphonies- He died A Altona, June 17, 1901. (The Etude Caller 
LUDVIG VAN BEETHOVEN. 
(Bay'-to-ven.) 
Beethoven was born at Bonn, De¬ 
cember 16, 1770. His father was at¬ 
tached to the orchestra of The Elector 
of Bonn, and proved a strict, even 
tyrannical, teacher of his son. Beetho¬ 
ven soon became attached to the Elec¬ 
tor’s musical household himself, and 
composed much 'music. He was fur¬ 
ther instructed by Pfieffer, Van den 
Eeden, and Neefe. When on a visit to 
Vienna in 1787 Beethoven met Mozart, 
who prophesized that Beethoveh would 
“make a noise in the world some day.” 
In 1792 Haydn passed through Bonn, 
and became acquainted with Beetho¬ 
ven’s compositions'. It was probably 
upon the advice of Haydn that Beetho¬ 
ven was sent, by the Elector, to study 
at Vienna under Haydn. Beethoven 
and Haydnj however, were not al¬ 
together in sympathy, and Beethoven 
took the opportunity of breaking with 
Haydn when the latter went to Eng¬ 
land, and studied under Albrechtsber- 
ger. Prince and Princess Lichnow- 
ski, came to his assistance when the 
funds from Bonn ceased, and enabled 
lnm to devote himself to composition. 
In 1820 a disease manifested itself 
which afterwards developed into total 
deafness, rendering him taciturn and 
morose. He died in Vienna, March 26, 
1827. His composition, include nine 
symphonies for orchestra, thirty-eight 
piano sonatas, and much other cham¬ 
ber and orchestral work. He is con¬ 
sidered, by many, to be the greatest 
composer who ever lived. 
MME. ALBANI. 
(Al-bah'-nee.) 
Albani was born at Chambly, near 
Montreal, Canada, November 1. 18=0. 
where she received her first instruction 
in singing at a convent. In 1864 her 
family removed to Albany, N. Y„ where 
her singing in the cathedral attracted 
attention. On the advice of the Cath¬ 
olic bishop, her father took her to 
Paris, where she studied under Duprez 
ft was. Lamperti, of Milan, however' 
whose instruction was of most value to’ 
timil Ske contl"ued under his guidance 
until she made her debut in “La 
“T„ejea«t 
Milan, and again underwent a course 
of training with Lamperti. Albani 
I went to Russia, and also tn 
f3E rSrJFJz.** 
n ^ Italian versions of 
Lohengrin,” “Tannhauser»and ‘‘Tit 
Meistersmger.” She has also appealed 





Rosenthal was born December 18, 
1862, at Lemberg, where his father was 
professor at the chief academy. At eight 
years of age he commenced his piano 
studies under Galoth, who did not pay 
much attention to technic, but allowed 
his pupil the greatest freedom in sight¬ 
reading, transportation, and modulation. 
The method is curious, and not to be 
recommended, though in this case it 
does not seem to have been harmful. 
In 1872 he became a pupil of Mikuli, the 
editor of Chopin, who trained him 
along more academic lines. On the ad¬ 
vice of JosefFy, Rosenthal, still a lad, 
was sent to Vienna, where he became 
a pupil of Joseffy, who gave him a 
thorough grounding in the method of 
some Liszt and Mendelssohn. A tour 
Tausig. A tour through Roumania 
followed during his fourteenth year. 
In 1878 Rosenthal became a pupil 
of Liszt, with whom he studied 
in Weimar and Rome. As Liszt’s 
pupil he made his appearance in 
St. Petersburg, Paris, and elsewhere 
His general education, however, was 
not neglected, and in 1880 Rosenthal 
qualified to take the philosophical 
course at the University of Vienna. Six 
years later he resumed his pianistic 
career, achieving brilliant success in 
Leipsic, and subsequently in England in 
189s, and later in America, where he 
has always met with the greatest suc¬ 
cess. His technical accomplishments 
are enormous, and he possesses a re¬ 
markable touch. (The Etude G.llerr ) 
henry schradieck. 
(Shrad’-eek.) 
AnSrnHTEoK,Was born at Hamburg pril 29, 1846. He received his first 
viohn lessons from his father, and made 
his first public appearance at the age of 
Brussel *£ud,cd. U"d?r Lconard. "> 
AfiemiS;dr hVwent T*' 
he bCCame a pupil of David. CinWi863 
turned to 1808 Schradieck re- 
conservatory, the 
orchestra tt: leader of the theater 
became very greaTand hi "d a-teacher 
onerous. In need of I h,s ,dutles ver>’ 
be left Leipsic for r- li0,nplete change, 
be taught fn ^CJ,nC,nnat1’ ° - whcre 
also organized an ° of Music, and 
orchestra. In 1880 s>'mPhony 
Position at HamW„eJ°°b up his °ld 
at the Hamburg Con’ bes,dcs teaching 
fluently he returned t Tat0ry' See¬ 
ing a teacher , v A"\erica’ becom- 
Philadelphia. He wfW •Y°rk’ and in 
pedagogic material i*S "7ltten excellent 
^ay of stidlel afi'f°r *he violin- 'n ‘he 
and undoubtedly m ger exercises, etc., 
^on he posses^ d0?ehrVeS thc reputa- 
foremost violin teaeh be,ng one of ‘he 
has also intere^lu f of the da>'- He 
connected with the maL-SeIf in matters 
the making of violins. 
._ (The Etude , 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE AMATEUR IN MUSIC 
By LOUIS C. ELSON 
Non-Professional Music-Workers Who Have Made Important Contributions to the Art. 
The word “amateur” in its application to-day has 
strayed far from its original meaning. The amateur 
in art is one who loves it and who pursues it through 
that love rather than from any hope of profit or of 
bread-winning. This love for art may not lead to 
as much proficiency as the need of gaining a live¬ 
lihood by it, but it often leads to a fresher interest 
and a greater enthusiasm than is present in the 
professional. 
Over 200,000 years ago there were musical ama¬ 
teurs upon the earth who painfully and laboriously 
hollowed out bits of reindeer’s horn, and bored a 
blow-hole and finger-holes in it, in order that they 
might possess a musical instrument—the earliest 
ancestors of our flute, and the oldest musical instru¬ 
ment as yet discovered. 
Many kings and queens have been musical ama¬ 
teurs with an influence beyond that of most pro¬ 
fessionals. Ptolemy Auletes (the latter word signi¬ 
fying “flute-lover”), the father of Cleopatra, was 
especially devoted to the flute, and possessed many 
rich and rare specimens of this instrument at a 
time when some flutes were sold at a sum equiva¬ 
lent to about $3,000 of our money. Ancient Athens 
was full of flute amateurs (among them Alcibiades), 
who placed that instrument in the foremost rank, 
until it became the religious and sacrificial instru¬ 
ment of many nations of the ancient world. 
NERO. 
But the most famous amateur in music in ancient 
days was Nero, who sang and played the organ 
with some skill. The most interesting chapters of 
Suetonius are devoted to picturing this royal “fa- 
natico per la musica” in his tonal studies and in his 
public exhibitions of the art. He sang in season 
and out of season. He warbled “The Destruction 
of Troy” while Rome was burning, whence came 
the misleading proverb, “Nero fiddled while Rome 
was burning,” which could not be true, since the 
ancient Romans had no fiddle! The Roman senators 
were shrewd enough to pander to his musical vanity 
by hiring him to sing at their houses. One senator 
offered Nero 1,000,000 sesterces for a single appear¬ 
ance. As this sum amounted to about $37,Soo, it may 
be considered the highest, musical fee ever offered 
to a singer. 
The Troubadours and Minnesingers of the Middle 
Ages were almost entirely amateurs, and more than 
one monarch was enrolled in their ranks. Alfonso 
X of Castile, William IV, Count of Poictiers, and 
even Richard I of England, were troubadours. 
Another royal amateur, before the Troubadour epocji 
(we count the musical abilities of Alfred the Great 
as mythical), was King Canute. In 1017, while row¬ 
ing at twilight on the river Ely, he improvised a 
song, words and music, that remained for three 
centuries one of the most popular folk-songs of 
England. The melody has, however, entirely dis¬ 
appeared, and only one stanza of the poem remains: 
muneches binnen Ely, 
reu ther bv. 
ew the land, 
: muneches saeng.” 
The above was good English in the year 1017, 
but to-day would require translation. It means: 
“Merrv sang the monks at Ely, 
As King Canute .rowed thereby. 
Row men, near the land, 
And hear we 'these monks sing.” 
CHARLEMAGNE. 
At a still earlier epoch in France Charlemagne 
was a devoted musical amateur, directing chorus 
singing each day at his court, and greatly influencing 
the establishment of the pure Gregorian Chant in 
his empire. Louis XIII was another royal French 
amateur, and he became a composer of no mean 
degree. Some of his compositions, still extant, show 
a good knowledge of counterpoint and a keen sense of 
melody. It may be mentioned, en passant, that the 
pretty gavotte entitled “Amaryllis,” which is always 
ascribed to him, was not his work, but composed by 
Baltazarini. Louis XIII did, however, compose a 
good four-part song by the same title. 
Henry VIII of England was a good sight singer, 
an instrumental performer and a composer. He was 
one of the best of England’s royal amateurs. His 
two daughters. Queen Mary (“Bloody Mary,” as 
she has been called) and Queen Elizabeth, were 
both musical amateurs. Queen Bess exerted her 
influence chiefly in the direction of virginal playing, 
and many works on this instrument were written 
for her. 
FREDERICK THE GREAT. 
We have not space to dwell longer on royal 
amateurs, but we may end our list with Frederick 
Sir George Grove. 
the Great of Prussia. When crown prince, Frederick 
was always a skillful flute player. He showed his 
devotion to art by practicing at great risk, for his 
father, the half-mad Frederick I, wanted his son to 
become a soldier, and believed that no one could 
be that and a musician too. He threatened, if he 
ever caught the prince at'flute study, that he would 
break the instrument over his head and hang his 
teacher. There is no doubt that he would have 
carried out both threats. Therefore, once, when 
during a secret practice hour in the palace the old 
king was heard approaching, the poor flute teacher, 
in an agony of terror, seized the flutes and music 
and climbed into the chimney—just in time. 
That flute teacher was J. J. Quantz, who, when 
Frederick became king, was the favorite composer at 
Potsdam. Almost every flute composition bearing 
his name was composed for Frederick the Great, 
whose influence on the flute music of his time was 
a very marked one. One might add to the royal 
list of amateurs the names of Mary, Queen of Scots; 
Marie Antoinette, Albert Edward, the English 
Prince Consort; the Roman emperors, Caligula and 
Titus, and many others, not forgetting King David 
of Scriptural fame, a rather important amateur. 
Much could also be said of wealthy amateurs who 
have- sustained and helped the great composers. 
The princely house of Esterhazy is interwoven 
closely with musical history in this matter. They 
helped Haydn and Schubert in their careers. 
In the same manner Baron Heydegger and George 
I and II helped Handel. Prince Lobkowitz and the 
Von Breunings, wealthy music lovers, assisted 
Beethoven in many ways. 
But the most famous instance of such an amateur 
aiding a composer is found in the friendship of King 
Louis of Bavaria for Richard Wagner. 
Spite of all that Liszt and the Wesendoncks had 
done for Wagner, they were not able to bring 
about a public performance of his larger works. 
This was done by King Louis, and it required a 
king for so great a task. It is no exaggeration to 
say that had not the musical amateur, Louis II of 
Bavaria, existed, the world to-day might be ignorant 
of the great culmination of opera as shown in the 
works of Wagner. The whole Wagnerian school 
might have been unknown, and the entire course of 
modern music greatly changed. 
POETS AND LITTERATEURS. 
Among poets and litterateurs we find many who 
have been influential musical amateurs, and some 
whose musical views have inspired great composers. 
Schopenhauer, the philosopher, was addicted to the 
flute, and his views on music tended decidedly to 
the melodic side; yet his writings led Wagner to 
his Trilogy and to his abnegation of melody for the 
Melos, the measured recitative. Neitzsche was also 
a weak performer and composer, with strong musical 
views. He influenced Wagner almost as strongly 
as Schopenhauer, at first, but when “Parsifal” was 
written the anti-religious philosopher attacked his 
former friend with the utmost bitterness in his “Der 
Fall Wagner.” This erratically musical amateur 
also influenced Richard Strauss in the greatest 
attempt ever made to set metaphysics to music, in 
“Also Sprach Zarathustra,” which has been well 
characterized as “a sick man’s dream of robust 
health!” 
Goethe, the German poet, was a musical amateur 
and the friend of many great composers. He ap¬ 
preciated Mendelssohn perhaps too highly. His 
influence on music through his masterpiece, “Faust,” 
was very widespread. Berlioz Frenchified it in 
music; Gounod took a single episode, that of Faust 
and Marguerite, and made a most successful opera 
of it; Wagner, on the contrary, pictured the hero 
alone, without his Marguerite; Schumann in his 
cantata came nearest to the full idea of the poet, 
and many other settings might be mentioned. 
Heine, a keen musical amateur, the friend of 
Chopin and of Georges Sand, influenced th'e songs 
of the world by his short bits of lyrical expression. 
Schubert, in his last days, came under his spell; 
Schumann was inspired by him to the best German 
Lieder ever composed. Robert Franz, Brahms, and 
many other musicians, owe a direct debt to Heine. 
His “Du bist wie eine Blume” has been set much 
more frequently than any other poem ever written. 
There are hundreds of different musical presentations 
of the two simple stanzas of this poem. 
We dare not go into the study of Shakespeare as 
a musical amateur, for this topic would require an 
essay in itself. Shakespeare was undoubtedly a good 
vocal amateur and a jovial singer of tavern music 
also. He, was a good datfeer as well. The music 
his plays have influenced—well, that is another 
story! 
What the musical amateur Robert Browning knew 
of the art our readers may seek for themselves in 
his “Abt Vogler,” his “Toccata of Martini Galuppi,” 
and his “Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha.” He has 
made occasional errors in his musical allusions, as 
in his “Sixths, diminished sigh on sigh” (the 
“Toccata” above mentioned), which would be an 
ugly succession of consecutive fifths in disguise. 
But other poets have joined him in such mistakes, 
as when Coleridge, in his “Ancient Mariner,” speaks 
of “the loud bassoon,” meaning the trombone, or 
when Tennyson btfilds-up a band—in “Come Into the 
Garden, Maud”—of violin, flute, bassoon,” a score 
which we should not stay long to hear. 
SIR GEORGE GROVE. 
In the domain of musical literature the amateur 
has frequently attained to the front rank. The larg¬ 
est dictionary of music and musicians in the world 
was carried out by Sir George Grove, a civil engi¬ 
neer. The greatest biography of Bach that exists 
is by Philip Spitta, who was a professor of the¬ 
ology, although he afterwards became a professor 
of musical history and founder of a Bach society. 
The finest life of Mozart was written by Otto Jahn, 
who was a learned archaeologist and philologist. 
This biography was the first effort to deal with com¬ 
parative history in music, for in it he described the 
State (of music before Mozart’s time and' logically 
showed his hero’s connection with the musical ad- 
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Vance. Jahn also Composed many songs and some 
part-music, and edited Beethoven’s “Fidelio." 
i . Thibaut, who was the friend of Schumann and 
influenced him at one stage of his career was profes¬ 
sor of law at Heidelberg.' This did not prevent him, 
however, from writing a volume on “Purity in Mu¬ 
sic,” a splendid eulogy of the old pure school of 
' counterpoint. 
The greatest life of Schubert was written by 
Kreissle von Hellborn, who was “Doctor Juris,” in 
Vienna, and subsequently secretary in the Ministry 
of Finance of Austria. 
Few musical students realize how young the 
Science of Harmony is. Chords were formerly re- I 
garded as the offspring of the progressions of differ¬ 
ent melodies in counterpoint. It was not until 1722 
that Rameau wrote a treatise on citords as entities 
by themselves. But this method was full of errors, 
one of the chief of which was the effort to derive 
the progressions of chords from Nature. In 1790 
Catel, a Frenchman, brought forth a more practical 
system, but it was not until 1817 that a clear and 
definite system of Harmony, with the present sys¬ 
tem of marking of chords included, was given to the 
world. 
A FAMOUS HARMONY. 
Who was it that gave this new musical science to 
us.' One of the great composers? Some profes¬ 
sional tone-master? Not at all. It was Gottfried 
Weber, Doctor of Law and of Philosophy, Hessian 
procurator of State, living in Mannheim. A splendid 
lawyer, who had become a musical amateur and a 
composer of high note. He had attained the most of 
his musical knowledge by self-instruction (although 
his intimacy with the great Von Weber had also 
helped him), and the difficulties which he found in 
the methods of Kirnberger, Marpurg, Vogler, etc., 
led his logical mind to invent a better system, for 
which the world still owes him a debt of gratitude. 
The best life of Beethoven, and one of the most 
thorough biographies in existence, is the work of an 
American musical amateur. Alexander Wheeler 
Thayer was born in South Natick, Mass., October 
22, 1817. He graduated from Harvard College and 
was appointed assistant librarian there. During his 
six years of service in this capacity he became 
deeply interested in the work of Beethoven, and as 
he could find no satisfactory biography of his idol, 
he suddenly determined to devote the rest of his life 
to writing one. He was poor and was not a pro¬ 
fessional musician, and an American biographer was 
sure to meet with rebuffs in treating such a Teutonic 
subject, but no obstacle seemed to turn him from his 
purpose. He went to Germany (1849-51) and 
gathered much material, meanwhile supporting him¬ 
self by newspaper correspondence. Poverty forced 
him back to journalism in America, but in 1854 he 
was again in Germany working at his life task. A 
little later he found friends in Boston (Lowell 
Mason and Mrs. Mehitable Adams), who gave him 
material aid. The first volume appeared in 1866 
It was in German, for Thayer had decided that he 
would give the first fruits of his labor to the com¬ 
poser’s own nation. Dr. Herman Deiters, himself 
a musical biographer of fame, translated Thayer’s 
English manuscript. 
THAYER’S FAMOUS WORK. 
The attention of the world was now attracted 
towards this self-abnegating amateur. Thayer was 
appointed an attache to the American embassy in 
Vienna, where he had splendid opportunities to con¬ 
tinue his self-imposed task. Almost the last official 
act of Abraham Lincoln, before his assassination, 
was to appoint Thayer United States consul to 
Trieste where he would be in close touch with his 
chosen labor. This post Thayer held until his death. 
In 1872 came the second volume, in 1878 the third 
and other volumes of Beethoven research were 
given out at intervals. English publishers offered 
large sums for the right of translation, but Thayer 
had planned to first complete the work in German 
and then to make a most thorough English edition 
himself. But he died (July 15, 1897) before he had 
quite completed even the German edition. The 
work is therefore an incomplete one, but it is in¬ 
teresting to note that the greatest life of Beethoven 
is in German, is the vastest musical biography ever 
attempted, and is the work of an American amateur. 
AMATEURS WHO MADE THE OPERA. 
One more, and a most decisive, proof that the ama¬ 
teur sometimes attains results that could not be 
achieved by the less enthusiastic professional may 
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be cited in thfi fef* that the the. greatest of 
musical forms-, was founded fey musical amateurs. 
The great masters in the sixteenth century were giv 
ing all their attention to the development of contra¬ 
puntal forms. But in Florence, about 1575. ® 
wealthy amateur,a nobleman, Giovanni Bardi, Count 
of Vernio, drew around, him a circle of other 
amateurs who sought for a new mode of musical ex¬ 
pression, something more emotional than the many¬ 
voiced music of the skillful composer was capable 
of giving. Corsi, Rinuccini, Del Cavaliere and 
others were in this circle. One or two of them were 
professionally in music, none of them were great 
composers, most of them were, ' as just stated, 
amateurs. Their chief object was to restore the 
Greek Drama in its fullest form, and this required 
more of declamation and less of musical intricacy 
than counterpoint afforded. They builded better 
than they knew; they brought forth something bet¬ 
ter than the Greek Drama, for out of their monodies 
and simple recitatives came, in 1594 and 1600, the 
Italian Opera. No professional composer would 
have brought this new school in existence. The 
Opera was the greatest gift that the musical ama¬ 
teur gave to art during the entire history of music, 
an overwhelming proof of the value of the services 
of the amateur. 
In America, at the present time, we are enjoying 
the influence of the amateur in music in its most 
beneficent guise. Musical clubs and women’s clubs 
in every part of the country are educating their 
members in a most wholesome manner in the appre¬ 
ciation of art. The science of auditorship is being 
cultivated, and, thanks to this factor in our musical 
life, we are advancing far more rapidly than could 
be the case were professional guidance only em¬ 
ployed. Therefore the valuable influence of the 
amateur, which we have sketched in this essay, is 
likely to be even more prominent in the immediate 
future than it has been in even the best ages of the 
past. 
Music After Marriage and 
Motherhood 
In the July Issue. Mme. Tetrazzini, Mme. Scbu- 
mann Heink Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler. Mme. Homer 
and Mme. ’Gadski gave their opinions upon if,.- 
above subject. Space limitations made it Impossible 
to nuhllsh the following article from the famous 
American composer, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, at that tlm. 
BY MRS. H. H. A. BEACH. 
CHORDS THAT DON’T SOUND RIGHT. 
BY CAROL SHERMAN. 
A famous Hungarian teacher used to tell his 
pupils that they had two teachers; then he would 
point to himself and then to his pupils’ eyes and 
ffJrS- ,The earL Is real'y the one great teacher for 
c L IT 1 °uare destined to become fine musi- 
cians Unless the student learns to listen he is 
about as likely to become a good performer as a 
b ind man would be likely to become an accom- 
nunds t/r"I161"' ThC Careful teacher ‘rains his 
chord n t0„eve7 note, every phrase, every 
chord. Occasionally, however, the player during 
practice wdl strike a chord which seems disagree- 
teachers frequently hear their pupils say 
That chord doesn’t sound right,” and they often fail 
to furnish- their pupils with the reason why the 
chord sounds so unusual. If the notes are found to 
thatP nni ?nd if the teacher determines that no typographical error has been made then 
the unpleasant effect of the chord is doubtless due 
to the fact that it is sounded alone. Some chords 
are particularly harsh and strident to the untr l 
ear if sounded without the chords preced g n 
succeeding, These chords fall in the class know!, 
in harmony as dissonances. To many players srmh 
chords as the following would seem verv iarH^ 
and disagreeable if sounded alone: 7 3ng 
a nd^ °su c c e e d ; ed 6 wi t^lsui t able ^ c h ords^ "can P be*"6 ^ C d 
very beautiful. Consequently, no chord sh 
ever be judged by itself, but should be hefrd h?^ 
proper position in the piece when the difficulties of 
’ 3 that the composition have b'een mastered;" 
*nd *h "ixs 
the mother's influence upon the child's musical education 
Her tribute to her mother and 1o her husband may b<- „f 
especial interest to those women who imagine that their 
musical work must cease after marriage.] 
The keynote of your inquiry, if the kind of a 
musical education received by a child from its 
mother determines the future of the child in the art 
of music, is also the keynote of the answer: that 
a child’s musical future depends in large degree 
upon home influences. My personal experience in 
having the most judicious teaching from my mother 
(my only teacher up to my eighth year of age) has 
convinced me of the unquestionable value of such 
an influence during the early and impressionable 
years of a child’s life as a firm foundation for a 
musical education. 
Such a general statement, however, covers too 
broad a field to apply equally in all cases. Im¬ 
portant qualifications and modifications naturally 
arise from the environment of the home and the 
inner home life, which may be influenced by 
more or less freedom from care and anxiety, abun¬ 
dance or lack of means, size of family, all such 
factors having a bearing on the strenuous or repose¬ 
ful quality of home influences, and the time which 
can be devoted by the mother to her child. In my 
own life, having been an only child, I had the benefit 
of that judicious guidance through my girlhood 
The dominating influence of my home life was that 
of music, and conflicting interests were, as far as 
practicable, not allowed to interfere. This course 
was made possible through the devoted sympathy 
«’• S,nCC my marria8c- by that of 
my husband. Conflicting interests before and after 
marriage must have much weight in diverting one’s 
attention and thought from musical study and crea- 
acquhiredemonsr, qUaIlfiKiatiunS f°r work’ inherited or 
on the He inevitably have an important bearing 
the degree of accomplishment through facility 
whicr^hV^1^ th^nd-and-onedUi?ect[on?Ly 
training ;nhfB ltymmily .find opportunity. All the 
be annulled hi dur'ng early life might easily 
°f the home and e ,™Perfect °r bad administration 
adtninistratk>nnentallshe In>nothert*0nSdt*,at "ch ^ 1 iicwis*. i   wor s, a woman 
ally a^rSt frSH thCn 3 mutieia"’ and as na,ur- 
then be falsi to a '°WS !,he da7- “thou canst not 
woman is unabil T” (,°r chiId>- Als°- if * 
success she ™ u ana'yze the causes of her non- 
°phy is’not equal tcT thL°lfllyiSUfe that hcr Philos' 
of the first rank whethe-l^lopmcnt of a musician 
veloping her own tnlell “ ** a Action of dc- 
must lelrn mTcceot th* ^ °f a chi,d' She 
not produce cormw f”e *a5* that study alone wilt 
erudition and apprelIilfionthOUfgh '* .may give hcr 
The great experiences of W, °f ^UslcaI hteraturc. 
m the educational fo 1,fe ,a.re ,mP°rtant factors 
musician. al f°rces wh^ produce a fine 
<« on. bon, with 
difficulty is to find th«» H de/ei°P,nent, the greatest 
interruprionl tLt beset onCef°rhWOrk- Thc COnStant 
time for reflection in °l.e Wh° needs rePose and 
Patience and considerable rfLf CarCCr require ™uch 
distracting influence fromd*pl°"lacy to prevent their 
sarily wearying the so! •<- deJrltahzing and unneces- 
commanding wVk g" tha‘ are so essential to 
distinguish between CarIy in Hfe ,f> 
• sential things not aiil • Irnp,ortant and the unes- 
energy thaf belong! w”8’ laUer to divert ‘he 
concentrate all our powersTo l t0 *he former: tc> 
the serious work in hand ’ .far as ,s Possible, on 
worthy of attention ninet’entl ** T aside as un- 
exhausting demands that* the S °f fnvolous and 
When we have found cm,™ Wor,d makes on us- 
long way on the road to lu gC d° this we are a 
chosen task. to the accomplishment of our 
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MORE RULES FOR SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE 
A Continuation of the Series of “Ten Practice Rules” Recently Published in THE ETUDE. 
In The Etude of April, of this year, a series of 
contributions, known as “Ten Practice Rules,” was 
commenced, and this series was continued in the 
issues for May and June. Owing to the special 
nature of the July number the series was temporarily 
discontinued, but is concluded herewith. The object 
of these rules was to put into as few words as pos¬ 
sible the statement of the most necessary conditions 
which should govern piano practice. Sixteen of the 
most successful and experienced teachers of our 
country, including several virtuosos who have won 
international fame, contributed. Among them were: 
Mrs. Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler, Mr. B. J. Lang, Mr. 
Francis L. York, Mr. John J. Hattstaedt, Mr. E. R. 
Kroeger, Mr. Charles E. Watt, Mr. Perlee V. Jervis, 
Miss Amy Fay, Mr. Emil Liebling, Mr. Jaraslaw de 
Zielinski, Mr. Alexander Lambert, Mr. Louis G. 
Heinze, Mr. William H. Sherwood, Mr. Leopold 
Winkler, Mme. Marie Von Unschuld and Mr. F. H. 
Shepard. The opinions of these teachers carry 
weight, not only for their own importance and au¬ 
thority, but also because they represent indirectly 
the opinions of the great masters of the past and 
present, with whom many of them have studied, i. e., 
Liszt, Rubinstein, Leschetizky, Deppe, Kullak, 
Mason, Tausig and others. Surely no higher au¬ 
thority upon the essentials of piano practice Could 
be consulted. This month we present the opinions 
of Mr. F. S. Shepard and Mme. Marie Von Unschuld, 
and also an attempt to epitomize some of the prin¬ 
ciples upon which the contributors to this series 
have agreed. 
Naturally, there was much similarity of purpose 
in all of the rules, but in order to crystalize the main 
principles we have made the following set for the 
convenience of our readers: 
I. CONCENTRATE EVERY MOMENT OF 
YOUR PRACTICE TIME. 
(See Bloomfleld-Zeisler, Jervis, York, Hattstaedt, Liebling, 
Zielinski, Lambert, Heinze, Sherwood, Winkler, Von Un- 
schuid and Shepard.) 
II. ALWAYS PRACTICE SYSTEMATI¬ 
CALLY. 
III. ALWAYS PRACTICE SLOWLY AT 
FIRST. 
(See Bloomfleld-Zeisler, York, Hattstaedt, Kroeger, Jervis, 
Liebling, Zielinski, Lambert, Heinze.) 
IV. DO NOT PRACTICE TOO LONG AT 
ONE TIME. 
(See Bloomfleld-Zeisler, Hattstaedt, Fay, Lambert, Sher¬ 
wood, Winkler, Von Unschuld.) 
V. REMEMBER THAT THE MIND MUST 
GOVERN ALL MUSCULAR MOTIONS. 
(See Bloomfleld-Zeisler, Lang, Jervis, Zielinski, Sherwood, 
Von Unschuld, Shepard.) 
VI. ALWAYS LISTEN INTENTLY TO YOUR 
OWN PLAYING. 
(See Bloomfleld-Zeisler, Kroeger, Jervis, Liebling, Heinze, 
Sherwood.) 
VII. ALWAYS MAINTAIN A CORRECT AND 
COMFORTABLE POSITION WHILE AT THE 
KEYBOARD. 
(See York, Lang, Fay, Lambert, Sherwood.) 
VIII. DETERMINE UPON ONE FINGER¬ 
ING, AND DO NOT PERMIT YOURSELF TO 
EMPLOY ANY OTHER UNTIL THE PIECE 
HAS BEEN MASTERED. 
(See Jervis, Fay, Zielinski, Winkler, Von Unschuld, 
Shepard.) 
IX. ALWAYS PRACTICE IN STRICT TIME. 
(See Bloomfield-Zeisler, York, Fay, Sherwood, W&kler, 
Von Unschuld, Shepard.) 
X. DEVOTE A PORTION OF THE PRAC¬ 
TICE TIME EACH DAY TO MEMORIZING. 
(See Bloomfleld-Zeisler, Hattstaedt, Watt. Jervis, Fay, 
Liebling, Zielinski, Sherwood, Winkler, Shepard.) 
The wealth of information, advice and instruction 
contained in the articles of the contributors ac¬ 
companying their rules have merely been touched 
upon in the foregoing. We strongly advise our 
readers to peruse these rules during the summer 
and to suggest them to their pupils during the 
coming teaching season. 
MADAM MARIE VON UNSCHULD, 
President of the Von Unschuld University of Music, 
Washington, D. C. 
1. Do not practice long at a time, but often at 
short intervals during the day, so that ear and 
body may be in a rested condition. 
2. Do not attempt to become an artist within a 
year or two, but remember that a year has three 
hundred and sixty-five days, and by a systematic 
and unhurried study of even a line every day you 
are bound to succeed within several years to the 
limit of your natural ability. 
3. Realize that music is a language, with the only 
difference that the letters are expressed by notes. 
Therefore, put them together- into proper words, 
the words into phrases, and try to find the meaning 
. of the poem you understood by this process. To 
do this properly: 
4. Learn to think and to reason logically. Do not 
take the printed phrasing for granted. Sing or hum 
the melodies and passages, judge for'yourself if the 
indicated phrasing is good or only mechanically 
drawn to a bar-line, without any regard to its es¬ 
sential musical relationship. 
5. Examine the indicated fingering to see if it 
is the most practical one for your hand to play the 
passage with sureness and ease; if it is not; experi¬ 
ment until you find a more suitable one for your 
hand. A theoretical fingering is sometimes impos¬ 
sible for practical execution with brilliancy or ex¬ 
pression. 
6. Be precise in your counting; do not count with 
a lazy o-o-ne a-a-a- nd two-o-o-o- (think, how many 
notes could you play on your two-o-o-o-?). Count 
wfth an exact "owe," indicating sharply the instant 
the tone commences. Make complicated rhythm 
clear by means of pencil marks. Practice slowly, 
and at first each hand separately. 
7. Begin to use the pedal only after acquiring a 
perfect technical control of the composition. Again 
criticise the printed signs, and experiment if you can 
follow them advantageously or if you have to change 
them, add or omit, constantly listening with a 
critical ear for what may sound good or not good. 
Remember that good pedaling is an art by itself 
and cannot be studied closely enough. 
8. Do not estimate your progress by the number 
of pieces you learned within a year, but by the 
grade of perfection with which you can play the 
few you were able to learn. 
9. Choose simple finger exercises, that all your 
attention may be concentrated in observing the 
many qualities the exercise is designed to develop, 
as correct finger positions, tone, etc. 
10. Always recollect that the eyes were given you 
to see (». e., every note and mark in the composi¬ 
tion); a brain to think and to reason (i. e:, how 
one can best produce what one sees); ears to 
hear (j. <?., if what you intend is actually produced 
by you and can be so understood by others); and 
do not play, play, play, for hours and hours and 
make a noise—and no music. 
F. H. SHEPARD, 
Educator and Author of Many Musical Books. 
I. MAKE YOUR PRACTICE EXPRESSIVE 
OF MENTAL FORCE. The secret of successful 
practice lies in the way the MIND works. While 
the artist is training his fingers he is also training 
his power of vivid mental concept, his power of 
self-expression through the fingers and his power 
of “intense thinking,” by which he puts into his 
performance that quality often called genius or 
inspiration, which dominates and holds his audience, 
like the great actor or impassioned orator. This is 
why he is an artist. 
11. FIRST SYSTEMATIZE, THEN CONCEN¬ 
TRATE. Systematize by dissecting the music to 
discover every technical difficulty, every detail of 
touch, playing motions, rhythm, phrasing and dra¬ 
matic effect; and then CONCENTRATE YOUR 
WHOLE SELF upon the MASTERY of every 
III. TO MEMORIZE, BE POSITIVE in con¬ 
cept and in practice. Develop habits of positive¬ 
ness and systematic practice, and you CANNOT 
HELP MEMORIZING. When you fail to memo¬ 
rize you are not really practicing, but only “read¬ 
ing,” though, of course, you THINK you are prac¬ 
ticing. 
Memorize the fingering, rhythm, phrasing, touch 
and playing motions while memorizing the notes, 
ali as a single process. Commence this early in the 
practice, rather than to first learn the notes and 
then add the other details. 
As an aid to memorizing, analyze the structure, 
observing the chord and scale passages, the motives, 
phrases, figuration, cadences and characteristic 
features. Practice MUSICAL IDEAS rather than 
the physical “notes” only. 
IV. There is a CAUSE FOR EVERY MISTAKE. 
HUNT UP THE CAUSE and REMOVE IT. 
V. BE MUSICAL, NOT MECHANICAL, in 
your practice, by always expressing musical effects. 
This is possible, even in what is considered the most 
mechanical and technical drill. You can make even 
your technical practice fascinating by imbuing it 
with strong, purposeful, vitalized thought, and by 
expressing mental qualities through the fingers. 
ALWAYS EXPRESS SOMETHING. 
VI. Begin early to COMBINE THE NOTES 
INTO GROUPS, as letters are combined into 
words and words into sentences. Try to “think” 
the group, from the first to the last note, without 
hesitation. To do thfs without playing, or even 
seeing the keyboard, helps to overcome stumbling 
and “stammering,” and to gain a clear mental con- 
CCvil. PRACTICE IS FOUR-FIFTHS MENTAL 
AND ONE-FIFTH PHYSICAL. Never allow 
mentally “vacant” or perfunctory practice. Know 
beforehand exactly what is to be done, and have 
a definite idea how to do it. Always have some 
special point in mind as the “next thing to be con¬ 
quered.” 
VIII. RAPID “THINKING” MUST PRECEDE 
RAPID PLAYING. Better a short section, with 
separate hands, worked up to some degree «f finish, 
than a whole composition laboriously played at a 
drawling tempo. Do not hurry—this is fatal—but 
equally do not allow yourself to get into the habit 
of slow thinking. BE MENTALLY ALERT. 
IX. A FEW EVERY-DAY HINTS. Rhythm and 
counting. Beginners should study the rhythm sepa¬ 
rately and away from the keyboard, either singing 
it in a monotone, while tapping the beats, or 
tapping the rhythm while counting vyith the voice. 
This is called “scanning,” and gives a clear impres¬ 
sion of the rhythm. 
In counting aloud do not “drawl,” but speak 
the words with precision and “snap.” This helps 
the sense of rhythm and increases mental alertness. 
Practice without the word “and” as soon as pos¬ 
sible. Its use conceals the true rhythmic “pulse.” 
To correct mistakes. When an error occurs do 
not repeat the whole passage, but take the trouble¬ 
some note, with one or two preceding, and re'peat 
with strong mental concentration till the difficulty 
is apparently conquered. Then connect with the 
preceding and following measures. Unnumbered 
hours are daily wasted by neglect of this simple 
rule. 
For particularly hard places, practice slowly and 
forcibly at first, employing a variety of touches. 
Also practice “by addition,” taking two or three 
notes the first time over, and with each repetition 
adding one note, which will be played with especial 
emphasis and a strong “up-phrasing” motion. This 
process impresses the passage most forcibly upon 
the memory, and the same time gives the fingers 
power to execute it. 
X. ALWAYS PRACTICE WITH THE CON¬ 
SCIOUSNESS AND INTENTION OF MAS¬ 
TERY. There is no reason why YOU cannot be¬ 
come an artist, if you are willing to make the right 
effort. But your practice must be inspired and 
vitalized by a tremendous purpose, a determination 
to accomplish the best that lies within you. 
It is not enough to practice notes and exercises. 
You must practice HABITS OF THOUGHT 
and EXPRESS QUALITIES OF MIND AND 
HEART, if you would attain the rank of the true 
artist. Breathe deeply, hold up the chest, fill your¬ 
self with determination, concentrate your whole 
self upon the work, and say, with voice and mind 
and fingers, “I can, I WILL amount to something. 
I WILL be a musician of force and character.” 
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The following rules were sent in by an en 
thusiastic Etude reader, Mr. Ernest Lent, who ha 
evolved them from his practical teaching expen- 
Practice for results. Your object should be to 
accomplish as much as possible in the least given 
2. Look for the proper condition of your muscles. 
Learn to combine elasticity and strength in the 
right way. This is of such vast importance that 
the futility of a few rules, condensed into a para¬ 
graph. is apparent. Make sure that you are build¬ 
ing on a correct foundation. 
3 Find out what you need most. Concentrate on 
one problem until it is conquered. Then proceed 
to the next one. 
4. Train your ear to discover imperfections in 
' touch, rhythm, pedaling, etc. Be like the Irishman 
who said he would give a dollar if he could see 
himself walk by on the other side of the street. 
Be performer and audience at the same time. 
Realize that your ear is capable of infinite refine¬ 
ment, and also, through want of training and neglect, 
may be unable to make any finer distinctions, keep 
your ear constantly active. 
S Start your practice in a slow form. When cor¬ 
rectness and certainty is assured, work by degrees 
for increase of speed. Apply different forms of 
touch and dynamics to the same difficulty. View 
it from different points. You do not know a pas¬ 
sage until you can play it absolutely without effort. 
As long as there is any effort in evidence, more 
practice is needed. 
6. Use your.brain. Find out why you cannot play 
a certain passage. By locating a difficulty you have 
half overcome it. Then use intelligence and perse¬ 
verance in overcoming the other half. 
7 Cultivate will power. Do not collapse in de¬ 
spair if after various efforts you do not succeed. 
But be sure the task is within your range. If you 
are not properly prepared for a difficulty, if you 
are not mature for it, select another task within 
your powers. 
8. Review according to a set schedule until this 
requires a change. Repetitio est mater studiorum. 
q. Do not practice to excess one day and a little 
or not at all the next day. Manage to be regular. 
io. Develop your powers for analysis and syn¬ 
thesis. Divide and subdivide. Then build up again 
into larger unities. After sufficient work in detail look 
for perspective. Get the bird’s-eye view. And last, 
but not least, try to catch the undercurrent, the 
spirit of a composition; give flesh and blood to 
the spirit and life and individuality to the whole. 
Awake your dominant emotions, and let your good 
taste control them. And lo! you will grow into 
good musicianship. 
STRENGTHENING THE HANDS. 
BY FREDERIC HIRES. 
The student should never lose sight of the fact 
that the hand in order to be strong must depend 
tipon a strong body, a strong arm, and a healthy 
circulation of the blood, as well as a good nervous 
system. Exercise of the arms and the muscles of 
the back is always desirable. If you spend hours 
at the keyboard exercising the fingers and fail to 
train the muscles upon which the fingers depend 
you are simply wasting valuable time. Massage of 
the arms and muscles of the back also is sometimes 
advantageous, particularly in cases where there has 
been undue strain caused by the neglect to exercise 
these muscles. Strain resulting from excessive key¬ 
board practice only too often results in ailments of 
the muscular and nervous systems resembling par¬ 
alysis. Josef Hoffmann advises piano pupils to in¬ 
sure a thorough circulation of the blood in the arms 
and hands before attempting to practice. This, he 
says, may be done by means of alternately bathing 
the hands in hot and cold water. He states that J 
few minutes’ treatment of this kind will often put 
the hands in better condition than a half hour of 
keyboard work. 
“To engender and diffuse faith, and to promote our 
spiritual well-being, are among the noblest aims of 
music.”—Philipp Emanuel Bach. 
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WITH ANTON RUBINSTEIN. 
I became acquainted with Rubinstein at a very early 
age and met him whenever he came to Vien” ’ h 
dfd very frequently. In the summer of i860. he 
rented a villa near Vienna and worked earnestly 
upon his opera, “Kinter der Heide. f . d 
One dav I went out to see him with two frunu. , 
a violinist and a ’cellist. I ^d arranged to have 
him hear my B Major trio. Rubinstein Pla£fd th , 
piano parts and when he reached the end’ S° 
word of criticism and advice to the young composer, 
was, “Play Mozart diligently.” 
That day we had coffee in the garden and dis¬ 
cussed some of the Beethoven symphonies comment¬ 
ing particularly upon the lack of humor in 
Rubinstein sprang up and went to a neighboring 
garden and brought us a music box which p ayed 
the theme from the last movement of the eight 
symphony of Beethoven but in three-quarter or waltz 
tUThe result was highly amusing, and we ali laughed 
heartily. We spent the remainder of the afternoon 
discussing musical problems and when evening came 
we returned to Rubinstein’s “piano-room (Klavicr 
zimmer), Rubinstein, to our great delight, sat at the 
keyboard for some time and improvised musical fan¬ 
tasies, which his unbounded imagination seemed to 
reveal without ceasing to his musical consciousness. 
He again reverted to The previously heard waltz 
theme, from the eighth symphony, and commenced 
to make variations of his own in truly magnificent 
fashion; first, with a counterpoint in the bass; then, 
as a cannon; then, as a four-voiced fugue, with a 
simple development; then, as a simple song or lied, 
then, in the original Beethoven form; then, as a 
Vienna waltz, with the characteristic harmonies; 
and, finally, he played it with a back-ground of bril¬ 
liant passage-work, (arpeggios, scales, etc.), cul¬ 
minating in a veritable pianistic storm surging 
around the original theme. It was truly magnificent. 
I had never heard such a marvelous improvisation. 
Alas, the art of improvisation is apparently lost! 
How Rubinstein played! Anyone who never 
heard him play the D minor sonata or the second 
movement of the G major concerto of Beethoven, 
does not know what great piano playing really 1-. 
The memory of it remains in thousands of hearts. 
But how long can these memories last? Alas, they 
vanished all too soon! 
Many are my memories of Liszt and Rubinstein 
at this time. I recollect an excellent story of Liszt, 
which tells how he once appeared in a small village. 
For some reason the hall was only one-third filled. 
Liszt, however, played as finely as though he had 
been playing for the greatest audience on earth. At 
the end of a particularly brilliant number the few 
auditors applauded vociferously. Liszt rose and 
went to the footlights and said: 
“I am delighted that you were so much pleased 
with my work and I invite you all to go to supper 
with me.” 
Upon anotner occasion i nearu Liszt and Rubin 
stein play the latter’s variations for two pianos 
Liszt idolized Rubinstein. 
Upon another occasion when the building of th 
“Tonkunstlerverein,” in Vienna was dedicated, ther 
were present in the restaurant adjoining the buildint 
a goodly number of noted musicians. Liszt, Rubii 
stein and Brahms sat at the same table. Someon 
referred to them as the “triumvirate;” whereupo- 
Rubinstein pointed to Liszt and said, “Ccesar;” t 
himself and said, “Brutus;” and to Brahms ai 
said, “Lepidus.” 
Later we went to the home of Professor Jnli, 
Epstein, and immediately after the supper we rush, 
to the piano room. On the piano lav works of \Va 
ner and Brahms. This threw Rubinstein at once in 
a bad mood and he commenced to rail against t 
works of both. I said to him: “Your attitude 
altogether wrong. You do not understand the 
wh strong-minded, powerful think- 
men. They are both strong ^ Rubinstein 
ers, Wh° “So,-you are one of them 
was very angry an • ajready more famous 
Mso. I know composer, (My “Queen of Sheba” 
than I am as a *•' were then very success- 
and “Landlich er WOrk of real worth { 
great noble man. 
WAGNER AND CORNELIUS. 
cSLiw ,he warm'“ 
feeling, t ’ . ■ jt were acknowledged by all 
high and enoblmg spirit young 
wh„ met him. H. ftowj d »■ •• • ^ 
of promme, "d !**" W*e with the German 
intimate for him to address mu 
term of friendship du (Thou). 
One day Cornelius wrote to me and invited me 
his home to read the first proof sheets of the piano 
score™ f “Tristan” and “Isolde” which R.cha d 
Wagner had just sent to him. /or‘unately, Taus.g 
was present to play this tremendously dlfficul* 
Tausig was then still a young man with a marvel- 
ouT technic and grasp. Cornelius sang all the parts 
as well as he could, but it resulted in a kind of dec¬ 
lamation rather than real singing. 
Think for one moment what “Tristan and Is- 
lode” meant in 1861! Since then our ears have be¬ 
come accustomed to the dissonances of Wagner 
at that time, we younger men were all overwhelmed 
by the work. But in those days Mendelssohn was 
regarded as supreme among modern composers. 
The piano was an old one, Tausig read at sight 
marvelously, but the instrument was so bad, and 
Cornelius’ plaintive miaouing—no one would call it 
singing—together with the rich, but sharply disso¬ 
nant and unaccustomed harmonies of Tristan, pro- ■ 
duced an effect that was distressing in the extreme. 
At the end of the first act I sprang up and said: 
“With all due respect to Richard Wagner, 1 simply 
can’t stand any more of this, my head is practically 
splitting.” The others were of the same opinion 
and so, the piano was silently closed. Later 
Cornelius wrote Wagner, telling him that he. thought ;■ 
that he had gone a little too far in “Tristan.” Wag- j 
ner’s simple reply was, “Thou art an ass.” 
BY CHESTER DUNHAM. 
Years ago good old Ben Jonson gave us all this 
command for the summer season: 
“Go recreate yourselves abroad: Go sport.” But 
recreation by no means means that wc must stop 
all work and simply loaf our time away. Recreation 
means to re-create, to make again. To loaf often 
means to waste time, opportunity and energy. A 
change of any kind refreshes the mind and gives 
the intellect a chance to repair the waste of the 
busy winter season. Dryden has called our atten¬ 
tion to this important principle in this way. 
“Painters, when they work on white grounds, place 
before them colors mixed with blue and green to 
recreate their eyes. 
It takes a very skillful teacher, indeed, to provide 
the right kind of musical recreation for the sum¬ 
mer season. No one wants to practice in summer 
quite as hard as in winter unless there is a profes- 
sional necessity for practice. If teachers would 
make a more judicious selection of their music many 
of them could continue their classes all through the 
summer. Do you wonder that the teacher who lays 
out a program of Bach Fugues, Cramer Studies and 
Moschele’s Etudes fails to keep up her pupils' 
interest during the heated term. There are innum¬ 
erable pretty pieces that embody technical difficulties 
m sugar coated form that make charming summer 
practice. The fascinating Chaminade “Callirhoe" 1- 
| as good a staccato exercise as can be found 
_ Moskowski’s works arc filled with little gems of 
great interest to the teacher and pupil alike. A 
summer spent in accumulation of a few high-class 
- salon pieces is far Horn wasted and it also gives the 
„ pupu a new respect for the good judgment and 
e common-sense of the teacher 
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“WHO'S WHO” AMONG FAMOUS WOMAN 
MUSICIANS 
n 
Continuation of the Series of Condensed Biographical Notes Upon Celebrated Musical Women, Commenced 
in the Special “ Woman's Issue,” Published Last Month. 
Holmes (Auguste). A composer of Irish parentage, 
born 1850, who has won high distinction in 
France as a poetess and as a composer of ex¬ 
ceptional merit. 
Hood (Helen). A contemporary composer, born 
1863. Her'trio for violin, ’cello and piano is 
said to be the first work of this kind composed 
by an American woman. 
Hopekirk (Helen). Well-known English pianist 
and composer. Pupil of Leschetizky. Born in 
Edinburgh, 1856. 
Horrocks (Amy Elsie). She was born in Brazil in 
1867, of British parents, and has won consider¬ 
able reputation as a composer of orchestral and 
choral works in the British capital. HenSmost 
famous song is “The Bird and the Rose.” 
Kellogg (Clara Louise). One of the first of a dis¬ 
tinguished line of American prime donne, who 
was a frequent contributor to the current 
literature of her day. Born Sumterville, S. C., 
1842. 
Knowlton (Fannie Snow). An American writer of 
cantatas and songs. “There Little Girl, Don’t 
Cry” is one of the best known of her songs. 
Kotzschmar (Mrs. Hermann). A well-known Ameri¬ 
can teacher-writer on musical subjects. 
A. L. (Mrs. Rudolph Lehmann). Mother of Liza 
Lehmann. Well-known composer and arranger 
of music. 
La Mara (Marie Lipsius). A German writer and 
critic of exceptional merit. Born 1837, Leipsic. 
Lang (Margaret Ruthven). Born Boston, 1867. 
One of the foremost living among the women 
composers and musicians of America. Her 
works have been performed by the Boston and 
the Thomas Symphony Orchestras. Daughter 
of the disinguished pianist and teacher, the late 
B. J. Lang. 
Leaycroft (Agnes). An American contemporary 
whose songs have met with success, 
Lehmann (Liza). An English composer of songs 
and song-cycles. Born 1862. Her “In a Persian 
Garden” is an admirable example of her work, 
and has placed her in the front rankrof women 
composers. 
Leonard (Florence). An accomplished American 
writer and teacher. 
“Lindsay” (Mrs. J. Worthington Bliss). A well- 
known English writer. 
Loeb-Evans (Matilee). A talented pianist and com¬ 
poser, at present resident in Southern California. 
Loud (A. F.). An American composer and organ¬ 
ist whose compositions are very attractive. 
Lowthian (Caroline). An English writer of popular 
dance music and songs. 
MacFarren (Mrs. John). Born 1824, died 1895. She 
wrote much popular light music, was sister-in- 
law to Sir George MacFarren, the eminent 
English pedagog and composer. 
MacLean (E.). A contemporary writer of songs 
which have met with success. 
Maguire (Helena). American teacher and writer of 
valuable articles upon musical education. 
Malibran (Maria Felicetas). This distinguished 
singer, born at Paris, 1809, was also the com¬ 
poser of a number of songs. She died in 1836, 
when her brilliant career had hardly begun. 
She was the daughter of the tenor Garcia, and 
the wife of the violinist, de Beriot. 
Marchesi (Mathilde de Castrone). One of the most 
distinguished vocal teachers in Paris. She was 
born in 1826, and has written a large amount 
of vocal exercises and solfeggi, besides her fa¬ 
mous “Method.” She is of German birth, her 
husband being an Italian. 
Melville (Margurite). An exceptionally gifted 
American composer, at present resident in 
Vienna. Her works have been accepted by 
European publishing houses of the highest 
standing. 
Merrick (Marie). American writer and teacher, of 
originality and ability. 
Metzler (Bertha). An American writer of piano¬ 
forte pieces and songs. 
Moncrieff (Mrs. L.). A contemporary English song 
Moulton (Mrs. Charles). An American composer 
whose song “Beware” was very popular in its 
Needham (Alicia Adelaide). An Irish composer 
who has succeeded in preserving the character¬ 
istic Irish spirit in her songs and at the same 
time getting off the beaten track. 
Norton (Mrs. Caroline Elizabeth Sarah). A tal¬ 
ented author, poetess and composer. Born in 
England, 1808, where she died in 1877. 
Orth (Mrs. L. E.). A successful American writer 
of Children’s teaching pieces and cantatas. She 
is the wife and pupil of John Orth, the Ameri- 
OstlereJ(May). An English writer of popular piano 
Park (Edna Rosalind). An American composer of 
pronounced originality and ability. She has 
published many songs and other works. 
Patterson (Annie Wilson). An Irish pianist and 
organist. Composer of several cantatas for 
chorus, soli and orchestra. Born 1868. 
Patti (Adelina). This famous soprano has also com¬ 
posed songs. Born Madrid, 1843. 
Peterson (Mrs. Clara Gottschalk). A half-sister of 
Louis M. Gottschalk. This talented composer 
has written much attractive music. 
Polko (Elise). A German writer and composer; 
a friend of Mendelssohn, and a distinguished 
lieder singer. Born 1834, died 1899. 
Pupin (Mme. A. M.). A contemporary American 
teacher, composer and author. 
Quinlan (Agnes Clune). A composer of .character¬ 
istic songs. She was born at Limerick, Ireland, 
is a medallist of the London Royal Academy 
of' Music, and has been in America fourteen 
Ramann (Lina). A German teacher, composer and 
critic who has earned enviable distinction, espe¬ 
cially along pedagogic lines. Born 1833, in 
Bavaria. 
Riego (Teresa del). English song writer. Her “O 
Dry Those Tears” has won great popularity. 
Ritter (Fannie Raymond). An American author and 
translator of exceptional merit .and ability, who 
has' also composed many songs, etc. She was 
born 1840, at Philadelphia. 
Rive-King (Julia). This distinguished American 
pianist was born at Cincinnati in 1857; studied 
under Dr. Mason and Liszt. Her compositions 
display considerable talent, and many of her 
piano compositions have attained considerable 
vogue. 
Robinson (Francis C.). An American writer of 
songs for children and piano pieces. 
Roeckel (Jane Jackson). She has published a num¬ 
ber of brilliant piano pieces. 1 
Rogers (Clara Kathleen). Well-known English 
teacher and musician. Born 1844. Under her 
stage name of Clara Doria she won distinction 
in opera, and as a teacher and writer on vocal 
subjects she has won a high place in Boston. 
Ross (Maggie Wheeler). American teacher and 
writer. 
Riidersdorf (Herminie). Russian singer, composer 
and author; born 1822, died 1882. She has 
written a number of songs. Teacher of Emma 
Thursby, and mother of the noted actor, Rich¬ 
ard Mansfield. 
Sainton-Dolby (Charlotte).' A distinguished English 
pi-ima donna; was born in London, 1821, and 
died 1885. She showed great ability as a com¬ 
poser of cantatas, songs, and also wrote educa¬ 
tional works on singing. 
Salter (Mary Turner). A well-known American 
song writer of the present day. The composer 
of remarkably original and individual works. 
Sawyer (Hattie P.). An American contemporary 
composer of songs, etc. 
Schumann (Clara Josephine). The wife of Robert 
Schumann and daughter of the well-known 
teacher; has written much of great value. Her 
music is of a highly interesting character. Born 
1819, died 1896. 
Scott (Lady John Douglas). Was the author of 
such well-known songs as “Annie Laurie,” 
“Douglas Tender and True,” etc. Born 1810, 
died 1900. 
Seiler (Emma). German teacher of voice, and 
writer, who has long been a resident in America. 
Sheldon (Lillian Tait). A contemporary American 
composer of songs. 
Shattuck (Lillian). An American writer on violir. 
subjects, and composer. 
Sheppard (Elizabeth Sarah). The English author 
of “Charles Auchester,” the .novel dealing with 
the life of Mendelssohn. Born 1830, died 1858. 
Smith (Alide Mary). English composer, born 1839, 
died 1884. Her many works show exceptional 
ability and are very ambitious in character. 
Smith (Eleanor). An American writer of songs. 
Smith (Fanny Morris). An American writer, mu¬ 
sician and author. 
Smith (Hannah). An American writer and eom- 
p®ser whose literary works in connection with 
music have been authoritative and valuable. 
Smyth (Ethel). A contemporary English composer 
of opera whose works have attracted attention 
in Germany and her own country. Born 1858. 
Stair (Patty). An American composer of songs, 
piano pieces, etc. 
Steiner (Emma M.). An American writer who has 
acquired a reputation as a composer of oper¬ 
ettas, and arranger of orchestral music. 
Sutro (Mrs. Theodore, nee Florence Clinton). An 
American composer and pianist. 
Szymanowska (Marie, nee Wolowska). Polish 
pianist and composer. Born about 1790, died 
i33J. 
Temple (Hope). An English contemporary com¬ 
poser whose works have achieved great success. 
She is the composer of “My Lady’s Bower” and 
other well-known songs. 
Tunison (Louise). An American song writer of 
some distinction. 
Unschuld (Marie von). A well-known American 
teacher, concert pianist, and author, at present 
doing valuable work in Washington, D. C. 
Vannah (Kate). An American song writer and 
composer and poet who has earned a consider¬ 
able reputation. Composer of the very attract¬ 
ive song, “The Breeze that Blows the Barley.” 
Viardot-Garcia (Pauline Michelle Ferdinande). The 
sister of Malibran, and daughter of Manuel Gar¬ 
cia; was born in 1821. She has written a num¬ 
ber of beautiful songs, and has also made suc¬ 
cessful vocal arrangements of the mazurkas, 
waltzes, etc., of Chopin, 
Wakefield (Augusta Mary). English composer, 
bom 1853. Composer of popular ballads. 
Walker (Bettina). , An English author on musical 
subjects. 
Walker (Ida). An American composer of distinc- 
nupuiaruy, ana ; __ 
the Atlantic. She was born 185s 
Wiggins (Kate C.). Wrote “Kindergarten Chimes’ 
and other similar works. 
Wood (Mary Knight). An American composer o 
songs, chamber music, etc., who has achieve! 
considerable reputation. Born 1857. 
Wri«,hr <',Ellf;n,)' An English writer of songs whost 
Violets. has become very popular. 
Wurm (Marie). An English composer and pianist 
born i860. Her compositions are ambitious ii 
. ,cha^^ter and ful1 of originality and charm. 
Zeisler (Mrs. Fanny Bloomfield). The distinguishec 
American pianist is also the composer of som< 
brilliant piano pieces. Born, Silesia, 1866 Pu 
pil of Leschetizky. 
Zimtnermann (Agnes). Born 1847.. This talentec 
German pianist has composed much music o 
importance, and has ably edited the works o 
Beethoven, .Mozart and others. 
vill be concluded next month 
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PERSONALITY AND SUCCESS. 
The interesting subject of personality has re- 
cemly been discussed by Mr. W. J. Henderson, in 
t*l“'in.eW ^un- ^r- Henderson says in part- 
of /^re-IS,a gracio“? m>n!stry in the interpretation 
of a musical artist. Not only the content of compo¬ 
sitions is offered to us but also the spiritual riches 
artist e? nat«e- 15 f0lly t0 believe ^at the 
ZZZm e.ve.r e5af h>s Personality. It would be 
lamentaMe indeed if he could. If, for example, the 
character of Hamlet could be so standardized that 
tnere was but one impersonation of it we should 
*l“e. *r°"’ uweary °f h. But what vitality is 
breathed into the creation of Shakespeare by the 
marvelous variety of points of view which thinking 
fC.°7 ba.Ye fo“,,d- The Hamlet of Booth, the Ham- 
m e, !Sf0nF arret,'.A,'lle HamIet of M“rdoch, the Hamlet of Edwin Adams, the Hamlet of the 
rtnheeru il ;n'fa11 haVrC Stimulated peculation « to the ultimate form of an interpretation, which 
J foPrmula°r ° art’ wiH never be ossified into 
err^U«iCa!. criti<;ism has too often fallen into the 
error of advocating fixed standard of interpretation 
t7?\ ,Th' 'rh" SS 
* °"®.ca? be der>ned beyond which lie incorrect rep¬ 
resentation of the intent of. a composer. It is easy 
enough to say when a performance of the C maior 
Schumann k '“n,true -° the artistic cbaracter of 
n’fb'“* “ ,s [ess s,mple to announce the at- 
«< «•* 
nating power of the man’s nature, a 
which transmutes all music for hii 
1U - -s rule 
i into the lan- 
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was not till he was thirty-five that he produce 
it was not till he was forty-four that he had s3 
In 1807 he agreed to write an opera for Schjr 
der, the Masonic friend of Mozart, and author 
libretto of his "Magic Flute. ’ Schikanedcr J1 
manager as well as a librettist, but nothing ^ 
the scheme. 
_ The next undertook th. 
conjecture. If Paderewski’s art did really which eventually became Ins immortal 
curative value of suggestive therapeutics it would , h ft , Bouillv uid ■ • I, 1 ' 
be best applied to healing processes. in prec.se y Thebbreho was^by Bomlly. andu had b*, * 
those quarters where its hypnotism is most dis- „ ,(1^oh Son 
cussed. 
guage of ideal beauty. , 
“It is the custom of those who fail to understand 
the wonderful charm exercised over the public by 
tt>jQ —t— something hvp- 
- - .0 refer to his power as s tni Hyp¬ 
notic. Hypnotism is a happy hunting ground for 
conjecture. If Padere ski’s art did really have the 
MAGNETISM. 
“The truth is that the magnetism which the man 
sends out into the auditorium when he is playing is 
the wireless communication of his inner poetic vi¬ 
tality. The potency of the message is increased by 
ft,“ - by tj,e 
music twice belore unacr tne name of “Ltonon 
Conjugal Love.” Joseph Sonnlcithner made a r 
man version of it, and during the spring and sunt 
of 1805 Beethoven was absorbed in its compost 
and his innumerable revisions. His sketch-hoop 
this opera is extant; it is three hundred pages 101 
and includes eighteen different beginnings for 0IT 
the arias, and ten beginnings for one of the chora m uic ui m
the mental grasp and cohesion put into it -oy 
vigorous mind and liberal outlook of the artist. THE FIRST REHEARSAL 
>%!2L£.1Z.2SXM5.S22 «*»«-«.» 
* VIRTUOSOS DIFFER. 
“Paderewski and Hofmann do not play it in ore 
ownyh Vf,me manner‘ Franz R«mmd had hk 
Plavedh^crn ;ead‘ng,°f k- Rubinstein doubtless played it according to his own theory. The nresent 
Z Su "Ti. „h“ ’f,dins’ 6“> ">* is safe. It is equally safe to say that no lover of 
Schumann s music would wish to have the internre 
somVl mIS hWOnd7ful comP°si‘ion standardized 
°' Vi"V of *W one work nr, 
or to come J d,fferencef m musical temperament, 
fn n °- , ud°Wn to “"deniable fact, to differences 
parcefoAh mCter- ,The intel™d°" is part and 
beu.piri,„,n, 2? ■”><»»• 
J-ne personalities of musical t 
tTmyeS ££?« the lame”tabI* ^“yaorf the' 
sonal ionrn^r b -he exaggerated practices of per- 
34 the pnvate Personality of the artist not 
to the part of him he gives out through art! 
an eloquent and sympathetic interpretation of the 
work of a great master he is acting strictly within 
the province of his art. When he utilizes the crea¬ 
tion of a master as material for the exploitation of 
his personal peculiarities, not honestly interpreting 
it but striving only to make it a frame for himself, 
then he must be condemned. The same law applies 
to the operatic performer, and the inexorable oper¬ 
ation of this law condemns the sensational singing 
ot so many opera'favorites. 
“It is the rigid application of this law which rel¬ 
egated the pianist, Pachmann, to the left side. Pach- 
mann had a singularly interesting musical personal- 
1 y, but it was warped and distorted, and he utilized 
the music of Chopin simply as a parade ground for 
naintTv1 ce"s“re of Pachmann used to give much 
pain to his admirers, who felt the influence of his 
personahty but failed to discern the trickery of his 
Sfc-- t0 ass«-t that the personality of the 
ne 1™ ;T fy bereffaced or that it should 
TtnT °?uco"sldered as a factor in his art is foolish 
Under the direction of a wise and lofty mind the 
in interpretative2 art.”6*11 P°t6nt f°r great ^°°d 
HOW BEETHOVEN WROTE HIS OPERA 
“FIDELIO.” 
entitled take" fr0m an excellent article 
Opera,’’ t 
PADEREWSKI'S PERSONALITY. 
ttSSJtegSSS, s Bpt 
J ^ lnte!lectua! and esthetic force. He’is a 
an of wide and solid culture. He has a livin 
w,, ww, *• 
of the extremely few Europefnl whCt ^ 
something about the ooliti, ? h actually know 
who has even an infant;i« t0 "nd anyone 
the government of this land ’and^the”3111!" °f 
constitution of its people. ™ f h P°htlcaI 
English "and ^ussian^ancf Uknows 
tte ? th,e rr ^ s 
and liberality of view there °! ’"^’"ation 
of a poetic imagination. I„ fact^VttJe" domi! 
Mr Rnnprt H e?inners °f Romantic 
Magazine for January.’] Wl"Ch appeared 
colS„.0neAnd0rtkhaTceametS *?«**?*»’* whole 
livion. It was produced fn ^ perd°«My near ob- 
with three different Iibrett^6 dlfferent versions 
overtures before^7t^UfSelv eTtahr°,ur, different 
aide of the dead-line. There is a n°U this 
perseverance in these stnri»o a OD‘e lesson for 
at the same £ I: ™0''31 °PCra' aild 
element of luck. discouraging proof of the 
Mozart wrote his “Marriage of ». . 
a month, and it had an instantaneo.f & m about 
'-ted only a short while for Ta TooT*’ ^ k 
off the stage, and the second cTtt T crowded 
played would have none ^^"'' citT wberc it was 
>n Vienna in 1786; it reached Paris seven "Ight 
London m 1812, and New York In Z2 ^ later’ 
it has been heard everywhere at intervals”10' then 
TEN YEARS ON ONE OPERA 
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withdrawn after three performance TY’enna' a"d' 
duced again in 1806, and withdrawn after Tw 'Pr°' 
.was produced a third ♦ l ‘WO per' 
;—ju=i w ncii »»aKncrs i nstan and holi’ 
was rehearsed, the singers vowed that it was 
only unsingable, but Could not even be meloorirt 
since they forgot to-day what they learned the h, 
before. Beethoven's orchestra was equally • 
manageable, and Beethoven complained in one i 
his letters that the musicians bungled things J 
posely to annoy him-“all ft's, cresc.. decrac % 
afl fs and ffs may as well be struck out of * 
opera, as no attention whatever is paid to then" 
To disorganize even this chaos, Vienna „■ 
captured by Napoleon Bonaparte, whom Beetle" 
had once idolized and symphonized as a liberate 
but soon detested as a tyranl The KmperoT 
Austria and Ins court left the cily. and fa ,he 
capital, filled with foreign soldiers, ihe opera ns 
f‘Y®n ““dCr ,thLn*?e °f Lei ut. .re.” Xovembr 
20 h, 21st and 22d, ISOS It is not strange thiP 
did not succeed, but the " a! an ¬ 
as external. 
7 J^M To'? AfriMd‘ ^ - r. ivi. t  1 . fa] j,:rn t0 . 
three numbers. Later lie # l ° 
1806 aButWthVertUre’ " WM i’r‘’duccd March ii! 
the orchestra pam^dyT C??,<lid "°t gfi 
forked on the „ J V l '' 3"d ” ** 
About two w e ,, ,,:;'7 °nC ^nd ^hearsa! 
and was bcginniW . P">— IC’e e f fng f “ had7 —d erformance.
thl .barreled with them.,', 
* again 
has never since 1 May 2jd; ,8,+ The open 
months after its fire. } g nc8,cctcd Vet two 
complaining- “Th P'Hormance we find Beethovtn 
conscientious that ^ °f ,hc '»>«*« arc t. 
ises, they have once t0 ‘,1C,r fa,,hful Proffl' 
thinking of Riv;n„ c K,vcn m.v opera without 
What receipts I £J * *** sbarc of the receipts, 
deceits.” Tn rgr-^. , ' "’°rc Properly be called [■ 
land for thirty^ duJats-atSC" thc °pcra in E”S 
b"t it was not done thereHH seventyf,ve dollars- 
aft6r thC comP°ser had dSTJ^jSS ^ 
musicians, is not* a^Pot (° rcad mus|c. even among I 
be the diffic„Ities av|;,tR MirprisHiK. Whatever may 
sufficient magnitU(ie !hemnot,af,°n- they arc not of | 
wh° pretends to isniro 1 c ' u' Intelligence of him I 
f.c,c"cy in music No ° 3 Crcdi,ab'c degree of pro 
tlo"ist who cannot ^ Jpre,ends to b<? an olocu- 
read his part h read> and thc actor who could not | 
hear of to our notice; ye. wc 1 
', Perh.-ir,ref_ y tr,cd and s,i11 contem- I 
rho cannot read I 
form an ces!" ” Wprol,^/^ 
;r£o^m who £- 
even than New York. 86°’ four Years later ft 5 slnS'"V? p am 
The search for a libretto W ! mus«c of his D»rtP T °pera' wh" cam, 
feature of every great composer’s a harro"’ing ac.^y mnst be lost ’ FnrTtf ' C3scs m,,ch time ana 
of Bach, who remained a small t except that iln °lI'ltant learns to , 
troubled with the anguishes of h! r °rganist “n- t deVOted some tim" should 
ven hunted all his life for a 12, Beetho- ^"s*c- Tbe undertakh 
death-bed he bewailed his mabiUr, 7°5’ and on bis of Sn musicians learn tf See?ls a bard one. bccatw 
of a moral and elevating nature forfi^ anYthing heln K rriethods- They le^3*1- n}.usic b>’ the hardest 
of Mozart’s librettos as dfas’ol I 6 dlSapproved ZbUt ,ear" it, while tl ™ u.be«M«c they canno, 
papers after his death they found a \ f'monS his SOme other branch^ f13"’ ener®Y expended 
=' f r„0TS^£ rr"°»'°! Sr'S,-;: 
rent 111 the subject.’ d "0t °f a"Y'difficulty in- 
Tact in Correcting Mistakes 
By Dr. H. FISHER 
Teachers, in many cases, reserve the most pro¬ 
nounced form of their anger for instances where 
one note is substituted for another. If they sup¬ 
posed that the wrong note was deliberately selected 
by the pupil there would be some slight excuse for 
their anger, but when there is no question of the 
bona tides of the pupil any such display of temper 
is very much out of place. How much better to try 
to find the reason for the error, as this will prob¬ 
ably prevent its repetition, and at the same time 
form a capital object lesson to the teacher in prac¬ 
tical psychology. Let it never be forgotten that 
there is a rational cause for every error, and that 
it is the duty of the teacher to search for that cause. 
How much better to pursue a line of investigation 
such as this rather than to interject the words 
“wrong!” “wrong!!” in an angry manner. A few 
leading classes of errors must be briefly illustrated. 
A wrong note is frequently played because a 
wrong finger is employed. It should never be for¬ 
gotten that the easiest and most obvious finger is 
generally the most useful. To drag in a finger 
whose normal position is perhaps a 4th or 5th away 
from the note to be performed, whilst another finger 
is directly over it, is, as a rule, the height of folly, 
or, at any rate, a frequent source of error. Only 
when a contraction or an expansion of the hand 
seems desirable may the plan just described be 
disregarded. 
CANTABILE PLAYING. 
In cantabile playing, where we have chords played 
simultaneously with the notes of the melody, and 
with the same hand, it is sometimes necessary to 
play them arpeggiando if the requisite distinction of 
force is to be maintained. In their anxiety to make 
the melody sufficiently clear some performers em¬ 
ploy this device so persistently that at last it be¬ 
comes an objectionable mannerism. That is a fault 
on the right side, for it is decidedly more satis¬ 
factory than a performance in which the melody is 
lost in a mass of notes. Anything is preferable to 
this dull uniformity, which is, alas, far too com¬ 
mon even amongst performers who in other re¬ 
spects are of more than average ability. The writer 
has rarely met with a student who had persistently 
practiced cantabile playing. 
There is a peculiar form of stammering which 
is displayed by a considerable number of pupils. It 
consists in the striking of a note sev.eral times in¬ 
stead of only once. As a rule, pupils are quite un¬ 
conscious of this fault. If the teacher asks the 
question, “Are you aware that you struck this note, 
or chord, twice?” the reply is generally, “I was not 
aware that I did.” A fault which cannot be de¬ 
tected by the culprit requires very close attention. 
The reason for this peculiar fault is not far to seek, 
and it is quite analogous with the characteristics of 
the stammerer. There is a peculiar kind of unreadi¬ 
ness in the mental direction of the fingers which 
evokes what must be described as a halting and 
hesitating manner of performance. In precisely the 
same way, the organs of speech of the stammerer 
have not been adjusted so as to act simultaneously, 
and at a given instant. The most efficient means 
for the eradication of stammering on the piano is 
the practice of concerted music, or the persistent 
use of the metronome. The mind is thus directed 
in a special manner to the instant when certain 
notes must be performed, with the result that an 
imperfect and loosely acquired concept of rhythm 
gains enormously in precision. This gain in pre¬ 
cision is also of great value for the student’s im¬ 
provement in sight-reading. 
ENDING NOTES. 
We have observed many varying circumstances 
under which notes may be struck, and must now 
carry our investigation a little farther. After strik¬ 
ing a note what is the next active operation which 
is connected with that note? The practical com¬ 
mon-sense answer is “Take it up.” This reply will 
be accepted by a very large majority of performers, 
but there are some, even amongst our most eminent 
pianists, who find a great deal to do between the 
pressing and the releasing of a note. To give addi- 
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tional emotion to a particular note of the melody 
they continue to give an increased pressure to the 
key as if by this means they could squeeze a little 
more expression from it. That no such difference 
can occur under these circumstances is quite obvious 
to any one who has the slightest knowledge of the 
mechanism of the piano. If the action of the in¬ 
strument has been regulated in a faulty manner it 
is quite possible that an increased pressure may 
cause the hammer slightly to touch the wire, when 
the sound will be checked or even blotted out. This 
peculiar effect, which is known as “blocking,” is by 
no means what the pianist looked for or desired. 
There are other eminent pianists who appear as if 
they were trying to reproduce the “close shake” of 
the violinist by moving the finger backwards and 
forwards on a key whilst it is pressed. To anyone 
who is acquainted with the structure of the action 
of the piano this particular vagary appears most 
grotesque. It is, of course, possible that the antici¬ 
pation of either of these curious plans may influence 
the manner in which the key is struck, but this is 
purely subjective, and. has nothing to do with the 
mechanism of the instrument. In the same way 
those grotesque swayings of the body and noddings 
of the head which' are displayed by some excellent 
performers may be justified. 
Another example of the hallucinations which the 
enthusiasm incident to an artistic temperament pro¬ 
duces, deserves a little consideration. The “action” 
belonging to each note of a piano essentially con¬ 
sists of a series of ingeniously contrived levers by 
which the pressure of the finger on a key results in 
the pushing forward or upward of the hammer. If 
only so much pressure is exerted as to maintain the 
various parts of the action in a state of equilibrium 
no sound results. But if, on the contrary, a little 
more pressure is exerted so that this state of equi¬ 
librium is disturbed for an instant the hammer im¬ 
pinges on the string and a sound is emitted. The 
loudness of this sound depends absolutely on the 
amount of this extra pressure, and any student of 
physics will agree that an equal amount of force 
will always produce the same volume and quality of 
tone whether the key is pressed by the finger, a 
block of wood, or any other agency. In fact the ear 
canrrot distinguish any difference between the re¬ 
sults obtained provided the force exerted is the 
same. Yet there are eminent teachers of the piano 
who seriously contend that a slight difference in the 
position of the hand or the curvature of the finger 
will influence the character of the tone quite apart 
from the actual force employed. Careful examina¬ 
tion of the mechanism of the piano will show that 
such a contention is qtiite absurd, and that it can 
only arise from preconceived subjective halluci¬ 
nations. 
Another cause of error arises when a rapidly played 
passage suddenly alters its character. A frequent 
example of this is the sudden interpolation of a 
short chromatic passage in the middle of a long 
and rapid diatonic scale. Still more disconcerting 
is the contrary device, the introduction of a pro¬ 
gression of a tone into the middle of a chromatic 
passage. Occasionally a thoughtful composer or 
editor will draw a line over the two notes by which 
the chromatic scale is interrupted. Another very 
frequent form of error occurs when a note is read 
in the bass clef instead of the treble clef, or vice 
versa. This form of error is obviously caused by 
thinking more of the name of a note than of its 
position on the keyboard. Students should never 
forget that the bass clef means notes to the left on 
the keyboard, whilst the treble clef means notes to 
the right. Whichever clef is employed should sug¬ 
gest the correct movement of the hand. When once 
the hand has been trained in this manner the find¬ 
ing of the actual note presents little or no difficulty. 
NECESSITY FOR A GENIAL DISPOSITION. 
The subject of errors and their correction is prac¬ 
tically inexhaustible. Every observant teacher 
could add innumerable illustrations from his own 
experience, which would be found of great interest 
by his colleagues.. Varied as they might be in de¬ 
tail it would, however, be found, that most if not all 
the examples adduced could be classified under one 
or other of the heads into which this chapter is 
divided. With respect to the correction of errors 
one final piece of advice may be given to teachers. 
In your dealings with your pupils he natural. If 
you are naturally of a serious disposition, beware 
of attempting to be facetious. The incongruous re¬ 
sult would resemble the unwieldy gambols of a 
sprightly cow. If, on the contrary, you have an 
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irresistible desire to make jokes, let these be subor¬ 
dinated to the main purpose of the lesson. An ap¬ 
propriate joke is frequently of great use for stimu¬ 
lating “attention.” However humorous the remark 
made by the teacher he should, in his mind', always 
realize the ulterior motive which originated the 
joke. _ 
OUR BULLETIN BOARD. 
BY JO. SHIPLEY WATSON. 
This is the story of our bulletin and I warn those 
who do not want extra work to pass it on at once, 
it can only be of interest to those who have time 
and energy to make it useful and unusual. It was 
a board 26x36 inches, covered with dark green 
denims stretched tightly and tacked over the edges, 
with a half round to cover the tacks. It went up 
on Anton Rubinstein’s birthday and was arrayed 
with the likenesses of Rubinstein, from the child 
pictures to the last photograph (we are indebted 
to the Etude for many of these). It was a fine 
display in black and white fastened down with 
bright headed thumb tacks. Below the pictures was 
this short life story in the form of an autobiography: 
RUBINSTEIN, PIANIST AND COMPOSER, NOV. 22, 1829. 
I was born in southwestern Russia, my mother 
was my first music teacher, when I was thirteen 
my musical education was completed and I began to 
travel all over Europe with my master, Villong. 
When I was sixteen I began my career alone and 
started for Vienna to see Liszt; there I lived in an 
attic and gave lessons at a cheap rate. When thirty- 
three I assumed the directorship of the St. Peters¬ 
burg Conservatory and this conservatory became 
the chief interest of my life. When forty-three I 
toured the United States, giving two hundred and 
fifteen concerts; this laid the foundation of my 
prosperity and on my return I purchased a country 
residence, Peterhof, near St. Petersburg. 
Remarks: Anton Rubinstein died at Peterhof, Nov. 
29, 1894, at the age of sixty-six. 
Contemporary Musicians: As a child in Paris 
Rubinstein met and played for Chopin, as 
a youth in Berlin he knew personally Men¬ 
delssohn and Meyerbeer. Liszt and Glinka 
were his friends all through manhood and 
Tschaikowsky may be said to have studied 
with him. 
Principal Works: 
(Mark with a check those you can play.) 
Choral: Oratorio—Paradise Lost. 
Opera—The Macabees. 
Vocal: Over eighty songs, “The Asra” and “Yellow 
Rolls at My Feet,” being the most popular. 
Orchestral: 
Ocean Symphony. 
Concertos for pflano: 
B minor. Op. 70. 
Chamber Music: 
Fourteen string quartettes and trios. 
•Pianoforte: 
Over one hundred and eighty miscellaneous 
pieces: Melody in F, Kamennoi-Ostrow, 
Romance in E flat, Valse Caprice, Staccato 
Etude, Barcarolle in F minor, Nocturne in G. 
In December we celebrated on the bulletin the 
birthdays of Beethoven and Von Weber, keeping 
the same order, first the life in autobiographical 
form, the date of death, the friends among con¬ 
temporary musicians, a list of works beginning with 
oratorio and opera, ending with pianoforte. 
Gather up the fragments, the scraps of knowledge 
and post them up, there is not one of your class, 
nor a passing visitor, but will stop to look. The 
pictures of quaint instruments, of opera singers and 
opera houses, the birth houses of the masters, the 
faces of American musicians, these brought into 
focus on the bulletin board gain m interest and add 
freshness to the routine work, insensibly impressing 
the timid and stimulating the- faltering. 
A bulletin mean's work, always work, but the 
teacher who tries one to-day will find himself wiser 
than he was yesterday. 
Passions, however violent, should never be por¬ 
trayed in all their ugliness, and even when describing 
the most horrible situations, music should never 
offend, but always please the ear—in -short, should 
always remain music.—Mozart. 
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A POPULAR ERROR ABOUT THE LI3LT 
RHAPSODIES. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
Some of us are rather tired of hearing bantam 
musicians and know-it-all amateurs denounce Liszt 
as a composer because of the Hungarian Rhap¬ 
sodies. Personally I have two objections to this 
criticism, first because I am myself exceedingly 
fond of the Rhapsodies and second because Liszt 
did not compose them. 
The Hungarian Rhapsodies are not Liszt’s music. 
They are gypsy music. How such an error can 
persist so long and be so wide-spread is incompre¬ 
hensible, when Liszt never claimed to have com¬ 
posed any of them, and never lost an opportunity 
of stating the contrary, and even published a vol¬ 
ume of several hundred pages, explaining in de¬ 
tail just how and when and where he obtained the 
music he arranged and presented to the public under 
the title of the Hungarian Rhapsodies, and why 
he so named them. 
I can only think that a certain class of musicians 
and dilletanti, knowing the Liszt Rhapsodies are 
popular, and wishing to 'announce their own tastt 
as classic rather than popular, have formed the habit 
of condemning Liszt and his Rhapsodies together 
as beneath their notice. 
Now. one may or may not like Liszt as a com¬ 
poser, but one’s judgement of him should be based 
on his original compositions, which are many and 
meritorious, not on his arrangements and transcrip¬ 
tions. One may approve or disapprove of the Tann- 
hauser March for example, but the credit or dis¬ 
credit of that composition belongs to Wagner and 
m"1 wk° s'mPly made a piano arrange- 
In the same way one may or may not like the 
Hungarian Rhapsodies and has a perfect right to 
express his opinion, but in doing so he is passing 
judgment, not upon Liszt, but upon the music of 
the gypsy race, which furnished the melodies, 
rhythms, moods, and whole musical content of 
the Rhapsodies. 
The most that can be said is that Liszt himself 
considered the gypsy music of such interest and 
value that he spent years in collecting and pub- 
lishmg a large block of it in his twenty Rhapsodies, 
and some musicians may not agree with him that 
it was worth while. He visited the gypsies in 
their tents and at their campfires by day and by 
night, winning his way into their confidence as 
tew outsiders have ever done, acquiring a knowl¬ 
edge of their customs and character beyond that 
ot any other musician; listening to, catching by ear. 
collecting, studying, arranging those fragments of 
strange mdodies and harmonies which he calls the 
l one Epic of the Gypsies.” 
The gypsy type, so wild, free, fiery and original, 
was very fascinating to Liszt, as to many of the 
unnntb’ u it undoubtedly has a strong hold 
upon the world at large and upon the artistic tem¬ 
perament in particular. Witness the prominence 
and frequency with which the gypsy appears in po- 
etry, in fiction, in painting, in music and on the 
Witness also the unparalleled popularity of 
the Rhapsodies. 
Nevertheless I am well aware that there are 
people, very able, scholarly, estimable people, to whom 
the gypsy type is not congenial, but rather alien 
and antagonistic; and these people will never like 
the Hungarian Rhapsodies. They should recognize 
however that the reason for their dislike is not be¬ 
cause Liszt is no composer, but because personally 
gypsy music does not appeal to them. 
Those who feel their hearts swell and pulses 
quicken, in listening to this music, are only thril- 
I'nin * ™th the gypsy blood. Let them 
enjoy thear Rhapsodies m peace, unmindful of sneers 
m the profession or out of it. Above all let them 
remember that persons who condemn Liszt asa 
aremPn°oSterthn V™"' °f-the Rhapsodies, 
are not thereby asserting their own superiority 
as they suppose, but are simply exposing their 
noranee of the compositions in question g May this 
paragraph come to the notice of all such. " 
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GIVE THE PUPIL A CHANCE. 
BY MADAME A. PUPIN. 
In every city, town and village of the country there 
are teachers busy trying to impart a knowledge o 
.the Divine Art to the youth of the land. So ardent 
and so enthusiastic are many of these teachers that 
when night closes their labors for that day, they 
are utterly exhausted. They cannot understand this 
when they know that they love their work and are 
personally interested in each one of their pupils. 
Did it never occur to these teachers that they 
may be doing work that the pupils ought to do? Are 
they not doing the teaching and the learning, too? 
as one teacher wittily expressed it. Education 
means to draw out: but the system of education in 
this country seems to be to cram in from tire out¬ 
side. Children unconsciously resent and oppose 
this cramming-in process; while they take a lively 
interest in the drawing-out process. Teaching a 
child to think is the drawing-out process. 
No matter what the study is, if it requires the pu¬ 
pil to use her mental powers—reason, reflection, 
imagination or judgement, it will interest her. Give 
a child an exercise or study of any kind and explain 
it scientifically or theoretically, and it wearies him, 
but give him a puzzle, or perhaps the same lines 
which he must think out for himself and it inter¬ 
ests him at once. 
Some teachers think they must go over a good 
deal of ground, and so they give a lesson of two 
or three pages, hearing the pupil read the lesson for 
the first time. I do not believe in a student read¬ 
ing a lesson at sight, unless sight-reading is the main 
object of that lesson. Students should read their 
lessons at home, before coming to the teacher, and 
have made an effort to understand it. There is some 
thinking done when the teacher is not by to help. 
I remember giving a lesson of three-quarters of 
an hour on two measures to a pupil of mature years. 
Ihose two measures included the two principles of 
the legato and the staccato, and at the end of the les¬ 
son the pupil had not mastered the principles. The 
reason was because she had not previously been 
taught to think, to do things with exactness or to 
control her finger motions. The lesson was a bat¬ 
tle between the tendencies of the fingers to do their 
own way-which was hit or.miss-and the mind, 
which was told for the first time to take command 
In the first place, the mind was not used to taking 
contro1 and had often to be brought up . suddenly 
with a sharp reproof; and secondly, the fingers were 
not used to obeying. In these two measures, repeated 
~urab'e tlm-S’ .the PUpil learned something be¬ 
sides the two principles of legato and staccato—the 
power of the mind to form an ideal, and the power 
idea?6 W' compel the fingers to conform to that 
So much more progress is made by aiming to do a 
httle very well than by trying to go over a good 
dea of ground when the thing to be done is not 
well understood, or is beyond the pupil’s ability to 
the case of a young pupil, I should 
upon reading at sight, both hands to- 
read correctly 
at two hundred notes a minute; that i 
as fast as it began. 
times 
do easily. So 
One might think that a child would rebel a, Sttet. 
tv-five repetitions of a short scale, but at first, wfai]e 
counting four to each note, she is busy »atchi 
her fingers, and later on, when by repetition ^ 
finger motions become somewhat automatic, she is 
wondering how she is going to play the increased 
speed the metronome is leading her to, but as i, 
seems to get easier instead of harder, she become* 
quite interested, if not excited over her progress' 
By this method the pupil is taught to think. The 
frequent repetitions lead the thought in a groove, as 
it were, and show how to study other passages 
Practice is playing the same thing in exactly the 
same way until the right habit is formed; until the" 
passage goes of itself. So teachers may take phrases 
or the hard passages of a piece, and let the pupi’ 
play them with the metronome at different rates of 
speed, even if it should be no more than two meas- 
ures and repeated sixty times. The pupil will play 
that passage better in the few minutes spent on it 
than in weeks of practice at home in the way 
most students practice, and to see herself doing a 
thing well will not only give her pleasure, but in¬ 
crease her faith in herself. Having conquered a 
ficult passage in a short time in a certain way the 
student will adopt this way of conquering other 
passages. 
These are some of the ways to give the pupil a 
chance to do more of the work and case the labor 
of the teacher. 
JUDGING PIANOS. 
BY DR. HUGO RI EM ANN. 
Bad instruments have either only a small tone,or 
a dry, jarring, jingling tone, or cisc a grumbling, 
rough tone. We especially frequently find instru- 
ments in which tin- high notes ar m 
out brilliancy, and tin- li or clatter¬ 
ing and powerless. To judge of an instrument by 
its quality of tone we must first of all have it put 
perfectly in tune. 
A substantial guarantee for obtaining a good in¬ 
strument is of course the name of a manufacturer 
ot world-wide repute, but unfortunatelv. one has ot 
course to pay for this guarantee. There arc firms 
enough, however, who, though not of world-wide 
repute, nevertheless construct excellent instru¬ 
ments; and everyone wishing to obtain an inrini- 
ment wou’d do well to comnfunicate withaco^- 
from whose advice will not only guard him 
But min P •'°n’ but als° from unnecessary expen-e. 
evl y instruments are blameless in tone, vet 
pWed wosPr°7 n°‘ dl,rabIe. because the wood un¬ 
hand WT efficiently dried, or on the other 
Sard all ;158 *0° Quickly. The only way to 
buying f dei -UCH CXpcricnccs- unless one prefers 
totfve* ttar S!"‘.of a celebrated maler, is 
worst evil: 
gether, and expect the student w rcau corrects 
notes and fingers and keep time. When the mmil 
cannot do what the teacher requires, it makes W 
despondent, or it rouses opposition. 
Let the teacher realize that the way to interest 
a pupil is to make her able to do a thing- easily and 
well, in as short time as possible. When d,? 
that she has accomplished something she ha 6 ee!> 
faith in herself more to 
teacher requires. So practicing lessons ’ u- f 
exemplify the method of study, are better than 
mg through page after page of „ ; ! read~ 
by-Do„;, do i, that ,v,yP gfUZSrSSgff 
student forgets at once, because she has too m h 
other things to think of. to° manY 
Teachers would find it easier for themsM™ 
more agreeable to their pupils to go oler ! 
ground but in a more thorough manner For * 
ample, I gave a child at Mot t.__ '. ior ex- 
Unless a composer be sure that in rushing into 
print he w.H not only add to the quantity but also 
enrich the quality of existing music, he had better 
wait awhile and study more. For what is the use 
of reproducing ideas which we can draw fresh f “!! 
the fountain head?—Schumann. h f 
notes to play; for'tW Sonfshe }} 
for ,he S: 
She began with the metronome at ion an t 
four to each note; moving the metm’norn C°UI?ted 
until it reached 200, or 100 with two Coun“s 
note. It then advanced to ioo with nnP t0 eac^ 
note and ended at 100 with two notes toT* t0 * 
In this exercise there were seventh fiv» -‘:?unt- 
hut it began at twenty-five notes a minute, 
n# SU<dl as the warping of the keys, or 
often less at fauR° tb"8 b?ard’ tIle manufacturer is 
if the latter ^ thc pi”rchascr: for instance, 
place where i^wouM h ,nstn,mem nn unsuitable 
frequent sudden u'd be exPosed ,0 damp, or to 
It should a? least bngCS °f !cmpe™ture. 
rnent does not st _itis.is.ted upon that the instru- 
damp wall nor at'^i lnm,.cdlate contact with a 
be taken to close the °Pe" W‘"dow: and care nu,st 
not in use Thi! cov5r whe» ‘be instrument is 
necessary accunniliMnCaUtJ0'] Prevent* both the un¬ 
rusting of the strino-s 0[.d£st’ and also ‘he rapid 
‘he window and the " 1,ch so-readily follows if 
weather. Freauem p,an.?‘cover stand open in .lamp 
less in its interest Vi"'"* of ,hc instrument lies 
Player’s ear, which ; tha" tlle Plication of thc 
strument is not a .h matena,Iy checked if his in¬ 
is never to be rrmm' n°™1al pitch. Therefore it 
■set so low in pitch r1-'" ‘ '° 'Ct a" 
sary to have it raised °"C- day il is fn‘md ncces- 
cannot be done with a sem,tone throughout. This 
instrument. Therefore^h^ 'e n ‘11 a 11 >' damaging the 
fered to restrict hime i/6 tuner fhould not be suf- 
‘he instrument pure in t *?<■ maklnS the tuning of 
be required first of »n ,tSe,f merely, but he should 
exactly to concert-pitch tUn' & *° the ‘uni"S-fork 
is to?Ce^reanr0tonIy as an art whose object t. 
means of opening OUr If °ne o{ ‘he most powerful 
affections—Gluck hearts and of moving our 
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CONNECTING CHORDS AND MELODY 
WRITING. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER. 
we are somewhat familiar. They may also be em¬ 
ployed as melody. For example, the C major triad 
may appear in either of the following forms. [See A 
(harmony) and B (melody).] 
TEditor's Note.—In this, the sixth In the series of 
—Up0n theory by Mr. Thomas Tapper. 
shown how harmonies may be connected, and 
information upon the Important subject or 
„ -. It Ib the purpose of the author to present 
theoretical knowledge in the most understandable form in 
a series of articles, each article complete in Itself. Never¬ 
theless, the musician or student reading these articles will 
find It of advantage to refer to the preceding one as fol¬ 
lows : In April. “Intervals ; May. “Mfnor and Major Inter¬ 
vals June. “Ear TrainingJuly, “The Trials of the 
Major Scale C.”l 
If the student will analyze the basses set for har- 
,-e rendu- Is sho n 
Is also giv< 
melody 
monization, usually found in harmony text-books, 
under the caption “Major Scale Triads,” he will find 
that the given bass melody progresses by skips of 
a third, fourth, fifth or sixth; and by steps of a 
major or minor second. To successfully harmonize, 
such given basses requires two rules: 
Rule I. (a) When the bass skips a fourth or a 
fifth (in either direction), retain the one common 
tone of the two chords in the same voice. 
(b) When the bass skips a third or a sixth (in 
either direction), retain the two common tones of 
the two chords in the same voices. 
Rule II.. When the bass steps, no common tones 
are present and the upper voices must proceed in 
contrary motion to that of the bass. 
This Rule II demands only slight expansion. If 
the bass moves from C up to D the required triads 
above will move down, thus: 
In point-of interest B is superior to A. It has 
movement (rhythm), and impulse (meter). But it 
lacks the essential interest of color. Therefore, we 
conclude that a melody, to possess interest must 
represent more than one triad. Suppose we adopt 
as a formula, the harmonic progression which con¬ 
sists of the C major triad in measures one, two and 
four of our >melody, and of the C major triad in 
measure three. By varying the meter and rhythm, 
even this simple group shows countless possibilities. 
HELPFUL FORMULAE. 
The formula: I | I | V | I ||. 
The formula. illustrated: 
(a) I I V 
Should the stifdent not observe this rule consecutive 
fifths and octaves would result, as indicated below:— 
MELODY WRITING. 
So far as harmonizing a given bass is concerned 
we require no further rules. Even with this slight 
equipment a student can harmonize all the basses in 
the world. Generally, at this point, the text-book 
moves majestically forward to the next subject. But 
before we do so, let us analyze our work a little 
more closely. Thus far it resembles, somewhat, the 
activity of a child who has been engaged in organ¬ 
ized play. We have learned to copy the bass cor¬ 
rectly, and to observe two simple rules. If we have 
any feeling at all we have been impressed with the 
rigidity of our task. Let us pause long enough to 
take account of stock. Our riches are already ac¬ 
cumulating. Seven of the chords in the music 
vocabulary are ours. We have arranged these in 
sentences according to the given model (the bass). 
We find the resulting sentences musical—within the 
limits of the game—but we know instinctively that 
more can be done with them than has been demanded 
of us. 
The triads are units in the music vocabulary which 
we may employ as chords. With the result of this 
Here are but two; ten thousand others are pos¬ 
sible. The successful student is he who works such 
a formula to death. He must know its full possi¬ 
bilities. For practice, in this lesson, let the student 
develop the following formula, changing key, meter 
and rhythm, with each melody he produces. This 
is learning to swim with a life preserver, but it is 
one that is fight, compact and serviceable. 
11 IV| V1111. 
I| n| V 111|. 
I| VI V 111|. 
11IV 1 1V 1111. 
Remember that countless melodies are possible 
with each formula, and remember further, that it is 
only by writing countless melodies that one masters 
the simple expression for which it stands. 
At this point another deduction will have been 
made by the student. It is possible to represent a 
triad melodically by all three of its tones (C, E, G), 
by any two tones (C-E, C-G, E-G), or by a single 
tone; and it is possible to represent it by any two 
tones joined by the intervening (passing) tone 
(C-D-E). 
APPLICATION. 
(1) The following bass melodies should be har¬ 
monized, following the rules given in this Lesson. 
First, note the stepwise progression in the bass. 
(2) Answer the following questions. They form 
an individual review and they are serviceable with a 
class. 
1. Define triad, major. 
2. How many varieties of triads are found in the 
major scale? 
3. Construct each of these triads on G. 
4. How many common tones exist between triads 
a third apart? A fourth? A second? 
5. What, (as a rule), are the two concluding triads 
of your exercises? 
6. Why are consecutive fifths and octaves unde¬ 
sirable? 
7. How may they be avoided? 
8. Why are octave progressions in piano compo¬ 
sitions not bad? 
9. Look up the root-meaning of Soprano, Tenor, 
Cadence. 
MORE ABOUT MELODY WRITING. 
The key arid the meter should be constantly varied 
until the student feels equally at home in any part 
of the practical tone-range. Write the melodies in 
a music book and keep them for future study. Write 
abundantly, make it a never-failing daily habit. Keep 
to the four measure .structure until all its possibilities 
seem to have been mastered. Use notes of the beat 
value until you are entirely familiar with their in¬ 
finite possibility as to order and effect. Have these 
corrected and study the corrections earnestly. This 
practice will convince the student that immense 
variety is possible with simple means. 
ABOUT ANALYSIS. 
All instrumental music, particularly that with 
which the young pianist has to do, is vocal in every 
part. Even chord masses possess a melodic ten¬ 
dency. Hence, make it a practice to sing every part of 
all the music you play. Sing the melody, the inner 
voices, the accompaniment and everything. All the 
mysteries of expression become clear from this study. 
It will teach you why the tone-balance in the various 
registers, properly observed, produces a beautiful 
canvas with color from foreground to background. 
It will teach values, light and shade, and prevent 
one growing into a “right hand pianist.” This proves 
that good music, however simple, has something to 
say everywhere; that the relative vocal value of parts 
is at the basis of all true performance, and that the 
hands must be so educated that every finger becomes 
a singer. This will raise simple music to a high level 
and it will teach us that music that is not suscep¬ 
tible of such study, whose structure is so loose arid 
inartistic as to present no trace of this vocal quality 
throughout, is, strictly speaking, not music at all, 
and consequently it is not capable of cultivating a 
true taste. Thus, two great benefits accrue: 
(1) We learn to love the best, and, (2) to know 
instinctively when a piece of trash is before us. 
A few years ago quite peaceful life came to an 
end for me. I have been powerfully drawn into 
public life; as yet I have formed no decision in its 
favor, perhaps rather, against it—for who can escape 
the storms from without? But I should be for¬ 
tunate, perhaps one of the most fortunate of mortals, 
had not the demon taken up his abode in my ears. 
Had I not read somewhere that a man ought not 
of his own free will to take away his life so long 
as he could still perform a good action, I should 
long ago have been dead—and, indeed, by my own 
hand. Oh, how beautiful life is, but for me it is 
ever poisoned.—Beethoven. 
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Self-Help Notes on Etude 
Music 
By P. W. OREM 
FIRST TARANTELLE—S. B. MILLS. 
S. B. Mills (1838-1898) was one of the most popu¬ 
lar of the older school of pianists. Although of 
English birth he spent the better part of his profes¬ 
sional career in America. He was for many years 
soloist at the New York Philharmonic Concerts, and 
was a warm personal friend of William Mason, to 
whom his “First Tarantelle” is dedicated. This is 
. one of his most popular works. It is a brilliant con¬ 
cert piece, the passage work very much resembling 
that to be found in some of Dr. Mason’s works. 
Although somewhat difficult in places this piece is 
well within the powers of the average good player. 
If the fingering given be carefully followed the pas¬ 
sages will all be found to lie well under the hands, 
and a little diligent practice will bring them out. 
A crisp, clean touch and facile execution are de¬ 
manded throughout in order to bring out the spark¬ 
ling quality of the piece. One’s finger technic can¬ 
not fail to be materially benefited by the mastering 
of compositions of this type. 
SCARF DANCE—C. CHAMINADE. 
In the new edition of this remarkably popular 
piece we have added the composer’s second part, 
“Dance of the Veil.” These two movements are 
taken from the ballet music “Callirhoe.” The titles, 
“Scarf Dance” and “Dance of the Veil,” are suffi¬ 
ciently characteristic to convey the composer’s in¬ 
tention and to call up the necessary picture. Mme. 
Chaminade’s own directions for playing the two 
movements are as follows: 
“The portion in A flat should be sonorous, played 
with a mellow, ringing tone, and, while always 
maintaining the waltz rhythm, a slight rubato is 
allowable. The second part is full of melancholy. 
H?re’jt above all, it is necessary to make the piano 
“sing” with a clinging touch. The part preceding the 
return of the first subject should be played with 
" abandon.” 
SPANISH DANCE—G. EGGELING. 
This is a brilliant, characteristic dance movement, 
somewhat in the manner of Moszkowski. It should 
be played with fire and dash, in rapid but rather 
free time. Each theme represents one of the typical 
Spanish rhythms, having a distinctive character of 
its own. These themes should be well contrasted. 
Mr. Eggeling is a prolific writer of interesting teach¬ 
ing pieces, artistic and well made. Many of his 
works have achieved great success. This Spanish 
dance would make an admirable recital number for 
a good third-grade pupil. 
QUARTET FROM “RIGOLETTO”—VERDI. 
There are certain melodies and musical excerpts 
which seem immortal, possessed of perennial popu¬ 
larity. One of the foremost of these is the “Rigo- 
letto Quartet.” As in the case of other similar 
numbers this piece is continually played and sung, 
arranged for almost every possible combination of 
voices and instruments. Singularly enough, good 
piano arrangements of intermediate difficulty and 
without variations are scarce. Hence the appear¬ 
ance of this new arrangement of the famous “Quar¬ 
tet.” Arrangements of this nature help to familiar¬ 
ize one with the great masterpieces and give 
unbounded pleasure to many. This arrangement 
will be found satisfactory in all respects. It follows 
the original closely, yet lies well under the hands 
and is thoroughly pianistic. I-t should be played 
•with much expression, bringing out the themes care- 
fully with singing tone. 
THE ETUDE 
DANCE OF THE JESTERS—I. TCHAKOFF. 
This is a jolly six-eighth movement suited to the 
summer holiday season and useful for a variety o 
purposes. A piece of this type requires a rather 
exaggerated accentuation. Particular attention 
should be given to all the composer’s dynamic signs I 
and other marks of expression. These help to give 
character to the composition. The three themes are 
well contrasted and each should be given a distinctive I 
tone coloring. 
CARNIVAL MARCH—TH. BONHEUR. 
This lively movement is of the type known as 
“parade march.” Such numbers are useful for 
school marches, drills, calisthenics, fraternal society , 
work, etc., in addition to their value as teaching 
pieces. “Carnival March” is an excellent representa¬ 
tive of its class. Play it in steady time, with strong 
accentuation, not too fast. 
TORCHLIGHT MARCH—MAURICE ARNOLD. 
This is one of a set of characteristic pieces by an 
accomplished American composer, who has not pre¬ 
viously been represented in our Etude pages. While 
of easy grade, this piece presents some points of 
original melodic treatment and harmonic interest. 
The fife and drum imitation is particularly good, 
and-the “retreating” or “dying away” effect at the 
close is very cleverly managed. Play this piece in 
the military manner, with bold accentuation and full 
tone. This would make a good recital number for a 
pupil of advanced second grade. 
ACROSS THE MEADOW—H. E. RICHTER. 
This is a well-written teaching piece of easy 
grade. The sprightly melodies are tastefully har¬ 
monized, and the rhythms are well varied. The left 
hand has more to do than is usually assigned to it 
in pieces of this grade. The movement 'is that of 
a slow waltz. 
WALTZ OF THE FLOWER FAIRIES— 
MARIE CROSBY. 
This is an easy teaching piece, which will prove 
popular with young students, and which contains 
good teaching material. The passage work furnishes 
good finger drill and there is an interesting variety in 
tonality not usually found in pieces of this grade. 
It should be played in strict waltz time, at a moderate 
NAPOLI (FOUR HANDS)—HENRY PARKER. 
This is a brilliant duet, by the popular English 
composer. Originally a violin piece, it has been 
cleverly and effectively arranged, by the author as 
a piano duet and, also, a piano solo. The parts for 
the two players are well balanced, both containing 
interesting work. The piece should be taken at a 
rapid pace and should be played in a rather theat¬ 
rical manner, the finale being worked up in the style 
of an operatic number. Strive to imitate the color 
and sonority of an orchestral performance. 
JUBILANT MARCH (PIPE ORGAN)— 
T. E. SOLLY. 
This is a useful organ number, suitable for a post- 
lude or for general purposes. It is not at all difficult 
to play, and the pedal part is quite easy. The regis¬ 
tration is such that this march might be made 
effective on organs of even limited scope. A good 
march, dignified, yet melodious, is always a w elcome 
addition to the repertoire of an organist. 
SOUL OF THE NIGHT (VIOLIN AND 
PIANO)—H. WEIL. 
This is a melodious and expressive nocturne af 
fording ample opportunity for displaying the singing 
qualities of the violin and requiring emotional 
treatment on the part of the player. It must be 
played with breadth of phrasing and warm, rich tone 
Considerable freedom of time is allowable. 
of short numbers. The melody reminds one, some- 
what of the old English style. Th.s song should 
be sung in a precise yet jaunty manner, with careful 
attention to diction. The piano accompaniment with 
its characteristic figure divided between the hands, 
is pleasing and interesting. 
In both these songs the piano accompaniments are 
out of the ordinary. While neither of them are at 
all difficult, both need attention on the part of the 
player and are well worth study. The value of a 
really good accompaniment is becoming more gener- 
FORCING CHILDREN TO LEARN MUSIC. 
BY OSCAR HERZBERG. 
Recently a number of piano teachers discussed 
privately whether it is desirable that children who 
have no love for music, or even have some contempt 
for the art, should be forced to learn music. 
It was agreed that such students generally fail to 
give attention to what is told them, and when the 
teacher has finished the lesson never go near their 
instruments until it is time for the next lesson. 
Each lesson is a matter for fault-finding and scold¬ 
ing. No improvement or advance can possibly 1,,; 
obtained by students of this kind. The teacher be¬ 
comes indignant and disheartened, and the parents 
of such children are led into further useless expen¬ 
diture, or are amazed to find that their money has 
been apparently wasted. In some cases, when the 
teacher informs the parents of such a pupil of the 
true cause of failure, it results in a “spanking” for 
the child—which, of course, does not in< 
love for music—and often the t< 
case in disgust. Very often, too, the dislike for 
music, engendered by such experiences in the days 
of childhood, remains permanent, and in such in¬ 
stances it would surely have been better to have 
waited until the child began to show some interest 
in music before commencing lessons. 
One of the teachers taking part in the discussion 
suggested that a knowledge of music 1- not sn ■>>- 
solute necessity, as is a knowledge of arithmetic, 
spelling and other such factors of modern life. He 
considered that the desire on the part of parents 
to have their children instructed in music is a most 
natural one, but that in cases where no response 
to the wish Is indicated by the children it is not 
heSnrn0H Pr!fSKtht matter’ A Iovc f<>r music cannot be produced by harsh methods. 
ouIthe%d«CLSSi°n *T°Ved on to thc subJ‘cct of inade- 
dren who ilerS‘ Many ,nstances found of chil- 
to stnrfv u°W r £enuine love for mnsic, and desire 
poor ^th^r6 f“*Ure ls destroyed by teachers with 
he bnw a ,heve are manv 1 cachcrs who lack 
which ls hP t °’ Vma" nature and psychology, 
fail because their tea ntany of the younger students 
them successfully a length ^ ^ abiHty t0 guide 
lead to achieve g the dangerous paths which 
~-*~**j- ctJlv 
lead to achievement. 
opinion thaMnTtructors T* C°"ference offered the 
their pupils are not ? . " mUS,C who discover that 
ciples if they do not in/'"8 V® fa,SC t0 their Prin' 
that their children are not ** parcnts of the &<* 
Such teachers he h»r 6 ?Qt attempting to learn, 
pretences. The truth6^’ acc.ept ,fecs midcr false 
soner or later and the mu^ .Inev«tably leak out, 
menta! „ ’ • b® resuIt is bound to be detri- 
spent h r tb's waY iarge sums 
= y, P,arents for which no adc- 
.. me instr„et~_ * S. boUnd 
°f money are 
quate return is obte.ned T' v'"ls Ior wn,ch no 
obtained from music teachers. 
VALSE ROSE—PIERRE RENARD. 
This is a graceful and brilliant 'waltz movement in 
the modern French manner. The first theme should 
be played with a languorous swing and with the 
tempo rubato; the second theme should be taken at a 
somewhat accelerated pace and in strict time. This 
method of treatment insures good contrast. This 
is an excellent number for the recital or the 
drawing-room, and it might even be used for danc¬ 
ing. 
THE VOCAL NUMBERS. 
Two new songs will be found in this issue, both 
of unusual excellence. Mary Helen Brown’s ‘Th’ 
Acacia Tree ” is an artistic song of much merit 
The vocal part suits the text absolutely and the 
piano accompaniment is picturesque and effective 
X3»£r“ * “she<1 s,yie *nd <° 
c. C. Robinson’s “April Fooling5’ is a delightful en 
core song, suitable, also, to be sung as one of a group 
Virtuosity is afw . 
of the natural use of th ’ubut. 3 b'gb development 
skilled form, everyone K ‘° which’ »' a less 
«P; common ground , habltuated from childhood 
from the prizefighter to rtf/6-0" ?** sorts of people, 
to the virtuoso, can meet6 JUggler’from the juggler 
even the least intelligent ‘a ’S su,table food for 
cution will be marked®!? t d usual feats of exe- 
which are of higher imnl t°ng bef°re thosc P°in,s 
•»» 01 «« ,wS„tn. 
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HINTS FOR YOUNG TEACHERS. 
“I am teaching a class of fifteen, and as 
many helpful hints in the Rocnd Table, wi 
a few questions: 
“1. Is a pupil, who has taken about two tei 
lessons, supposed to know all the scales, \ 
chords and arpeggios? 
When a pupil knows the n.. 
them readily by paying close attention, but cannot 
-■—>ie study without i n _ 
seems to play more by ea,. .= ... ... 
Sr"3e’ If a beginner is very bright, would yi 
Mathews’ Graded Course to start with? 
“4. Shall I use any other studies with a pupil 
who is in the third grade of Mathews’ Graded 
Course? 
“5. Please give n 
pupils in grades tw 
‘•6. I would like 
some university, as 
1 t  
ort outline for teaching 
soon ns I can afford It. Would 
ontinuc preparatory study with 
wait until I enn go away? I 
__for practice. Would you advise 
summer for university study?" 
a local teacher, -.. 
have but little time for
1. After two terms of study, a pupil, who has 
had a couple of hours a day in which to practice, 
may have been through the major scales, but may 
not have them thoroughly fixed in mind. There are 
an almost unlimited number of broken cjiord exer¬ 
cises, a thorough practice of which requires years. 
By arpeggios you probably refer to what is termed 
grand arpeggios. A proper practice of these also 
requires years. From a technical standpoint, there 
is practically no such thing as “knowing” them. 
One might know them perfectly so far as construc¬ 
tion and key are concerned, and yet play them in¬ 
differently. To play them with rapidity, smooth¬ 
ness and with various degrees of power is a matter 
of long and faithful practice. But even to practice 
them in a single octave the average pupil would 
hardly have been able to have been through them 
all in two terms. 
2. Procure for her some very simple duets, those 
in which the primo part is on five notes to begin 
with, with a secondo for a teacher which is more 
elaborate. Let her play these with you, reading the 
primo at sight. Require her to keep along with you 
without stopping for mistakes. In cultivating the 
eyesight in this manner it is essential that the music 
be kept much simpler than the pupil is capable of 
learning to play by practice. Do not permit her 
to learn these pieces, unless to use for an occasion. 
You can gradually progress to more difficult pieces 
as her reading powers improve. This practice will 
enable her to acquire the habit of giving strict at¬ 
tention to the notes until the composition is learned. 
I have known excellent results to come from this 
method of treatment for those who cannot concen¬ 
trate theirminds onthe notes. Tryit for threemonths 
and see if you do not notice an improvement. The 
melodious exercises of Diabelli for four hands, 
primo on five notes, are excellent to begin with. 
Then you take up Standard Graded Compositions, 
Grade II. 
3- You certainly could not do better than to use 
the Standard Graded Course. As it progresses 
rather rapidly, however, you must not neglect the 
use of carefully-selected supplementary pieces. 
Many pupils are permitted to advance too rapidly, 
and hence their hands become strained and awk¬ 
ward in their movements, and often acquire stiff¬ 
ness that it is almost impossible to eradicate. Give 
a good deal of attention to the review work. After 
having thoroughly learned a piece, so that the atten¬ 
tion is no longer confined to the notes, it can then 
be devoted entirely to the finger motions. 
4- The Standard Course does not aim to provide 
all the music, either studies or pieces, that a pupil 
will need, but is more a guide to the teacher in lay¬ 
ing out the sort of work that ought to be done, and 
provides the things that a.re absolutely essential. 
Some need more supplementary work, some less. 
Experience, and the quality of judgment you develop 
as you go on in your work, will enable you to settle 
these matters, and also establish your standing as a 
teacher. At first, as you are doing now, you will 
find it necessary to lean on others to a certain 
extent. The fact that you have an inquiring mind, 
and seek information in the endeavor to do the 
best possible for your pupils, indicates that you have 
some of the most important elements of a good 
teacher. So long as you keep this spirit, and con¬ 
tinue to search for the best in the interests of your 
pupils and do not settle complacently down in the 
rut of a routine that is never deviated from, whether 
the pupil be dull or bright, you are sure to progress. 
5. Let the music in the two books be your gen¬ 
eral outline of procedure. After the student has be¬ 
come .thoroughly conversant with the principles 
taught in the first book of Mason’s “Touch and 
Technic,” which you can teach by dictation if you 
prefer, take up the systematic practice of. the scales^ 
as directed in the second book of Mason. In the 
course of the third grade the arpeggio section can 
also be introduced. For studies the Czerny-Lieb- 
ling, Book I, you will find suitable. You will find 
all the extra study material you need in this. Dur¬ 
ing the third grade you will gradually work into 
the second book. Certain studies selected from 
Heller’s Opus 47 may also be taken up, by no means 
all of them, and if the pupil is musical, the “First 
Study of Bach” will also prove most useful, and 
prepare for future study and appreciation of this 
great master. Many musicians consider .an ap¬ 
preciation and understanding of Bach as one of the 
principal tests of musicianship. The earlier a pupil 
can begin to acquire a taste for Bach, the better. 
He will probably rebel at first, but in the course 
of time will become an enthusiast. If a student 
can be made to acquire a taste for Bach, the problem 
of his entire subsequent musical education will be 
much simplified. I mean by this that his musical 
taste will have received an impulse upward and 
away from that which is mediocre. The tendency 
of the majority of pupils to remain sastisfied with 
the mediocre is one of the greatest difficulties the 
teacher has to deal with—that is, if he is desirous 
of building up the musical taste. For this reason 
you should use every endeavor to cause your pupil 
to realize that Bach is not etude material in the 
ordinary sense of the word. Even this has its diffi¬ 
culties, for if, in the beginning, he is asked to study 
Bach because his music is beautiful to play, he may 
rebel so strenuously that you m. y be obliged to 
give up the struggle, especially as parents are very 
apt to side in with the child in this dislike. But 
if made to understand that Bach represents a style 
of playing that develops an independence of fingers 
in part playing that it is impossible to gain in any 
other manner, he may become interested in prac¬ 
ticing his music. Then you must constantly talk 
to him about Bach’s value and influence in the world 
of music, and the esteem in which he is held by all 
great musicians, and eventually he may come to 
have a vital interest in the Bach style of music. 
The Round Table would be glad to hear the results 
of any experiments tried along this line. They 
would be of great interest to many of our readers 
and teachers, and if any have had such experience, 
the Round Table will be glad to to publish it. 
6. When you speak of university study, do you 
not mean conservatory? The universities do not 
teach music in the ordinary sense of a technical 
training in piano playing, etc, but rather take up 
the theoretical and historical side of music—harmony, 
counterpoint and advanced study in composition. The 
preparatory teaching for this is left to the con¬ 
servatory or private teacher. As to whether it be 
done by a conservatory or private teacher is very 
largely a matter of individual taste and preference. 
Indeed, there is, in the majority of instances, no 
difference between conservatory and private teach¬ 
ing. If a student goes to a conservatory, it is 
generally because he wishes to study with a teacher 
who is well known for his individual ability, who 
may be a member of the conservatory faculty, or, 
not being informed as to who the best teachers 
may be, relies on the conservatory to provide him 
with one whom he may trust. Unless you are far 
advanced in your musical art you are not ready for 
the university. As for the conservatory, its full 
course of study is laid out for a number of years, 
each year beginning in the autumn and lasting four 
terms. Complete courses that terminate in gradua¬ 
tion can hardly be laid out for summer work, as 
the time is too limited. The preferable time for you 
to go is, of course, the regular season, from Sep¬ 
tember to June. Summer terms are held for teach¬ 
ers who cannot work in the winter, which you will 
take advantage of in case it be impossible for you 
to spend the winter season. As to whether you 
would better stjidy at home or not depends entirely 
on the quality of the instructor whose services you 
may be able to command. There are many towns 
of moderate size in which you would find as good 
a teacher as you will.be likely to find in a large city. 
The good teachers are by no means all located in 
the large centers. Some of the best in the country 
may be found in the smaller places. In order to 
answer your question, I should need to know how 
good a teacher you may have in the town where 
you reside, and also how far advanced you are at 
present. Many very foolishly go to the large cities 
at great expense and only succeed in learning the 
fundamentals that they could just as well have 
learned at home at less expense. By all means 
advance yourself as much as possible before be¬ 
ginning to pay board, which is costly at best, in a 
large city. City teachers would like it better if pupils 
could have their scales in double sixths and tenths 
learned before arriving for instruction, as then the 
time could be devoted to more advanced matters. 
THE APPRECIATION OF MUSIC. 
“I have been puzzling over a question which I 
should like to see frankly discussed, but almost 
despair of finding anyone who dares to do so. Re¬ 
cently, after listening to a world-renowned pianist, 
I left the hall with a man of high culture along 
literary lines, hut who, with the frankness of a 
person laying no claim to musical knowledge, stated 
that the program, with the exception of one or two 
pieces, had not interested him. When I analyzed 
my own impressions I realized that I should have 
cared for very little of it, had I not sat where 
I could watch the player's hands. I have noted 
that the majority of people in an audience feel 
the same. If the wonder of execution is elimi¬ 
nated from a piece, how many people really care 
for it? Does not a knowledge and appreciation 
of technical difficulties largely increase the charm 
of listening? Are not most musicians and music 
students attracted by their admiration for technical 
difficulties overcome, and do they not fear they will 
appear ridiculous if they do not show enthusiasm 
for music that they in reality care nothing for? In 
' ' ' " a great deal of sham in the ad- 
students? I am only asking this 
verv vonn? student with little 
— —. the various pieces. 
•imary object of music to please the 
— "**■ *■ it still music or merely 
is there 
miration of rr 
because I an _ . 
knowledge of the merits
I cannot understand how you should have any 
difficulty in finding people ready to frankly discuss 
the points you bring up. Their point of view will 
depend entirely upon the amount of training they 
have had, or their familiarity with music of a high 
class. You have saved yourself by declaring that 
you are very young and inexperienced. If you make 
good use of your musical study, and have op¬ 
portunities for listening, you will discover for your¬ 
self after a few years that the position you now 
maintain will be wholly untenable. High art, in any 
department, is not, and cannot be, immediately ap¬ 
prehended by the uninitiated. The musical language, 
in spite of what we hear about its universality, has 
to b« learned by the majority of people. There are 
exceptions, but the people who possess an immediate 
intuitional knowledge of music are rare. A knowl¬ 
edge of it, and a feeling for it, come much easier 
to some than to others. It is a common and almost 
universal habit of human nature to ridicule that 
which is not understood. I have, however, known 
many of the most violently derisive to become 
eventually most ardently enthusiastic, simply be¬ 
cause they were placed in a position in which they 
heard much and constantly. 
Difficulty is a purely relative matter. What is 
exceedingly difficult for you may be merely child’s 
play for your teacher. The “wonder of execution” 
when you play is just as great for one in your class 
of players as it is in one of Paderewski’s class 
when he plays a Chopin concerto. The difficulty of 
execution of a composition has nothing to do with 
its artistic merit. If a certain combination of notes 
produces a beautiful effect when played, it is beauti¬ 
ful whether difficult to execute or not. The only 
modifying factor in the equation is the capability 
of the pianist. A piece played by a pianist who is 
unable to cope with its difficulties, whether a young 
player with an elementary recreation or a virtuoso 
with a Liszt rhapsody, does not enter into con¬ 
sideration _ under arty circumstances. The first 
requisite, is that the music be reproduced in the 
manner intended by the composer. Many composi¬ 
tions that, impress an untrained listener as marvels 
of execution are comparatively simple, consisting 
largely of brilliant arpeggio passages up and down 
the keyboard, such as young players are required to 
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practice daily in their technical work. Then again 
the average "audience; indeed, it wonders why 
simple a piece without any tune should be played, 
and yet you know that they are of advanced 
d' great composer does not endeavor to invent 
difficult passages, but simply reproduces effects that 
he conceives in his mind. That they are hard to 
play is a secondary consideration. Whether they 
areV beautiful or not is a question for the highly- 
trained musician to settle. Untrained listeners may 
not be able to comprehend them in the least, or not 
until after several hearings. Your literary professor, 
whom you mention, may find extraordinary beauty 
in the works of Chaucer. Although you perhaps can 
make nothing of them, yet you would be very much 
offended if he should condemn you for 'Ap¬ 
preciation, and he would also feel justly offended if 
you should accuse him of “sham in h.s admmitlom 
The reason you cannot enjoy Chaucer is that you 
do not understand his idiom. For exactly the same 
reason you do not enjoy Bach—you do not under¬ 
stand his musical idiom. There is also much dis 
agreement among highly cultured people as to the 
value of modern writers. These differences are 
often matters of temperament just as y°« Pf«®r 
Chopin and your nearest friend prefers Schumann 
Much disagreement is also caused by writers and 
composers who are in advance of their time At 
first Browning was considered inferior to Tenny¬ 
son, but now the judgment is reversed in cultured 
circles. So in the musical world Wagner was at 
first condemned, but is now considered one of the 
immortals. Richard Strauss is still condemned by 
many, and by others exalted to the highest sphere. 
It is a fact that in the large musical centers audi¬ 
ences that at first would not tolerate Strauss, audi¬ 
ences that are made up of people who pay no atten 
tion to the violent discussions that take place over 
a composer in musical circles, now, after repeated 
hearings, applaud him with every manifestation or 
unprejudiced delight. 
Ih conclusion I would say that a knowledge ot 
technical difficulties, as such, does not increase a 
person’s enjoyment of music, but that general knowl¬ 
edge, which we term musicianship, certainly does 
enhance our appreciation. If this were not true, a 1 
culture, along any line, would be for naught. A 
pianist may desire to watch a virtuoso s hands, in 
order to learn what he can, or observe if he has 
any peculiarities in his use of them. Aside from 
this, the deeper a person’s appreciation of music, 
the less does he care to watch the mechanism, ex¬ 
cept for the foregoing reason. If he is only absorbed 
by the mechanism it is doubtful if he is getting 
much of the real beauty of the music. The aim of 
music is certainly to please the ear, but there are 
all grades of cultivation in its appreciation. Music 
being an art that pertains to the ear, the ear must 
be trained to its beauties by a great deal of listening. 
Those who have not listened much are not likely 
to enjoy much, in the same manner as the person 
who has never read anything but the cheap novel 
of the day is not likely to care for Browning. The 
joke of the whole discussion is that many of the 
very highest literary training and appreciation are 
as untrained and unappreciative as the ordinary 
street ragamuffin when it come to high class music. 
THE ETUDE 
After he has learned to play his elementary exercises 
from the notes he should then continue to play^hem 
with his mind fixed on his fingers. During 
stage the student is practically doing two things 
a time, which is always difficult. In the preliminary 
reading exercises the same notes should be played 
by each hand separately, and then together the same 
process being repeated when the notes ofthebas 
staff are attempted. Eventually the great staff 
a whole should be explained, how there 
reality eleven lines and ten spaces, the middle line 
being omitted and used as an added line *or mldd'® 
C, either the first below the treble or the first abov 
the bass, respectively, as the case may be. 
ELEMENTARY HARMONY. 
“Will you kindly tell me what I 
mentary harmony fnr m' 
you give^me a 
TREBLE AND BASS. 
“I am alwavs very much Interested in your 
Round Table Department. Will you kindly give *"» 
- opinion through "1 j| 
nrs s 
L ___ „„ .o' whether 
each staff separately to begin- 
u„„ „je great staff as a whole? Have 
you any data as to which method is most used by 
the leading teachers?” 
It is the practice of most teachers to teacn each' 
staff separately. You will find' the majority of in¬ 
struction books arranged to be taught in this 
s better to do-this on the principle of 
!U ufti * *«“ *>'D 
theory for y pupils? 
_ inggeationB for simple work? 
'will be fifteen or twenty in the class.” 
To be successful with such a class you will need 
to proceed in the slowest and most careful manner, 
on the principle of one step at a time. . A goo 
many elementary students have trouble in taking 
up harmony, because, in the first place, it is not 
made simple enough, and in the second, because 
new steps are taken before the previous ones are 
thoroughly understood and assimilated. Scales and 
intervals, for example, should be dwelt upon until 
completely mastered. The scales should be worked 
at until they can be constructed and written with 
ease, as well as spelled orally. This latter is very 
important, and should not be dropped until the 
student is letter perfect in it. If you have a class 
the students should recite in turn, like a spelling 
class, until each can spell any scale correctly and 
quickly. Intervals should be treated in the same 
manner. The easiest rule for learning +o determine 
intervals is as follows: Conceive the lower note of 
the two as the tonic of a major scale. If the upper 
note belongs to that scale, the interval will be major 
or perfect. If not in the scale, the interval will be 
minor, diminished or augmented, according as the 
upper note is higher or lower than the natural note 
of the assumed scale. For example, take the inter¬ 
val from F natural to C flat in the key of G flat 
major. 
Assume from the lower note that the scale is F 
major. The natural fifth note should be C, in which 
case the interval would be a perfect fifth. But C 
flat is a half step too low, therefore the interval 
is diminished. Figure out for yourself all the inter¬ 
vals, and if you have any trouble, write again to 
the Round Table, and further assistance will be 
gladly given. For a text book you can use 
“Harmony,” by Dr. Hugh A. Clarke. You will 
find in this a full list of'questions at the close 
of each chapter. Each pupil should be able to an¬ 
swer them all, and understand them. Furthermore 
do not fail to carry out every direction that is given. 
Many pupils fail from neglecting this. For example, 
the book’ directs that each exercise be transposed 
into several keys, and worked in several positions in 
each. This is of the utmost importance, and by neg¬ 
lecting it pupils make but lame progress. The ex¬ 
ercises should be written in not less than four keys 
at the very least. If progress seems slow, remem¬ 
ber that it is not measured by the number of pages 
passed over, but by the freedom and facility with 
which the pupil handles the exercises that he has 
studied. Mr. Otis Boise, for many years the lead¬ 
ing theory teacher in Berlin, now of the Peabody 
Institute in Baltimore, once told me that he consid¬ 
ered a regular review the most important thing in 
the study of harmony, and even of more importance 
than this, the re-review. In other words, work that 
is not thoroughly done is practically wasted. 
5 thing a , which is an important c 
-—--- . , , To comprehend art is ...— 
elementary instruction. The argument of those who egot;sticai advantages and unfruitful celebrity, but 
teach in the opposite manner, however, is plausible, sympatlletic power which unites and binds men 
viz.; That it is better that the pupil from the very ds * y H 
start associate each hand with the staff that it will 
use most. However, it is generally admitted that 
after the pupil has had proper drill in right finger 
motions, his first attempts in reading notes should 
be such as to distract his attention as little as 
possible from his fingers. The quality of his finger 
action is likely to deteriorate at once when he fixes 
his attention upon the notes, and the teacher during 
that time is obliged to exercise the greatest care. 
ivenient means for 
together; to educate one’s own life to that lofty 
dignity which floats before talent as an ideal; to 
open the understanding of artists to what they can 
and should do; to rule public opinion by the ascend¬ 
ency of a higher and .thoughtful life, and to kindle 
and' nourish in the minds of men that enthusiasm for 
the beautiful which is nearly allied to the good—that 
is the task which the artist has to set before him.— 
Liszt. 
the music teacher-s competition. 
by GEORGE C. BENDER. 
• Mr Geo. C. Bender’s forthcoming 
[The following Is^./ro“n Music Lessons,’ andh ha* *? 
work entitled ^Dollars “portant aspects cf the teachers 
work -^Editor’s Note.] 
a- 
arouses ambition, stimulates emulation and furthers 
UnTherteache?sreshould be thoroughly informed re¬ 




at his own valuation and are consequently defrauded. 
Unfortunately this is not discovered until after the 
worthy teacher has been deprived of a chance to 
secure a desirable pupil. . 
The music teacher, instead of cons,dering his ob¬ 
jectionable competitors seriously, intents.himself 
with branding them all as “fakers. The word 
“faker” is in great favor with vocal teachers. Often 
the competition of “fakers” is someUmes an ad- 
vantage. The public finds them out and then turns 
to the capable teacher. . 
Competition in itself is always necessary and de¬ 
sirable. A number of teachers hammering away at 
the public ear attracts far more attention to music 
than does the solitary teacher with his almost in¬ 
audible tappings. The young teacher, not knowing 
that competition is actually a source of arousing 
public enthusiasm and that it almost invariably 
stimulates ingenuity and determination to succeed, 
holds back in affright and fails to enter the fray 
with' the proper courage and spirit. 
Much competition is a good sign, not a bad one. 
Where many fishermen gather plenty of fish are 
usually to be caught. Similarly, many teachers in- 
dicate many pupils. We must decide for ourselve.-? 
whether the pupils belong to the desirable kind 
or not. 
It frequently happens that teachers draw their 
ethical code too finely in the matter of accepting 
pupils who have previously studied with their com¬ 
petitors. From the business standpoint it is the 
teacher’s privilege to secure as many pupils as 
possible until his teaching time is filled up. If a 
, pupil comes to you from another teacher you should 
have no diffidence whatever in accepting him. If 
he has been attracted by the excellence of your 
work and by the methods you have employed to 
give publicity to it, you are entitled to the pupil 
and you have violated no ethical law. If, on the 
other hand, you have secured a pupil through mis¬ 
representation of your own ability or through an 
unjust depreciation of your competitor, you have 
dishonored your profession. 
The business man’s conscience doed not trouble 
him because his methods divert trade from hi? com¬ 
petitors. He sees nothing unbusinesslike in his 
practices, and he is content in knowing that his 
methods are honorable and honest. His success in¬ 
dicates progressiveness, business capability and 
reliable wares. 
Why should not the public have the benefit of 
the knowledge of the teacher who possesses better 
training, experience and ability? The people demand 
the best value for their money. The teacher who 
can give value, or, as it is colloquially expressed, 
.“deliver the goods,” and makes an honest and just 
claim for his superiority, deserves his reward. 
He who would survive must be prepared to com¬ 
pete; he must be strong where his competitor is 
weak. The competitor, while he must be studied 
and watched, should be regarded merely as a 
friendly rival to be beaten in the race for profes¬ 
sional superiority- Without the competitor there can 
be neither race nor prize. The large rewards in this 
world go only to the best prepared. The successful 
business man is always prepared and aggressive. 
Experience has taught him that unpreparedness com¬ 
pels him to assume a defensive attitude, which his 
competitors recognize as a sign of weakness. “In 
times of peace prepare for war” is the cry of our 
military captains. So, too, let the music teacher be 
prepared in a business way to compete with his 
rivals. 
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BE CONTENTED WITH YOUR 
WORK. 
BY FRANCIS LINCOLN. 
Most parents, when asked whether 
they intend to have their little ones fol¬ 
low in their footsteps and take up the 
same vocations that they have been en¬ 
gaged in for a lifetime, smile a kind of 
a bitter, grim smile and retort, “Not if 
1 can help it!” These parents are al¬ 
most always among the failures of life 
and the reason for their failure lies in 
that smile. They have never been 
happy in their work. Robert Louis 
Stevenson says, “I know what happi¬ 
ness is, for I have worked.” 
There is nothing more pitiful than a 
person dissatisfied with his lot. Musi¬ 
cians are particularly prone to feel that 
they might have been much more suc¬ 
cessful in some other line or occupa¬ 
tion. They continually want to change 
their work. They forget the compensa¬ 
tions that music affords and look with 
envy upon some man with more visible 
evidences of prosperity. At the same 
time the very man whose career invites 
the musicians’ envy may live a very 
miserable existence. 
Edwin Markham, the author of the 
memorable poem entitled “The Man 
with the Hoe,” writes in a recent issue 
of Success: 
“I would recommend to every young 
man to set his heart upon some wise, 
central purpose, and to cleave to it to 
the end. Yet, if he is forced into un¬ 
congenial work, let him not sulk and 
sorrow, but be up and at it with con¬ 
science-care, knowing that the first 
duty of a inan is to be manly, and 
knowing, also, that some day he may 
need the enrichment and enlargement 
of this very experience, to fit him for 
the work of his heart’s desire. 
“It is the monotony of our lives that 
hardens and deadens the tissues of mind 
and body. Monotony is a short-cut to 
the grave. Every'man needs the crea¬ 
tive in his life no more than he needs 
the re-creative. The maker needs to be 
re-made. 
“So, if I were shaping my life anew, 
I should add to my chosen vocation a 
collateral employment as a recreation; 
for it is not idleness alone that rests 
one: it is change of attitude as well— 
change in the direction of one’s forces. 
“Such a collateral employment for 
my spare hours would help to keep me 
out of ruts—help to square my thought 
with the multiform world about me. I 
happen to know a learned jurist who 
adds a delicate joy to his life in the 
practice of music and modeling. He is 
more of a man for keeping these sky¬ 
lights open to the upper air. 
“No; I should not wish to alter my 
choice. I wish only that I had been 
able to add to my life the art of music 
in some of its forms, together with a 
more persistent practice of, some out- 
of-door labor, side by side with my lit¬ 
erary endeavor.” 
When business depression lowers 
your income, don’t imagine that you are 
the only one afflicted. Your worry is 
slight beside that of the financier whom 
you have envied. 
When your musical manuscript conies 
back from the publishers, time and 
time again, don’t imagine that you 
are the only one who is unfortunate. 
You have either not found the right 
market or you have something to ac¬ 
quire in the way of musical skill or a 
knowledge of the demands of art and 
the public. 
When pupils with whom you have 
worked indefatigably for years appear 
ungrateful for your labor, consideration 
and sacrifice, do not imagine that you 
are alone in the imposition practiced 
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upon you. Pupils have been doing this 
same thing for years. You have the 
satisfaction of knowing that the disloyal 
pupil possesses certain mental and 
moral frailties which often prevent her 
reaching success. Lawyers lose clients 
just when the client’s suit is on the 
verge of victory. 
If you have worked for years to gain 
a substantial success and are obliged to 
witness the superficial triumph of some 
charlatan who has not worked half as 
long, look around you and you will find 
hundreds of similar instances. Remem¬ 
ber that Steibelt was at one time held 
higher in popular favor than Beethoven 
and that the operas of Offenbach were 
once considered by the Parisian public 
preferable to the music dramas of Rich¬ 
ard Wagner. 
Be contented with your work. Your 
lot is probably not' any harder than 
that of your co-workers in other pro¬ 
fessions. It only seems harder because 
you do not take time to consider the 
work of others. Walt Whitman used 
to pray that he might never be called 
a “whimperer.” That would be a good 
prayer for the musician who imagines 
that Fortune has been unkind to him 
in placing him in an occupation with 
what seems to him limited opportuni¬ 
ties. __ 
AVOID DULL TEACHING PIECES. 
BY CAROL SHERMAN. 
The teacher must continually remem¬ 
ber that a dull teaching piece may 
mean a direct financial loss. Three or 
four dull teaching pieces in succession 
almost always results in the pupil look¬ 
ing around for another instructor. 
“How can I tell a dull teaching piece?” 
So many young teachers have asked me 
that question and it s by no means an 
absurd one. The teacher’s own per¬ 
sonal tastes are by no means a safe 
criterion. If I gave the music that I 
am really foild of I am quite sure I 
would be successful in driving at least 
half of my pupils away. 
We must never forget that little 
folks, like happy, bright, taking music. 
If the pupil is sentimental it may have 
an occasional “sad” piece. Some pupils 
like what they call “sad” pieces, al¬ 
though the “sadness” is almost always 
due to their imagination, to some fan¬ 
tastic, often mawkish, tale connected 
with the piece or to a very slow move¬ 
ment. But the teacher is safer in giv¬ 
ing tuneful, bright, little pieces with 
some prettily conceived and catchy 
melody. 
Remember that you must educate the 
pupil’s taste as well as his mind and 
fingers. Unfortunately you will often 
have to educate the pupil’s parents as 
well. You can not jump to the top round 
of the ladder. If you try you will surely 
have a fall that you will regret. Better 
start with pieces that appeal to the 
pupil and to his family, and work to¬ 
ward those that your musical education 
has revealed to you as more desirable 
from the aesthetic standpoint. 
By happy pieces I do not mean mu¬ 
sical trash in any sense of the word. 
You will find lots of bright, pretty 
pieces in The Etude; all of these pieces 
are well selected and edited. Many of 
the little classics are bright and spark¬ 
ling. Schumann has written some re¬ 
markably interesting children’s pieces. 
The sonatas of Haydn are very taking. 
We do. not appreciate Haydn enough. 
The sonata in C, in D, in C sharp minor 
and in E flat should be learned by 
every earnest pupil. Mozart once 
heard a critic speak in a disparaging 
way of Haydn. Mozart replied: “Sir, 
if you and I were both melted down 
together we would not furnish material 
for one Haydn. 
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THE PIANO SOLO AT "THE 
CLUB.” 
BY PHILIP DAVIESON. 
The program at the club was well 
under way. Julius Caesar once more 
had Mark Antony’s oration delivered 
in his honor with considerable vehe¬ 
mence. There had been a song, “Love 
Me and the World is Mine.” It had 
been rendered by a scraggy individual, 
a Miss Squawk, whose voice had gone 
through gymnastics that would have 
done justice to both a ventriloquist 
and an auctioneer. 
Now the president arose, a fat, pre¬ 
tentious person with a voice in due 
proportion to-his size, and read: “The 
next number on the program will be 
Faust by—” He paused and looked down 
helplessly at a young lady who was be¬ 
ginning to move uneasily in her seat, 
and whispered in a penetrating voice, 
which could be heard in every possible 
corner of the hall, “How do you pro¬ 
nounce that name?” “Laybach,” came 
the response, like an echo of the 
speaker. “A piano solo,” continued he, 
“Faust, by Leybach. Is not that right?” 
he added (sotto voce). “The performer 
is Miss Belinda Crescendo!” 
The audience began clap! clap! clap! 
gradually louder and louder, and above 
it all could be heard rustle, rustle, 
rustle, rustle and Miss Belinda Cres¬ 
cendo came up to the piano and sat 
down on the stool. Then she arose 
and began to roll up the stool, which 
let out a protest of rasping squeaks as 
though it were afraid the young lady 
was going to take its head off. She 
finally sat down again and began, and 
the audience began also. We will pass 
among the audience and feast our¬ 
selves for a few moments on a few of 
the brilliant conversations. 
The first group is made up of some 
girls of about eighteen who are keep¬ 
ing time to the music with their 
mouths full of gum. 
“Say, Marie, ain’t she dressed in ter¬ 
rible bad taste, with that red waist and 
blue ribbon?” 
“Terrible. If I were her I’d be 
ashamed to appear in public like that.” 
“She thinks she can play, don’t she?” 
“She thinks she can, but she don’t 
know nothing about it. Look at her 
hands, he! he! she holds them so funny.” 
“Yes, all over the keys they move, 
and her arms, too. Look at her sway 
her body back and forth. She thinks 
she is somebody.” 
“Oh, girls, is that Mr. Slick sitting 
over there, that fellow with the flower 
in his coat?” 
“That’s him. Perhaps she thinks 
she’ll make a hit with him.” Here 
the girls began to giggle. We’ll leave 
them giggling. In the next row sat a 
gentleman and two matrons. 
“How do you like it?” asked one of 
the man. 
“It may be fine,” answered the gen¬ 
tleman, “but it’s too blamed classic 
for me!” 
“She don’t play like my Sal,” said the 
other lady; “she ain’t got the right ex¬ 
pression!” 
“By the bye, do you know what will 
make my jelly jell, Mrs. Tomkins? I’ve 
had all kinds of trouble lately.” 
We will not linger longer there, as 
we are interested in music, not cookery. 
In the next row sat Mr. and Mrs. 
Crescendo, beaming with parental 
gratification. 
“She certainly is a wonder,” said the 
old lady. 
“She takes after me,” said her father. 
“I always had an ear for music. Why, 
when I was a boy I’d follow a man 
with an organ and a monkey for three 
miles, and I was always on the spot 
when I'heard a band play, so you see 
I was quite musical, but I did not have 
the opportunity she had. If she keeps 
up, I’ll educate her in Europe.” 
“I wonder if Mrs. Bluster is here. 
My, but she’ll be jealous of that girl. 
You know her daughter never could 
do nothing.” 
“It ain’t in everybody,” replied her 
husband. 
Prof. Thumper, the young lady’s 
teacher, sat still further back and an¬ 
nounced to everybody within a gun¬ 
shot that he was her teacher; that she 
was a bright girl; that she had taken 
two years; that he had a marvelous 
technical system all his own, and 
that he would be pleased to call on a 
few more select people to engage new 
pupils, but that he was so terribly busy 
that he had hardly time to eat. He also 
did good work with his business card. 
In the row, some distance from him, 
sat some young men, and this was 
what I heard: 
“That one kept a pretty good pace.” 
“The brown one is a dandy.” 
“She’s a fine one. I’d bet on her any 
What could it all mean? It did not 
sound musical. One of the boys told 
me there was going to be a horse race 
to-morrow at a certain amusement 
park. What a lack of musical appre¬ 
ciation! Poor Miss Belinda Crescendo 
—but here I was startled by an espe¬ 
cially loud shower of dominant and 
tonic harmonies, which emanated from 
the piano. 
Then a final crash!—Silence a second 
and the piano solo is finished. Clap! 
clap! clap! clap! clap! and clap! clap! 
clap! The audience are applauding 
vociferously. • Hypocrites—Art Con¬ 
noisseurs, or what are they? Down the 
' aisle a bouquet of flowers comes sail¬ 
ing, and the clap! clap! begins once 
Belinda Crescendo seems very happy 
and elated. The fat gentleman arises 
and exclaims, “We all enjoyed your de¬ 
lightful music so much, Miss Cres¬ 
cendo. Will, you not respond to the 
But that seems quite a superfluous 
request. Miss Crescendo has already 
seated herself on the piano stool again, 
resolved not to be cheated out of such 
an opportunity to display her remark¬ 
able talent. 
Let us tarry no longer. What does 
it all mean? 
Miss Belinda has begun her musical 
career. Her audience is on the whole 
enthusiastic and is musical and critical 
if not cultured. 
What more could be wished? 
OLDEST PIANO IN AMERICA. 
America’s oldest piano is now owned 
by Mr. Charles W Gray, of Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire. It was built in Lon¬ 
don, by Johann Zampe, in 1763, and, 
twenty-one years later, was brought to 
the United States for John Jacob Aston 
It was with much difficulty that the 
strings were kept from rusting during 
the long passage across the ocean, and 
after its arrival in New York the much 
drier atmosphere caused the woodwork 
to crack. For nearly forty years the 
piano remained in the Astor family; then 
it went into the possession of the father 
of the late G. Alex. Emery, of Boston. 
On the death of Mr. Emery, Sr., the- 
piano passed to his son, and on his re¬ 
moval from Boston to Portsmouth he 
took the highly treasured instrument 
with him. At his death it passed into the 
hands of Mr. Gray.—Music. 
“Mendelssohn was a man of feeling, 
but his feelings were rather refined than 
deep. His temper pointed rather to 
the tender than the pathetic."—Fr. 
Niecks. 
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NOTES FROM A YOUNG TEACH¬ 
ER’S EXPERIENCE. 
I remember well th, »,,, fc,, year I -.NTS^THE MUSICAL EDU- ,j~U» 
studied music, when my teacher 
away on her vacation during the sum¬ 
mer she sent a lovely letter to me in 
BY E. E. le LEON. which was the following sentence: "I 
.- do want you to study hard while I am 
Did you ever think what a pleasure away because I do not want those 
you could make of music teaching if other girls to get ahead of you.” You | 
you went about it the right way? For have no itjea how invigorating those much 
instance, when you go to your pupils words were to me> though I was but 
house are you met at the door with a fourteen years old! You see it has 
smile, or does the child seem to be been_weu> i will not say how many 
glad when the lesson is at an end? years> but I still remembered those 
Some time ago I had to take a short kind words> and no doubt, always shall, 
vacation and when I returned one of as tbey pleased me so much, 
my dear little pupils said: “Oh, I am 
so glad to see you again. Miss — -• ENCOURAGING PUPILS. 
1 missed you ever so much!” Would 
t that make you feel much more like 
There is work, and self-denial to an 
extent no one on the outside dreams 
It takes a temperament of the 
strength and elasticity of well-tempered 
The question of the musical educa- steel to withstand the p** 
{ MADAME EMMA EAMES. 
tion of a child is a very difficult sub¬ 
ject to discuss; it ii 
there are -- —- . 
cases. It is hard for me to think that 
each human atom has a world all his 
own to make or mar as he chooses. 
return to the first motif, the 
elusive, inas- main subject of this article the wun- 
many unique derkind.” Nothing is quite so sad to 
see as these misused, overworked, old 
children, who with a child’s mind ir-* 
_ > _nrmntinti ar as 19 RUHR nu JHHi part. They undoubtedly 
Man seems to me less a product of piay the gigantic works of the great 
heredity and free will than he is a masters, but do they express the soul 
creature of circumstances. It is as if experiences that underlie the mere 
Fate stood at the door of the universe notes? What do they know of human 
- holding a large hat filled with ballots, emotion? No, they are but martyrs 
Another thing which you must always into which each soul as he passes must offered up to pride, ambition an gree . 
- —a-.1-1. blindly stretch forth his hand and take of nil the orodigies of wbicn i Know „____ . . . O al p t 
- . ... ' “".’"Vr nf“that That is to encourage them! When you one, and then abide by the situation to there is only one who fulfilled ms early 
deal of patience with a pupil of that var" trying their best to do which it relegates him during his entire prophecy, only one became a profound 
' 'other scholars stand in the vestibule, what is right do 
even on the coldest days, looking done, my dear, or that 
through the glass in the door so as to indeed ” or ‘ you see dear, you 
see me as soon as I come up the steps, most do as well as I can if you try. 
The wav to win the child’s interests Teachers should have that word kn- 
is this- y courage” written in large letters 
When you have very young children their desks where they could - - 
d teach you must love them and show fore going 
say: “Well life. Often you see in families 
very good, child that is so totally different from 
al- all the others that he seems to have 
been dropped from another sphere, 
ideas, his ideals, and therefore his 
and noble artist. Josef Hofmann is 
this remarkable exception, and his 
prodigy career was stopped in the 
height of its glory, and he was sent 
work, to learn and so prepare 
.... life, will be different from the rest of himself for the tasks of later years. 
.  .. „ be- his family. It is thus I account for Again I say it, with all the emphasis 
give lessons so they the fact that so many musicians come cf which I am capable, let your child 
from unmusical forebears. 
Let your children sing glees to- 
Let them look for- 
t by being kind and considerate, pat- would not forget to make use of it dur- 
ting the young ones on the cheek as ing the day. 
you come in, being pleasant at all times, It is absolutely necessary that from gether for sport. 
and say something during the lesson time to time you should have a short ward to their music lesson as they 
which will arouse their childish laughter, interview with the mother of the child, would look forward to their danc a 
One of my pupils (a girl of thirteen) Try to impress upon her how very im- lesson Of course the first elemental 
wL in the habit of trying to read too portant it is tq have her help if she facts of music should be learned hard 
fast, and consequently played wrong w;shes to have her child accomplish and fast by every child. By t e e 
notes often. I told her that she should anything. Tell her that she should mental facts I mean the re ation of lm 
take plenty of time before striking them av0;d interrupting the child while he is ,.° .*ac le ’ - , ., Then 
W& X ESS bl’cJr'uo tfad'whm * ht »P “d d«id“ » «*• pretty phrase, do not erect lor h,m a 
remain a child, a boisterous, mischiev¬ 
ous little animal, so long as Nature 
will let him. If his love for music is 
so deep-seated, so absorbing and 
steadfast, that it wins through your 
discouragement and other obstacles 
which may obstruct his path, then help 
him all you can to follow his inclina¬ 
tion. But just because he one day 
picks out a melody on the piano, or 1 uc“ sings with expression an uncommonly 
make pretty phrase, do not erect for hin 
that they were the right .ones an matter what the cause, 
she pounded down on those chords . , The first impressions given to the jts Qf . 
node me'fairly jump, but I simply said, Anotner tiling, no not teach a child mind on any subject are really 
with a smile: “My dear, why are you for more than half an hour, as he will lhe most lasting ones If a child 
so madShe thought a moment, and surely tire if you do and that would be grows to know music only m connec¬ 
tion understood that when she played doing more harm than good. I would tion with a dreaded hour of scales and 
so heavily she gave me the impression advise you at the start not to charge ^ fnr 
that she was cross, and now she plays by the hour, but so much per lesson, 
more softly and with expression. That is what I do and I find it to be 
One dear little girl pupil of mine has much better, 
a baby sister who sits in the room dur- Tell the mothers who have little chil- 
ing the lesson hour and listens to every dren that instead of singing them to 
word I say and watches every move- .by some Df the popular songs she J0 S1"S 
a bound to receive the plaud- 
i enslaved public. Don’t sac- 
t lfer sister makes. When the les- e of the baby’s sisters 
r she rushes to the piano and shfltM play some pretty little pieces, 
tries to play what 1 have taught her such &g thoge Schumann. This will 
sister. No doubt when once she takes . ,, , , 
: , .n , „ Kt-i'rrtif surely make the child love lessons she will be even more bright 5f 
than her sister, who 
C Make friends with children, whether will be far better 
they are your pupils or not, piid if their 
not t c ar e exercises, he will grow up longing for 
the time when he will be able to es¬ 
cape from it. He reasons, “When I 
grow big I won’t have to practice.” 
To constantly have a supposedly 
gifted child appear before an audience 
recite -is one of the most 
brothers harmful things that can be done 
rifice youth’s golden hours for ! 
thing so elusive as musical success. 
Ah, art is indeed very, very long, and 
life is very, very short.—From Good 
Housekeeping. 
Unless his mind 
derfully poised its balance 
tably be upset. Self-consciousness 
■markably also will teach it refinement and gentle- 
----- of character and the next generation 
and women. 
parents wish them to study music later 
on they will not forget that music 
teacher who is always so kind. 
Promise them a little present, if pos¬ 
sible, at the end of the season or around 
the holidays, or if they have so many 
very good- lessons for a stated 
ANNOUNCING ENCORES. 
Pupils should learn principles from 
their teachers, but they should apply 
them by themselves. They do hot get 
child is a calamity. It invariably leads the best value for the money paid for 
to posing in maturity. lessons when the teacher takes up the 
Why not teach the children to be time showing them what they could do 
intelligent listeners? What is the just as well unaided, 
greatest element in the development The attention should be concentrated 
of a singer? His intelligent audiences, on the end of notes rather than the be- 
Teach your child to probe into the ginning. The ear is an automatic alarm 
deeper qualities of the musician’s art, when the right note is not struck at the 
that he may know what he lacks, right tim.e, but this is not the case when 
and what work and striving bring. 
~~~ ' The first thing to look for 
grateful habit has been suspected embryonic devotee 
the 
the n 
v e a. l t i a term. . , . . , , j ^ .... ,,, 
Children think a great deal of presents Showing during the past few years any of ;ts branches is imagination. 
- . . . a-™ that i«;. tne armntinrinp- nv singers or --- 
their teachers give them. They 
slow to forget a close or “stingy’ 
teacher. But whatever you do nevei 
make promises unless you keep them bers. 
at the time you said you would reward To be effective, 
them. Another thing which pleases the singer possess the ability 
children is to wtiti their le sons in a 
book. Date each lesson, and by doing 
this you can mark each one and keep 
an account of the child's progress.- 
When you go away for a short 
1 long or too short. Notes 
erlapping into rests or cheated of 
part of their time, staccato where legato 
- . j — — - — -—• should be, or vice-versa, bad legato or 
that is, the announcing by singers of Without that there is nothing, but next phrasing, all these might occur while 
the names and the composers of the c0me perseverance and physical health, tune and rhythm are blameless Look 
selections they give for encore num- Each year many thousands of aspirants, well to the end of each tone; the begin- 
having found that they can do some- ning will take care of itself, 
necessary that thing in music with facility, go to In complicated or rapid rhythms it is a 
speak Europe to finish their education. And great help to multiply the count in each 
distinctly to his audience. It is true how many attain what they strive for? bar, but the passage should not be con- 
nough that many singers do not have They come back, and ah, the broken sidered mastered until these temporary 
speaking voice which will carry A. ™...-’ 
incingly 
singer c 
do not fail to send each pupil at least speaking sufficiently to make it pos- 
one postcard -with a few words 
thing like this: “I 
and wondering if you 
hard while I am away, 
spent on each one, while you are away, 
will please them immensely and you 
..hearts, the disappointed ambitions, and counts can be discontinued 
concert room, but any disillusioned spirits! All they have is The more exacting and strict a 
cultivate the art of public g°ne» tlmf- the,r ™.°ney, their 'teacher is the more a pupil should con- 
hope of better things. It is only one . sider himself complimented If the 
’ - a multitude that succeeds. teacher did not consider the pupil capa- 
Let this be a warning. Beware of ble of great improvement he would 
praising or building upon your child’s neither expect it nor waste time trying 
to bring it out. 
The right method is always easier 
than the wrong one; also, the chances 
stakes or bad playing are much 
The pupil may depend upon it 
emu. announce his selections, and t ^racticin11 ^eyont^ any Question he adds greatly to 
This trifle ‘be interest of his concert by so doing. talent. Rather discourage it. 
Of course if the number to be given Unless the love for music is cxtraor_ 
“Drink to Me Only” or “Murmuring dinarily profound do not let him 
may "be sure that they will practice Zephyrs” or some other equally fa- make ;t his profession. It is a hard for mistakes c 
when they receive words of that kind, miliar selection, the announcement is road. He must know sorrow more less. The pu^.. 
as they will feel that you take interest not necessary, but in all cases where than joy. It is his youth you are offer- that the right'method will accomnli h 
in them and do not entirely forget them the work is unknown its public naming ing up on the fires of the altar, that the maximum result with the minimum 
when once the lesson is over. . hs is a distinct gain.—The Music News. proverbial youth of carefree joy and time and trouble. 
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DICTION FOR SINGERS. 
BY FREDERIC S. LAW. 
Diction is the application to music 
of the rules of elocution. It has been 
called the elocution of singing, but it 
is more than that. Good diction is the 
proper co-ordination of rules elocu¬ 
tionary and musical. The foundation 
of elocution is enunciation, but elocu¬ 
tionary rules of enunciation cannot be 
applied to song; pronunciation, how¬ 
ever, and emphasis are the same in 
good reading and singing.—Technique 
of Musical Expression, Albert Gerard- 
Thiers. 
Robert Cameron Rogers’ beautiful 
poem, “The Rosary,” is probably well 
known to most of our readers through 
the music written for it by Ethelbert 
Nevin. Some may also have seen the 
perversion of it, supposed to represent 
this song when sung as it sounds to 
the man in the street, which appeared 
some time ago in one of our humorous 
publications. It will be enough to 
quote the first verse of this to give an 
idea of what is done with the two that 
follow: 
.... twith E-e-e, 
..ran string of pearl ste\ 
theh mo vur rev ree wui 
“Thee yowrzl spen 
"This is undoubtedly ludicrous in ap¬ 
pearance, and has occasioned many 
sarcastic comments on the faults of 
diction which characterize the average 
singer—“more sad than humorous and 
more truthful than poetic,” remarks 
one critic in pointing out its vagaries. 
It will occur to few, if any, that in 
spite of its seeming absurdity it is a 
substantially faithful phonetic represen¬ 
tation pf a thoroughly serious declama¬ 
tion of the song—disregarding, of course, 
the few evident exaggerations intro¬ 
duced for jocular purposes. Its humor 
is addressed to the eye; the parodist 
belongs to a class of wits who seek to 
create laughter by the grotesque spell¬ 
ing of ordinary words, of whom Petro¬ 
leum V. Nasby and Josh Billings were 
prominent figures a generation or more 
ago. Their efforts have nothing par¬ 
ticularly mirth-provoking to the ear, 
they appeal to the eye by, reason of 
the incongruity between the words as 
written and the accepted manner of 
writing them. 
Read the foregoing travesty aloud in 
a straightforward manner, taking care 
not to give the faulty emphasis sug¬ 
gested by the eccentric spelling, and the 
listener will receive no impression of 
the ridiculous or absurd. In singing it 
the case is even stronger. The running 
of one word into the other, which 
forms so large a part of its alleged 
humor, is absolutely necessary if the 
singer is to observe the legato essential 
to an artistic delivery. A moment of 
reflection will shov«- that it cannot be 
otherwise; yet few students realize this, 
and many artists who accomplish it 
successfully do it more by instinctive 
fine taste than by reasoning it out. I 
have found it a good plan to draw up 
a diagram of the words of a song in 
this way to show their exact vocal 
delivery; so far, at least, as this can be 
indicated by letters, which are more or 
less uncompromising and indefinite. 
After Such a scheme the verse pre¬ 
viously quoted in one phonetic form 
would appear in a more extended and 
finely dissected one something as fol¬ 
lows, the dashes corresponding to the. 
tones' sustained on the vowels preced¬ 
ing them: 
Ah — ra —za—strih—ngah—f puh—rlztoo— 
Ah—eekali—oonttheh—mo—vuh—reh—vree 
Mah—eero—za—ree—! Mah—eero—za— 
This is even more incoherent in ap¬ 
pearance than the other, since it is 
without the artful combinations of 
letters wluch in the first were designed 
to suggest as. many incongruous words 
as possible. In both speaking and 
singing the end of one word is so 
closely followed by the beginning of 
the next that many such combinations 
arise involuntarily, but are instinctively 
disentangled by a sense of fitness. Thus 
it would never occur to an adult to 
fall into the error of the child who oh 
being taken to church for the first time 
and hearing a well-known hymn given 
out asked, “Where’s the consecrated 
cross-eyed bear that the minister read 
about?” He knew what bears were, 
while the figure of speech of bearing a 
consecrated cross was of course beyond 
his comprehension, though any other 
interpretation of the words was natu¬ 
rally inconceivable to his elders by 
reason of the circumstances of their 
delivery. 
OUR VOWELS DIPHTHONGS. 
In speech the voices passes quickly 
over the consonants and dwells slightly 
on the vowels, since through these 
alone tone is possible, and save for 
particular emphasis or oratorical effect 
this lengthening of the vowel is prac¬ 
tically the same for each one. In sing¬ 
ing the consonant is uttered with the 
same, or even greater, rapidity, but the 
vowel is prolonged on definite musical 
• pitches, this prolongation varying ac¬ 
cording to the notes of the melody 
which is sung. Here we must consider 
the secondary or' “vanishing” vowel 
sounds, of which there are so many in 
the English language. Our vowels are 
largely diphthonal in nature; that is, 
made up of two vowels, radical and 
secondary. Thus, a is eh-ee; i, ah-ee; 
o, oh-oo; u, ee-oo; ou (as in out), 
ah-oo, the italicized letters indicating 
the latter. In ordinary speech there is 
not much difference in length between 
the two; in song the tone is always 
sustained on the radical or root vowel 
and the secondary vowel takes its place 
with the consonants and is to be sung 
with the same rapidity of utterance 
(vide the phonetic illustration of “The 
Rosary”). This is an all-important 
point in the art of singing with a pure 
tone and a refined diction. The un¬ 
trained or the imperfectly trained 
singer almost invariably anticipates the 
narrow, vanishing sound; e. g., by sing¬ 
ing the word “sigh,” sigh-ee-ee, instead 
of sustaining the tone on ah through¬ 
out the entire duration of the note 
called for and ending with a short and 
almost imperceptible ee. 
Olga Plaschke in her brochure, 
“Amalie Joachim, Teacher and Singer.” 
quotes the following excellent remark 
made by Madame Joachim on this sub¬ 
ject among the notes she took during 
her lessons with this great artist: “In 
singing we do not say, I, thine, mine, 
etc., but ah-ee, thah-ecn, mah-een. How¬ 
ever, you do not need to sing more 
than the ah; the ear supplies the ee 
much as the sight acts in viewing pict¬ 
ures of small size, in which the artist 
does not depict the eye with any at¬ 
tempt at exactness but simply marks its 
place by a dot.” 
Since the. tones of the voice in sing¬ 
ing are more powerful than those of 
the voice in speaking, and since they 
can be sustained only on the vowels, 
these are given an undue advantage 
over the consonants, which is further 
increased by the disinclination of many 
singers to declaim the latter with the 
.necessary force and precision. Few 
realize the importance of an actual ex¬ 
aggeration of consonant forms in build¬ 
ing up a clear and intelligible diction, 
it is the only means by which a balance 
between the two elements may be 
secured—the vowel, or vocal element, 
and the consonantal, or obstructive ele¬ 
ment. Not only distinctness but vigor, 
dramatic verity and emphasis depend 
upon considering consonants rather 
than vowels in the actual practice of 
the art of singing. The stress given 
varies according to the voice and to the 
space which it is to fill. A singer of 
no great power singing in a room of 
moderate size will be obliged to use 
less than one whose voice is so sono¬ 
rous that its tones tend to cover the 
words, or when either is heard in a 
large hall. Johanna Wagner, the niece 
of Richard Wagner, was always noted 
for her clear and expressive declama¬ 
tion in the works of her famous uncle. 
After her voice failed for opera her 
ability as an actress opened the way 
for her on the dramatic stage, but she 
found that the energetic enunciation of 
the consonants, which had given her such 
clearness and authority of diction as a 
singer, was entirely too emphatic in the 
spoken drama; she was obliged to study 
with a teacher to soften a too rugged 
manner of speech. 
VOWELS AND CONSONANTS. 
Nevertheless, those who speak in 
large auditoriums—the clergyman, the 
actor, the orator—will do well to ap¬ 
proximate the singer’s art by lessening 
the speed of utterance in proportion to 
the space he wishes to fill, and by using 
the time thus gained to dwell on the 
radical vowels in order to produce a 
clear and ringing tone. The sharp, 
well-defined delivery of the consonants 
is no less advantageous to the speaker 
than to the singer in giving reach and 
elasticity to the voice. The best known 
comedian on the American stage says 
that the art of speaking on the stage in 
such a way as to be heard distinctly is 
to train the voice as the singer does, 
using almost a singing tone, yet con¬ 
cealing the effect. 
Psychologically regarded, the con¬ 
sonant corresponds to intellect; the 
vowel to emotion. Where there is no 
defect of speech, such as is frequently 
coupled with feebleness of mind, the 
formation of the consonant is practi¬ 
cally the same for all; it stands for the 
mental and intellectual faculties which 
are common to all normal beings, in 
kind if not in quantity. The vowel 
varies with the individual; it betrays 
personal peculiarities, states of feeling, 
culture or the lack of it with pitiless 
fidelity. Speech is very nearly equally 
balanced between the two; song gives 
the supremacy to the vowel, hence its 
emotional power, which should not be 
allowed to degenerate into mere senti¬ 
mentality by a drawling, indistinct 
enunciation of the consonants. This, 
both in singers and speakers, points to 
an inferior or uncultivated mentality. 
I can hardly do better than to close ■ 
with a brief but lumifious exposition of 
the subject in the words of a great 
master: 
“Articulation (i. e., enunciation) has 
for its object to reproduce faithfully the 
exterior form of the .word. All the 
rest is the business of pronunciation. It 
is this which imparts to the word the 
thought, the sentiment, the passion in 
which it is enveloped. In a word, artic¬ 
ulation has for its domain form or the 
intellectual element. Articulation, gives 
neatness; pronunciation, eloquence.” 
Charles Gounod. 
by Frederic S. Law. 
A CONVERSATION CONTAINING 
SOME SUGGESTIONS TO 
SONG-WRITERS. 
“Wiiat is the matter with the sing¬ 
ers?” exclaimed a young composer who 
had asked my opinion of a song he had 
just written. It was for a contralto 
voice and I had taken exception to the 
range required. “It seems to me,” he 
said, “that a good contralto ought to 
be ablq to take F sharp all right, and 
also sing the low A “with fairly good 
tone. If she cannot, she ought to 
learn.” 
“It seems to me,” I retorted, “that a 
man who measures five feet eight ought 
to be able to stand five, feet ten. If he 
cannot, he ought to learn.” My friend 
looked surprised and made as if to 
speak, but I continued: “He can, to be 
sure, reach that height by rising on his 
tiptoes, but it is not a comfortable posi¬ 
tion for him; it is not a graceful one 
to the looker-on, nor can he hold it a 
long time. That is precisely the case 
with the average contralto who at¬ 
tempts to bring out the F sharp with 
the stress that you demand. She may be 
able to reach it, but only at the cost 
of discomfort to herself and her hear¬ 
ers; nor will she be able to sustain it 
for any length of time. Observe that 
I say ‘the average contralto.’ A singer 
like Madame Schumann-Heink could 
sing your song without difficulty and 
do it full justice, too—but there are few 
even among acknowledged artists like 
her. With most singers if one of these 
extreme notes is good the other is 
pretty sure to be poor.” 
“But,” he interposed, “I have made 
the low A’s pianissimo.” 
“That doesn’t help the matter,” I re¬ 
turned. “A pianissimo effect doesn’t 
belong to the low chest tones of the 
contralto voice. Not that they should 
always be sung forte—far from it; but 
there is a certain dignity, an organ-like 
timbre belonging to that register which 
is incompatible with the delicacy of a 
true pianissimo. Then, too, for acous¬ 
tical reasons a very low tone, which is 
also very soft, is almost inaudible, and, 
therefore, generally weak and ineffect¬ 
ive in solo voice. 
“The -fact is, my dear fellow,” I was 
hard-hearted enough to say, though I 
saw his face fall, “you have no idea of 
vocal idiom. You composers study the 
instruments of the orchestra with great 
care; you consider their limitations, of 
compass, their peculiarities of timbre, 
whether string or wind, brass or wood, 
and are governed by them when you 
score your works. Why not give at 
least the same attention to the char¬ 
acteristics of the voice? The four 
principal types of voices, with their 
intermediate divisions, offer as much 
diversity of effect as one can find in 
the orchestral instruments, and their 
capabilities may be exploited with far 
finer effect as to color and emotional 
expressiveness. One who writes for 
THE ETUDE 
„ “But Madame, there must be some 
a Many things are difficult because we je about it,” urged her pupil If 
^ are taught to believe them so. This to me I shall be able to 
? s law. kind of teaching does not attect do it for myself; 1.1 
subject, but it does affect our mental 
....... _« in the wrong 
r t l ^V^handfyou'know, to show 
^ _ ti ir i__ ^ 'Rlotnlr wns not 
always have 
■ - <« - - - - SK szsutt - 
which act automatically, and turn your might come t 
attention to a careful training of the What i 
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the voice should be familiar with each 
of its different classes; not only its 
average effective range, but-the differ¬ 
ences iii timbre of its individual regis¬ 
ters; what tones are best adapted for 
dramatic emphasis, what for purely ^ Mw. I I- _ - . 
lyrical expression, if he wishes his whatever to do with the art of singing, superfluom 
music to appeal to vocalists m general ^ adyice tQ aJ1 singcrs wouid .but it does close the channel throng her direction, -- - j d Q„ 
ciaUy'endTw^by nature. HeougMt'o be: Stop thinking about those muscles which that form of beauty and r t* her^ manifestly 
make his voice parts grateful to the 
singer and not allow the accompani¬ 
ment to monopolize the climaxes. Of 
course you understand I am speaking 
|Mj-tt had its origin m tne wn.cu u.. ^ j;-do welcome 
dividual. Developing the shows that all teacher^ . 
developing muscles, but 
icto .„ is a mere luxury—not in any sense a tone concepts. Muscles are helpless 
- them introduce operatic lortnma necessity This is to a large extent . without mental direction, 
into compositions intended for ama- ofythe complicated art Qf Songs are expressions of states of 
teurs, passages that can be sung e v0|ce production, for the action of the consciousness. The student who m 
ively only by the gifted lungs and vocal chords in singing is working on a song is working on h.m- 
the stage the low voice has practically “ Jn thc same sense and to self._D. A_ Clippmger. 
disappeared; the so-called contraltos sattle degree that it is in speech, He who breathes with the upper and 
are all mezzo-sopranos, and some of * *ukr action is in walking, forgets that he has a ldwer part to his 
these are striving for the honors of ^ care in liarning to sing trunk will fail as a singer. There . 
!gs. In a song the singer always 
stands first, while 
^ particular point, though 
meant by developing the satisfied. 
™»kl»e feet technic.—5. C. Bennett. hn their action has ctaMrf- » of the Wo characters- 
P - fn order to move our arms with the change did not originate m the o g m ^ ._• ,c oasv. to grUess—and 
ost definite purpose no conscious exer- themselves. It had its origin t e 
tion of will power is required, and a mjnd of the individual. Developing the 
the dramatic soprano; there 
roles for a low bass in modern opera, IZcUons 'from people'forged that fficiT ^astonished by th^ veriest beginner. Stated broadly, 
r path, exercise supplying all needed the writer when he discovered that he they are as follows: 
r daily walk lower part 
and the baritone parts^ , n ucu. m m Wu -- 
a low tenor. All strength and skill. The person who de- had a lower part and that the trunk 
large auditoriums, the hestras votes conscious thought to the motion poised on two good pedestals. Strang- 
mentation and the Mler orchestras ^ ^ ^ walk;ng ^ experi. est of all_that it was possible to bear 
i vogue, vh 1 _in a very short time a strange every energetic force in his body and 
' ‘ 4'' * supports upon the diaphragm. 
an inquiring mind in those under their 
charge. It is possible that Madame 
Blank considered her pupil too much 
of a novice to profit by an explanation, 
since this was her first song; but it is 
more likely that she herself had no way 
clear idea of the principles involved 
and did her marking by rule of thumb 
rather than by an analysis of either the 
text or the music. There are rules, 
„„ „ r.- however, so simple in nature that they 
the trunk—but so many may be readily understood and applied 
TWO GOOD PHRASING RULES. 
1. Breath may be taken at punctua¬ 
tion marks and after emphatic words. 
2. Breath may not be taken between 
I D _„ the syllables of a word, between words 
•the vocal chords! The first step grammatically connected* - J‘ 
•*“* b“- S^WtSTSKTS r,,c indicctc. 
j t to find - tion_sometimes to' such a degree as to lower part of the body. Breath thus t ia icy 
pnb^WS^ S5U Spiels development. AIbert Gerard taken -d controlled is ffie^best a^ =e, sm 
picking up the manuscript. The young Thiers. pmy cure tc 
man nodded, temporarily silenced by The breath is the song! The man- in the voice. 
the novel thought of actually allowing agement of the breath by the singer People who have singing voices are 
the conveniences of the singer to corresponds to the bowing of the those who have so wished to sing that 
hamper his inspirations. I proceeded: violinist. Breathe deep; do not raise thfeir desire has overcome the tear of 
“Of course, you know that he wants to the shoulders; they have nothing^ to do their inability 
sell it and make a profit from it in his with the lungs. Hold the breath where Davies. 
cower ot voice the primary essentials ence i~ _ - „ ... 
for the rf'tS,”*.??: SftaiJtJSf Ki! unnecessary feaiy'or indirectly, and consequently 
refinetTcommand of the nuances, which WowUto aud 
latter-day conditions h; 
ished from the stage. 
r after words 
lies indicates 
. . absolute in their 
sl .. __ _ the phrasing of the music 
a u oni- must also be considered, and this is 
only cure for nervousness and breaks ^ infrequcntly opposed to the phras¬ 
ing of the text. In general, however, 
modern taste decrees that the former 
should have the preference in case the 
two cannot be completely reconciled; 
sing.—D. Ffrangcon- tbat ;Sj that the convenience of the 
___ _ singer should yield to a logical and con- 
turn if he accepts it.” you have the short ribs, and let it The singing of a song is the declama- sistent delivery of the words wherever 
“To be sure” said my young friend stream out as you have need. Practice tion of a poem in musical tones. The possible. It is not always practicable to 
quickly but his very haste showed that holding the breath; in that way you singer-should make the phrase the unit, carry out this principle, particularly in 
this also was a new thought to him. accustom yourself to keeping a good not isolated tones or words. the case df music written at a period 
“Very well. Say that a contralto- stock of it on hand. Avoid rigidity; All sincere emotion is expressed in when the voice was regarded from an 
an average contralto, bear in mind—it the whole body must be flexible and facial nerve thrills. Unless your face instrumental point of view, as, for in¬ 
is the average singer from whom the yielding. One must be able to fling the pictures the whole range of emotion stance, in the airs of Bach and Hand 
, , , 1 B .... , lity-.-.t contained in vour song, the vocal and their seventeenth century predeces- pubhsher gathers his shekels; say that smger around like a cat-and, like a cad contained >„ y r » sors. The texts of these are composed 
three low A’s on the first page; she has body 
o objection to them, but turning a leaf dom 
a further on she is confronted by 
that it prevents perfect free- by the words.-ffenry 
breathing. Avoid stiff collars 
-we singers are not soldiers! m 
scaffolding for the luxuriant ornamen¬ 
tation in vogue at their day, and the 
singer must take breath in such a way 
as to enable him to carry out the musical 
design, whether he separates words 
.... - . . that belong together, or even the syB 
The former is marking the places for lables of, one word. This manner of 
breath in a song for the latter, who performance in the. classical oratorios 
and cantatas has become traditional, 
and need not disturb either singers or 
their audiences, although some attempts 
VOCAL PHRASING. 
Scene; A vocal teacher’s studio. 
Personages: The teacher and her pupil. 
_ sustained F sharp—and lays it down neck must be £ree and unconstrained, 
with decision. Now, if you take it to Think of nothing but the song you 
a publisher, he will more than likely do ^ £ liUe horses, ought 
the same He will have no prejudice ^ ^ btmders s0 that they may see 
against either of the twtf notes he wJ nothing> hear nothing> while they are „ ■ . 1 
simply see that_ the song demands in i ^ Th should have notbing to gazes on in silence for a time, watching 
hrWnoL to be beZd threffSive do with the world around them. the pencil fly over the paper. finally 
range of most voices, and this makes Do not attack the high tones with she asks, “What are you doing, Madame 
it undesirable as a mercantile proposi- timidity; be brave and a little saucy Blank? have been made, by a re-arrangement of 
tion You could of course, put an with them! One must take the bull by “Marking the places for breath in the words, to bring them more into ac- 
optional lower note in place of the the horns. ' If I seize him by the tail, your song.” cordance with modern practice. Short 
extreme one, but this always has a he will turn against me and trample Another silence. The young lady punctuation marks e. g., commas when 
weak-minded look and is much better me under foot. But if I grasp him by watches her teacher s nimble fingers they occur frequently and are addressed 
avoided. the horns, I confuse him; he will either curiously; compares the dashes made more to the eye than to the ear. may 
“So you see.” I concluded, “if you leap over me or turn and run away. He by the pencil with the words, with the be^disregarded when their, omission 
wish to have your songs published and wbo turns away from a difficulty and 
sung you must be practical enough jg .... 
music, but evidently draws little en- works no injury to the sense. 
consider both publisher and singer—at 
least until you have made a name for 
yourself which will carry them through 
by its own weight. To do this doesn’t 
mean that you must write down to the 
masses or lower your ideals; but that 
you should, like a prudent workman, 
use your tools with a 
as to the work you wish 
, , - , . , . . lightenment from the comparison, for that the musical phrase Uc i 
the other way, like a dog with his Madame Blank lays it down she unduly. This calls for some 
tail between his legs, will never 
come, but will be overcome by it, and 
in the end will lose all power to accom¬ 
plish anything.-—Amalie Joachim. 
The most quieting, relaxing and 
strengthening of all exercises for the “but what I mean is, you must have 
discretion nerves comes in deep and rhythmic rule to go by; what is your rule 
ccomplish.” breathing, and in voice exercises 
broken 
tsidera- 
tion of the latter. 
The musical phrase is conditioned by 
the average lung power, which allows 
uninterrupted vocalization without dis¬ 
comfort for a length of time corre¬ 
sponding to two measures in moderate 
tempo, or about six seconds. Hence 
‘You needn’t bother your head about two measures of quadruple measure a 
asks again, “How do you know where 
to put the breath marks, Madame?” . 
“Oh, I know where they ought tc 
go,” replied the other easily. 
‘Of course,” rejoined the young girl 
took his music thoughtfully and connection with it. Nervous strain is rules,” said Madame Blank in a de- the andante movement, say of M.M.^ = 
left. Was he convinced, do you ask? more evident in a voice than in any cided tone of voice. “Take your breath 72 to 80, is the ordinary length of the 
I shall know when he brings me his other expressive part of man or woman, as I have marked; that will be all that normal phrase, either in vocal or iu- 
next song.—Frederic S. Law. —Annie Payson McCall.. is necessary.” strumental music. This corresponds to 
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the eight-syllable line in poetry, which 
is by far the most common metrical 
form, also because it accords the most 
closely with the average lung capacity 
required for speech, and bears the same 
relation to the voice in speaking that 
the two-measure phrase does to the 
voice in singing. When the movement 
is quickened or the time signature short¬ 
ened the phrase may be doubled in 
length; thus in the waltz it fills four 
measures. But it must be remembered 
that the musical phrase, like the poet¬ 
ical verse or line, is subject to occa¬ 
sional irregularities; it may, for in¬ 
stance, consist or three, or five, or even 
a greater number of measures. 
WHAT IS A PHRASE? 
Although rather outside the province 
of this article, which is to consider 
merely the technical aspect of the 
phrase, I cannot refrain from at least 
touching upon its intellectual signifi¬ 
cance so far as to quote two simple 
but luminous definitions, for which 
thanks are due to Mr. W. S. B. 
Mathews: 
1. A phrase is what makes sense, but 
not complete sense. 
2. A period (generally composed of 
four phrases) is what makes complete 
These two terse statements would re¬ 
pay further comment and study, which 
would, however, lead us too far from 
the present line of inquiry. A thought¬ 
ful examination of them in all their 
bearings will show that they hold good 
not only for music, but for rhetoric, 
for literature—in fact,’ for the whole 
art of expression through uttered 
thought. The division of speech into 
phrases is no less a mental than a 
physical necessity. As the body is 
taxed by the utterance of a long and 
unbroken series of words, so the mind 
grows fatigued and confused in at¬ 
tempting to follow the clauses of a 
sentence when they are not separated 
by the involuntary pauses made for 
breath. Punctuation performs a simi¬ 
lar office for the eye. This principle 
of phrasing is common to all the 
audible arts; it holds good for poetry, 
oratory and the drama, as well as for 
music. Even when not imperative for 
physical reasons it is necessary to a 
clear comprehension of what is spoken, 
sung' or played; the violinist must 
breathe by changing his bow, the pian¬ 
ist must breathe by lifting his hand, 
if the art of either is to be intelligible 
and convincing. 
SOME ILLUSTRATIONS FROM “THE 
MESSIAH.” 
If the phrase is lengthened without 
a corresponding increase in tempo, or 
if the normal phrase is greatly retarded, 
it frequently becomes necessary for the 
singer to breathe within its limits. In 
this case it is more convenient to the 
singer to take breath between the sec¬ 
tions of the phrase; that is, in such a 
way as to divide it symmetrically, but 
this should be done only when it does 
not conflict' with the phrasing of the 
text. As an example, take the opening 
phrase of “I know that my Redeemer 
liveth.” 
This consists of four measures in so 
slow a tempo that it is manifestly out 
of the question to deliver it with the 
requisite breadth of tone on but one in¬ 
spiration; there is no punctuation, so 
where shall the breath be taken? So 
far as the phrase itself is concerned, the 
obvious place is after the half-note E, 
on the word “know,” which begins the 
second complete measure and closes 
the first section of the phrase. It is 
also the most convenient point for the 
singer, since it separates the phrase 
THE ETUDE 
into two equal portions; but it will be 
seen that this violates the rule of not 
breathing between words that are 
grammatically connected. There re¬ 
mains no other way but to consider the 
word “know” as emphatic and to take 
breath after it, which is the way it is 
generally phrased. Similar conditions 
prevail in the opening phrase of the 
well-known tenor air from Elijah, “If 
with all your hearts ye truly seek me,” 
save that the interpolated breath must 
come, after “hearts,” toward the end of 
the phrase instead of directly after the 
beginning. 
It is the skillful management of such 
passages that reveals the artist. The 
choice of a word to be emphasized in 
this manner is by no means confined 
to such examples as have just been 
quoted—that is, to help one through a 
long and exacting phrase; it may be 
utilized at any point where it is desired 
to heighten the interest and arouse the 
expectancy of the hearer. It is a well- 
known device of the orator to attract 
the attention of his auditors. He has 
it much more under his own control 
than the singer, since the latter may not 
disturb the prescribed rhythm and 
tempo by taking undue liberties with 
either, while the speaker is free to take 
a$ much time as he deems necessary 
to produce his effect. The pause for 
breath gives particular weight and 
authority to a final cadence, in which. 
the restrictions of measure naturally 
fall away. It may then be used to 
separate words which otherwise require 
connection. Take as an example the 
closing phrase of “I know that my 
Redeemer liveth” as it is generally 
sung. 
them -that sleep. 
The division of the words is not 
exactly the same as in the original, but 
it agrees better with the accentuation of 
the words, which Handel, being a 
foreigner, often disregarded. The 
second breath after the word “them” 
enables the singer to make a long 
fermata on the F sharp, and lends ad¬ 
ditional dignity and solemnity to the 
declamation of the whole phrase. 
When, as it often happens, breath is 
required before the end of a phrase and 
the text is of no especial significance, 
a so-called “half breath”—a light, quick 
inspiration—may readily be taken with¬ 
out making any word particularly em¬ 
phatic. Even in such a case a choice 
is possible; it is better to breathe after 
a noun and before an unaccented part 
of the measure. In fact, speaking 
generally, it is feasible to breathe after 
most nouns because they are strong 
words; thus, for example, another 
passage from “I know that my Re¬ 
deemer liveth” is phrased as follows: 
“And though worms A destroy this body, 
Yet in my flesh ^ shall I see God.” 
Before closing attention should be 
drawn to a third rule, self-evident, to 
be sure yet often overlooked: 
3. The time for breathing must be 
taken from the note before the breath. 
For instance, if one breathes after a 
half-note which is not followed by a 
rest it must be shortened by the ap¬ 
proximate value of an eighth note, in 
order to allow for a deep, quiet breath; 
otherwise a distortion of time and 
measure occurs. The singer, therefore, 
should guard against being deceived by 
the eye into an attempt to give such 
notes their apparent length, but be 
heedfui to recognize and to sing them 
as curtailed notes. No little spasmodic 
and shallow breathing, which results in 
dragging time and slip-shod phrasing, 
is due to a misconception on this point. 
This shortening of the last note of a 
phrase applies to instrumental as well 
as to vocal music, since the general 
rules for expression in both have their 
rise in the character of the voice and 
reflect the peculiarities of its laws for 
tone formation. Wagner justly says; 
“The human voice is really the founda¬ 
tion of all music.”—Frederic S. Law. 
SOME PLEASANTRIES OF 
SINGERS. 
Clara Novello, who died in 1908 
at the advanced age of ninety, was one 
of the greatest singers of her day. Her 
father, Vincent Novello, who founded 
the great publishing house of Novello, 
Ewer & Co., was not merely a pub¬ 
lisher, but a musician and a man of 
pronounced literary taste and culture; 
his home was the resort of many who 
were distinguished in literature and 
art. Among these was Charles Lamb, 
who was very fond of the youthful 
singer, though he disclaimed all pre¬ 
tense of being a judge of music, which 
he really disliked. In spite of this he 
addressed a characteristic poem (“To 
Clara N.”) to her, which appeared in 
The Athenceum only a few months be¬ 
fore his death. In it he says: 
“I hate those trills and shakes, and sounds 
that float 
Upon the captive air. I know n< 
Nor ever shall, whntev 
Of the strange mystr- 
I sit at oratorios like_, 
Incapable of sound, and only wish 
The thing was over * * * * ” 
and concludes thus: 
“Women lead men by the nose, some cynics 
You lead them by the ear—a dellcater way.” 
Coleridge must have had much the 
same feeling when he wrote the epi- 
graiji: 
“Swans sing before they die; ’twere no had 
thing 
Should certain persons die before they sing.” 
IN LIGHTER VEIN. 
Lablache, the celebrated basso, was 
originally a double-bass player in the 
orchestra of a small Italian town. .One 
evening the principal bass singer was ill, 
and Lablache took his place with such 
success that he gave up his instrument 
for the stage. But his very voice was 
ever reminiscent of its tones. Weber, 
who heard him sing a few months after 
his debut, exclaimed as his powerful 
tones reverberated through the theatre, 
“By heavens! he is a double-bass still I” 
Not only was his voice mighty, but 
his physique, both in stature and girth, 
was tremendous. It is said that one of 
his boots would have made a small 
portmanteau, and Chorley tells us that 
one could have clad a child in one of 
his gloves. His strength, too, was in 
proportion. As Leporello in Don Gio¬ 
vanni he occasionally carried off under 
his arm; with apparent ease, the Mas- 
etto of the opera, a man of full size 
and weight. He was the son of an 
Irish mother and an Italian father; pos¬ 
sibly it was from the former that he 
inherited the keen sense of humor that 
led him to take delight in all sorts of 
jests and mystifications. It is related 
that once while stopping at the same 
hotel with Tom Thumb, then in the first 
flush of his European renown, a 
stranger came to see the dwarf and 
was directed by a joker to Lablache’s 
room. The singer opened the door 
himself. His astonished visitor stam¬ 
mered, “I—I came to see Tom Thumb.” 
Lablache seized the situation, and, 
bowing gravely, said, “1 am Tom 
Thumb.” 
“You!” cried the other. “But Tom 
Thumb is a dwarf.” 
“Oh, to be sure,” replied the gigantic 
man before him; “but that is only dur¬ 
ing business hours.” 
Zechariah Buck, one time organist 
of Norwich Cathedral, England, had 
original methods in his dealings with 
his choir boys. Once while rehearsing 
Mendelssohn’s “Hear My Prayer” he 
was dissatisfied with the way the solo¬ 
ist sang the phrase, “Without Thee all 
is dark,” and to give him a graphic 
illustration of the sentiment called for 
he shut him up in a large music cup¬ 
board, then said triumphantly, “Now, 
my lad, can you realize better the 
darkness ?” 
The answer was not quite what he 
had looked for; “Please, sir; no, sir. 
There’s a crack in the door !”■—F. S. Law. 
Albert Chevalier, the famous coster- 
singer, while recently performing in a 
provincial English town, was much grati¬ 
fied at what he considered the very cor¬ 
dial reception he had received from the 
audience. 
“I am delighted they liked the. perform¬ 
ance,” he remarked to the manager after¬ 
ward. “I never heard such a banging of 
sticks and umbrellas -on the floor in my 
life.” 
The manager leaned back and laughed. 
“That wasn’t applause, old chap,” he told 
him; “the local postoffice is on the floor 
above us, and that was stamping letters 
for the mailBrooklyn Life. 
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CLEAR ENUNCIATION. 
One of the most important things to 
strive for in choir training 
enunciation of words. when 
otherwise beautiful singing is lost tvha 
the text is unintelligible. 
I place this point first, because it 
-I very important, but the lasts^’lie‘'u^° c_ 
THE CHOIR DIRECTOR AND HIS Sometimes happens that the finest indi- sidered by many directors sot ‘ THE LHU1K wkec vidual vo.ces dQ not bknd Th.s po.nt companied singing should “.one 
_ should receive careful attention. Often each rehearsal. It gives t e 
bv CLIFFORD demarest. I have heard quartets in which the in- fidence and the director a c < 
10 _ dividual voices were quite mediocre, hear his singers at a dista , ^ ^ ^ 
Tms is not a new theme; in treating when singing together produced ' a as to judge the effect bettei 
.. noints must necessarily seem splendid ensemble. Beware of the voice often set a combination on t g 
s ssas^ sr «*xr ac'f % 
.t.-ss ssiTSr-iS! ss 
‘1 ? t unfortunate quality is often found some startling things. 
First let us consider the director. He among tenors and altos. Try to bring"can be 
must be courteous, patient, tactful and As to balance of tone, nothing but .choir work. Sometime t 
Arm- a musician in every sense, and actual trial will determine this. Usually created by suggestion. Dunn0 t 
able’to command the respect of his a high soprano should require a mezzo- hearsal of an anthem, stop 
singers I assume that he is also the contralto, a lyric tenor and a baritone, words; tell th< 
organist for I believe this to be the On the other hand, if heavier voices as a prayer, 
.. _..r . read the 
choir to think of them 
_ __ _ song of praise or a long- 
belt ofen Two heads in the choir loft are desired, a good combination would ing for better things, as the case may 
are sure to bring troub e sooner or likely be a full mezzo-soprano, a deep be. This helps to put that vital some- 
fj* r ■ contralto, a tenor robusto and a low thing into the music which reaches the 
In his book, “Musical Ministries in bass. heart. Good hymn singing demands 
the Church ” Dr. Waldo S. Pratt says, The great drawbacks to a quartet preparation, in spite ot many w ho think 
“The musical leader is an assistant pas- choir are the limited amount of music the contrary 1 always rehearse a new 
tor All his functions are parts of the available and the lack of power neces- hymn entirely through, and at least 
general pastoral function. They are all sary to promote, good congregational stanza of the others, unless it be a very 
features of the administration of public singing. familiar one. Chants and respo 
worship as a church exercise. Certainly 
the pastor and the musical leader THE DOUBLE QUARTET. 
when sung every Sunday, should be 
hearsed occasionally; singers get care- n mi m ajwi , ., , .... , 
manage somehow to get together in Next to the quartet in usefulness is ‘?ss and “ n°* <*r,‘letl 1 these from 
they become ragged. 
THE VALUE OF GOOD HUMOR. 
By all means keep your choir 
sympathy and effort. It not only means the double quartet. When a careful 
much trying friction and discomfort selection of voices is made, having one . 
when these two church officers do not qUartet of high voices and the other of 
understand each other or stand in an- heavy, full voices, this form of choir is ~ . 
tagonism, but it positively prevents the capable of giving sufficient volume for good 'humor; a laugh is a valuable 
proper working of all the liturgical the interpretation of most of the large asset. When everything is at sixes and 
machinery. Each may have to make chorus anthems and to be an efficient sevens, the director is losing his patience 
concessions as to opinions and tastes, leader of congregational singing. and the choir ready to quit, a little 
and both may have to take care lest The ideal choir is one composed of anecdote or funny incident will often 
occasions of stumbling come, but some- a chorus of from twenty to forty voices clear away the trouble; the mind takes 
thing is radically wrong when they can- and a solo quartet. With such a com- a fresh start and all goes smoothly, 
not strike hands cordially on funda- bination of well-trained singers the Don’t forget this little point; it has 
mental purposes and desires. Certainly choir is capable of rendering the £nest saved many a rehearsal for me. 
the office of musical leader would less compositions in the literature of church In the foregoing I have touched on a 
often be assumed lightly and unad- music. few points obtained in personal experi- 
visedly, or be cheaply regarded by con- As’ in the other forms of choir, ence. If I have given any suggestions 
gregations, if its essentially pastoral balance of tone and blending should which will be a help to others then this 
character and its connection with the fiave ;ts influence in the selection of humble effort is not in v,ain. 
work of the pastor-in-chief w 
A lack of tone in the tenor part 
often be supplied by using a few altos 
d assist the tenors. In a large chorus 
it is very desirable to have a solid bass; 
for this purpose several low basses are 
widely considered. It is curious that, 
while this principle is assumed as a 
matter of course in churches like the 
Roman Catholic and in most cases t 
Episcopalian, it is still not fully z HJ , 
cepted and adopted in other denomina- needed. 
tions. Peace and prosperity in the 
musical department are hardly possible the volunteer CHOIR, 
until the principle is frankly admitted Foftunate u the director who has 
as a basis of action everywhere choir. Whgre he ex t 
1 this, we do not need . , , 
organize a volunteer chorus the prob- 
RHYTHMICAL ORGANISTS. 
V CLIFFORD DEMAREST. 
) spend' time in insisting on the ii 
portance of a clear personal character 
and of definite religious consecration 
on the leader’s part.” 
ORGANIZING A CHOIR. 
In the selection of a choir many 
points have to be considered, such as 
the style of music desired, size of the 
building, funds available,-etc. Perhaps 
ost popular form of choir : '' 
often a difficult one. The writer 
being placed in this position some years 
ago found that a class in sight-singing 
proved to be a great help in attracting 
material for the choir. 
If one can show the singers that they 
are receiving practical benefit, it is not 
always so difficult to organize and 
maintain a volunteer chorus, provided ' with" 
the material is at hand. Generally, the • - - 
A serious fault in organ playing is 
quite prevalent. Having frequent op¬ 
portunity of hearing organists per¬ 
form, it has been forced upon me that 
the performance often possesses a 
deficiency which destroys the . enjoy¬ 
ment to a listener. The fault referred 
to is a lack of rhythm. Now what is 
rhythm? Widor says, “It is the con¬ 
stant manifestation of determination, 
or will, upon the periodical recurrence 
of the accented beats. It is only by 
rhythm that one wins attention. Par¬ 
ticularly in the case of the organ, all 
accents, all effects are dependent upon 
You may bear upon the keyboard 
101 in w, uijni A» ore , , • • , , „ the strength of your shoulders—you 
quartet of soloists. This choir is capable y°Ung1 PeoPIe s society and the Sunday- w;u gajn nothing by it. But delay by 
of many fine effects, especially if the . oo1 provide a good field for obtain- a tenth of a second the attack of a 
voices blend and are well balanced. in& material. Here we find fresh voices chord, or prolong this same chord the 
A common error is to select one or among the young men and women, a very least fraction of time, and judge 
' two fine voices, using most of the avail- willingness to learn, and, if the director of the effect produced! Upon a 
able funds; then in order to fill out the is the right kind, he can usually obtain manual not pro\ ided with a swell-box 
quartet the remaining ones must neces- quick results under these conditions, one may obtain a crescendo without 
sarily be mediocre. The result is every In any choir it is desirable that all the the aid of a mechanism of any kind 
much like a good "horse and a mule singers should have good voices; how- by the simple augmentation of the 
hitched together. ever, in a large chorus a few poor ones duration allowed successive chords or 
Of course, any singer having a tend- can be tolerated; for sometimes a cer- detached phrases, 
ency to sing off pitch should never tain voice is needed on a part, such as “To play upon an organ is to deal 
be considered for quartet work. It a low bass, and even if crude will add with chronometric values. Woe be 
unto you if your tempo-is not abso¬ 
lutely regular, if youl- will does not 
manifest itself at every breathing-pomt 
of the phrase, at every lift, if y0U 
unconsciously permit yourself to 
‘hurry’!” 
This does not mean that the organ¬ 
ist should play like a machine. Let 
us rather compare the rhythm to the 
pulsations of the human heart; it beats 
quickly or slowly, following the emo¬ 
tions of the soul, yet always with the 
same regularity. _ 
To play in this manner it is neces¬ 
sary to be absolute master of one’s 
self; to sit firmly and well balanced 
upon the bench, making no superfluous 
motions of the body. How distressing 
it is to see some organists rocking 
and swaying like a ship in a storm! 
Changing of stops often causes a break 
in rhythm. This should not be the 
case. It is much better to play a 
whole piece without change than to 
pause every now and then, or hold a 
chord with one hand while the other 
is seeking stops. What would you say 
of an orchestral performance where 
the conductor stopped occasionally to 
allow the violinists to adjust their 
mutes, or the trumpeters to change 
their crooks? 
With the organist nothing should be 
left to chance; do not plan the stop 
changes too frequently. Plan them at 
points where rests occur, or at ends 
of phrases and cadences. This is an 
art worth cultivating, for upon the neat 
changing of stops much depends. 
In hymn playing good rhythm is es¬ 
sential. We often hear the final note 
of a line, especially if it be a whole 
note, shortened. By so doing the 
rhythm is lost. This is very discon¬ 
certing and tends to discourage con¬ 
gregational singing. 
Rhythm is the life of music, giving 
it power to arouse emotions and feel¬ 
ings. As this is the prime requisite of 
an organist, careful consideration of 
this feature will repay the time spent 
upon it. _ 
INDIVIDUALITY IN ACCOM¬ 
PANYING. 
An accompanist should never be too as¬ 
sertive. At the same time, especially with 
nervous or uncertain soloists, some “lead” 
or encouragement is often required. An 
experienced musician will know exactly 
what to do. In the case of amateur ac¬ 
companists, however, the following hints 
may be useful. If the “attack” of a singer 
is clear and decisive, and every nuance of 
expression and rate of performance are 
carefully observed, it is the duty of the 
accompanist to “keep with,” rather than 
anticipate, the solo part. 
In all cases the faculty of “looking 
ahead” must be cultivated. Even emi¬ 
nent singers occasionally take liberties 
with the music they interpret. Sometimes 
pauses are overlooked, or, working up to 
a climax, the speed is accelerated, al¬ 
though no indication that this should be 
done appears in the notation. Under such 
circumstances, a good accompanist will 
accommodate himself, or herself, in such 
a way, to the solo performer, that no 
sense of “dragging” or want of agree¬ 
ment is conveyed. In this way the play¬ 
ing of accompaniments really implies that 
the individuality of the accompanist must 
be subservient to the soloist. This is, 
however, only as it should be; otherwise 
the fitting in of parts—the background of 
the picture—is incongruous.—Dr. Annie 
W. Patterson in “Chats with Music 
Lovers." __ 
Music is the mediator between the 
spiritual and the sensual life. Although 
the spirit be not master of that which it 
created through music, yet it is blessed in 
this recreation, which, like every creation 
of art, is mightier than the artist.—Bee¬ 
thoven. 
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WEDDING MUSIC. 
The custom of playing and singing 
the “Lohengrin” music at church wed¬ 
dings is an American one. It is un¬ 
known in Europe, where people would 
be scandalized at the mere idea of such 
a thing. It arose in this country 
among the “social set,” who took a 
fancy to the opera (“Lohengrin”) when 
first produced here, and thought it 
would be “nice” to hear the bridal 
music at society weddings. The cus¬ 
tom once fixed, has proved tenacious, 
and almost ineradicable. 
Marching up the centre of a church, 
trying to keep step to a lively organ 
piece, is often a ridiculous performance, 
and an unchurchly one, to say the least. 
The various ritual and musical incon¬ 
sistencies that abound at wedding cere¬ 
monies are largely due to the fact that 
people do not respect the real character 
of the marriage service. The Prayer 
Book title is “Solemnization of Matri¬ 
mony.” But the usual behavior of 
congregations at weddings, and the 
style of music that is sung and played, 
generally give little indication of the 
religious nature of the office. There is 
often a great deal of laughing and talk¬ 
ing, and the service is turned into a 
veritable merry-making. 
Any reform in this matter would 
(especially in large cities) be neces¬ 
sarily slow. It would be certain to dis¬ 
please “society” magnates, and would 
meet with vigorous opposition. As 
long as church weddings are considered 
primarily as social functions, we shall 
not make much progress in eliminating 
secular music and in restoring the mar¬ 
riage service to its ancient dignity and 
churchliness.—The New Music Review. 
PLAYING WITH PRECISION. 
With the- organ, as in the orchestra, 
precision must rule; the perfect en¬ 
semble of feet and hands is absolutely 
necessary, whether in attacking or leav¬ 
ing the keyboard. All notes placed in 
the same perpendicular by the com¬ 
poser must be made to speak and to 
cease speaking at the same time, obedi¬ 
ent to the baton of a single conductor. 
Here and there are still seen unfortu¬ 
nates who suffer their feet to trail along 
the pedals, and who forget them and 
leave them there, although the piece is 
long since finished. It reminds us of 
the old viola player at the opera, who 
regularly went to sleep during the 
fourth act, to be charitably wakened by 
his comrades at the end of the evening. 
It was a tradition. But one fine day 
the management changed hands; tradi¬ 
tion had to change, too, and it was for¬ 
bidden to awaken the sleeper. They 
were giving “The Prophet.” Neither 
the crash of the introduction, the col¬ 
lapse of the palace blown up with dyna¬ 
mite, the din of the orchestra, nor the 
tumult of players and audience leaving 
the theatre could cut short his dreams. 
When he finally opened his eyes in the 
profound darkness, he believed himself, 
like Orpheus, in the infernal regions, 
and on attempting to make his exit 
pitched head-foremost into the kettle¬ 
drums, whi^h collapsed. The next day 
his eligibility for retirement was recog¬ 
nized. 
I should like to know what an or¬ 
chestral conductor ■ would say, after 
having given the last stroke of his* 
atoa> if his third trombone player 
should permit himself tranquilly to 
continue to prolong his note? From 
what savage cave can such a barbarous 
custom have emerged? Yet some years 
,5*?. !t ^as a generally prevailing 
s ion, a veritable epidemic.—From the 
Preface of “Johann Sebastian Bach, the 
Organist," by Ch. M. Widor. 
ORGANISTS AND NERVOUSNESS.- 
How much delicious music is lost to 
the world through nervousness, how 
much of a musician’s intimate feelings 
remain unexpressed, their existence 
quite unsuspected by that grim ogre, 
the public! A writer, a composer or 
a painter can work in the seclusion of 
his chamber with the knowledge that 
all his most subtle qualities will ap¬ 
pear in his work; not so an executive 
musician, except he be one of the 
happy ones whose faculties are stimu¬ 
lated to the highest by the presence 
of an audience. Concert organists are 
particularly liable to nervousness 
owing to the wide difference in the 
nature of different organs. Follow a 
concert organist, for instance, into the 
artist’s room; he waits his turn nerv- 
ously, his hands are cold and clammy, 
he passes on to the platform and is 
dimly conscious that he is but a di¬ 
luted edition of his usual self (the mas¬ 
culine pronoun must be taken to in¬ 
clude the feminine). 
During the performance he seems 
to be listening to himself as in a dream, 
and to the dream-self easy passages 
seem difficult, and difficult ones un- < 
playable. As to the sentiment of the 
music, there is not much to be ex¬ 
pected from one who is relieved if he 
has played the mere notes correctly, 
and is possessed of one feeling alone 
—a burning desire to escape from the 
platform. This is not an overdrawn 
picture; what wonder if many give up 
their career in despair, leave off prac¬ 
ticing and retire into private life! 
One of Madame Schumann’s best 
pupils has done this. Advice being 
cheap is plentifully offered to the 
nervous one. “Take a glass of wine 
before going on.” This may help 
some, but more frequently it makes 
bad worse. “Forget the audience.” 
“Half the audience does not under¬ 
stand music, and since no one individ¬ 
ually would make you nervous, why 
should they collectively do so?” 
Connu! The performer has told him¬ 
self the same story many a time. No, 
it is like sea-sickness, and there is no 
cure for it. Even great artists who 
have been free from it in their youth 
find it gain upon them in later years. 
Joachim showed signs of extreme nerv¬ 
ousness at the last Birmingham Fes¬ 
tivals. Sims Reeves has been a great 
sufferer that way, but such artists are 
exceptional, having a reserve of force 
denied to ordinary men, and of course 
greater experience. 
Besides which no real artist is en¬ 
tirely free from nervousness; there is, 
indeed, a suspicion of impudence about 
those who are, and we may say that 
among the flowers of the musical pro¬ 
fession there are more dahlias than vio¬ 
lets. The former, unfragrant, earthly, 
uplifts its head on the stem insolently 
conscious of its effective appearance, 
while the violet, delicate of hue and 
subtle of aroma, is trampled under foot 
by its implacable enemy, Nervousness. 
—W. W. Cobbett in Musical News. 
A" Handbook of the Organ, by J. 
Mathew. Flexible cloth, $1.00, net. 
Contents; History of the organ, de¬ 
scription of the structure of the organ, 
practical notes on organ playing, specifi¬ 
cations, glossary of terms, biographical 
list, guide through organ compositions, 
illustrations and musical examples. 
Organ Stops, by J. I. Wedgwood. 
Cloth, $2.50, net. 
A comprehensive dictionary of organ 
stops, English and foreign, ancient and 
modern, practical, theoretical, historical, 
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Pipe Organs of Highest Grade 
“Matchless, Unrivalled,"—Franz Liszt 
“No other instrument so enraptures 
the player,”—X. Scharwenka 
LISZT ORGANS 
Furnish the most perfect substitute for 
a pipe organ of any instruments ob¬ 
tainable, and are superior to small 
pipe, organs in many respects. They 
differ materially from all other reed 
organs, having a richer quality and 
greater body of tone. 
No other organ approaches the 
Mason & Hamlin in the reputation it 
enjoys among the world's most famous 
musicians. 
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AUGUST AMERICAN ORGAN 
A Magazine of Pipe Organ Music 
This August number is the last issue of the 
second volume of this magazine, which has 
been a success from the beginning. Each issue 
has so pages of pipe organ voluntaries, the 
pedal part being on a separate staff throughout. 
Scholarly, dignified music adapted to the needs 
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n voluntaries by seven authors in this August 
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: can. It will 
seek beauty in 
fmw thq imagination. 
means of While telling you not to complain, I 
want you, nevertheless, to unceasingly 
ters. We have a horror of being senti- - .. 
mental or ludicrous. The young girl produce better results i 
actually blushes when her teacher tries talent than a poor on< 
to induce her to play with “expres- also teach the ear 
sion.” There is a diffidence that stands tone. And it will s 
between ourselves and . 
expression. And that brings me 
another “don't.” 
Don’t become an abject slave 
“playing in” your fingers with scales, tistic spirit never ceases t 
When you first take the violin from for greater perfection, strive 10 
the box, occasionally plunge right into more and more, beautiful tone, a 
some composition that requires “mood” crave a better and more perfect 
Listen to every great artist, whether —the first movement of the Mendels- ment with which to produce 1 
pianist, violinist or singer. Hear an sohn Concerto, which is 
orchestra. or*a string quartet, when- or the last movement u. ...c ~ ...at 15 -*•*- t 
. i • r -... _:_ JHEBssL ic Kntfi tna- fUoroJn new possibilities of tonal 
By this I do not advise 
strive for something better.— 
stagnation to be satisfied. The ^ 
i “appassionato,” time opportunity offers, play a violin 
* stri rt t, e - r t l st e e t of the Bruch G that is better than your own, and see ' 
possible Get something from minor Concerto, which is bold, ma- therein new possibilities 
everybody, though it may be nothing jestic, rhythmic; or for that matter, beauty. By this I do not 
more than a revelation of some fault any piece you may be studying at the penmenting in public. Play the vioii 
t to be avoided. Nothing -* --‘ 
did I say? Nay, that is a great deal, 
for the "don’ts” are all-important. 
Don’t hurry. 
Don’t drag. 
Don’t blur the passage work. 
Don’t scratch. 
Don’t play absent-mindedly or care¬ 
lessly. 
Don’t leave the hair at either the 
point or nut of the bow unused, thereby 
curtailing possibilities in phrasing. 
Don’t leave out the accents and other 
marks of interpretation. 
Don’t forget that rhythm 
and most vital element in a 
most obviously so in music. 
Don’t lose your poise. 
Don’t overdo the vibrato. 
Don’t use the same vibrato 
moment, whether soulful and singing you are accustomed to when you play 
in style, playful (scherzoso) or doleful before the public. 
(lamentoso). Leajn to sink yourself at « Tune quietly. By using a little anti- 
once in the emotional atmosphere ol slip preparation, or by treating the pegs 
the work you are interpreting; but with soap and chalk, you can keep them 
Don’t play to have a good time in good condition. They should not 
merely. Keep your critical self always stick fast and then jump suddenly be- 
alert and watchful. . yond the mark with an annoying jerk. 
Don’t practice seventeen hours a day, When you put on a new string, see 
nor even seven. It will kill all joyous- that the peg stops (when the string is 
ness in your playing. Study, yes, any at pitch), at a convenient angle so 
number of hours you may have that you get a purchase on it with your 
strength for, but don’t practice more left hand, and turn it without taking 
If you the violin -down from position. Tune 
should have with the P°int of the bow, producing 
a soft, clear tone. When the weather 
is unpropitious or strings are new, tun¬ 
ing may be troublesome, and must be 
done with a firm stroke of the bow, but 
generally speaking, especially in public, 
tuning should be done easily, quietly 
than four 
the first have as much talent as you 
irts, and to warrant entering the ranks of pro¬ 
fessional workers, three hours should 
be sufficient. 
Don’t forget to think out your inter¬ 
pretation away from your instrument. 
ighteenth century composition that Play a composition m imagination, without fidgeting Indeed 
with your instrument in hand. If un¬ 
able to practice just before playing at 
lesson or in public, whip your mind 
into training instead. It is often even 
better than actual practice. 
Don’t get discouraged, 
not play an intricate passage 
think it, write it out on music paper 
you would 
modern piece. 
Don’t alter the composer’s meaning, 
especially in the classics, unless on the 
very best authority. And let me say 
right here that the dictums of culti¬ 
vated talent are safer to follow than 
the unreflecting outbursts of genius. 
Young Elman, for instance, is a law 
himself. I sat spellbound 
possible, it would be well if tun¬ 
ing in public could be avoided al¬ 
together. __ 
NECESSARY ASSEMBLIES. 
The violin teacher will find it an ex- 
If you cap- cellent idea to call his pupils together 
-class from time to time to explain 
of the things in violin playing 
afternoon* listening to his Tschaikowsky from memory. Do this more than and care of the violin and bow which 
, , .... ■. —— ;{ necessary. It will help, you can just as well be explained to a Concerto. No one approaches him, 
seems to me, in that school of com¬ 
position. But the distortion of tempi 
and the liberties taken with text were 
bad models for an imitator, whether 
artist or pupil. With all my admiration 
for the amazing, the unaccountable 
genius of the boy, I cannot bring my- 
technically and interpretatively, and it whole class a 
hurt your memory. 
Don’t get in a rut. You will sink in 
so far, if you allow yourself, that your 
soul will be ground down by the wheels 
of routine, leaving nothing but a mere 
mechanism with no interpretative en- 
5 individual pupil. 
self to accept his interpretation of the ergy. On the other hand, 
Beethoven Concerto. Beethoven Don’t leave technic to the chance of 
scarcely a vehicle for emotional self- the movement. Inspiration works u 
The average violin student 
country takes one or at most two les¬ 
sons per week. Often these lessons 
are of only thirty minutes’ duration, 
which is the average in most of our 
leading conservatories and colleges. 
Where the lesson is so short it is 
impossible to give attention to anything 
but the actual music of the lesson. 
expression. Rather is this concerto an hampered only when technic is adequate if the pupils are called together as 
***t expression of perfect line, perfect and reliable. And technic can onlv be , . - . 
poise, perfect beauty; a noble thought, conquered through tremendous routine, Gaib,s the ca.n th.e bu.n~ 
nnhlv conceived. /thin* for all time. The last two aooarentlv contradictory d.reds .of llttle details whlch a violimst ob y , a thing , 
pure, true, complete, 
Greek statuary and t< 
only in a spirit of complete self-abnega¬ 
tion. Now, the fullness, the vitality of 
self-expression of this gifted boy, the 
pp y
like the best “don’ts” you will have to work out for sh°u*d k«ow’ the care of tbe violin 
> be approached yourself. No one else can do so for and bow> how to Pat strings on, how to 
*** • you. <■ take care of the violin, how to tune the 
Indeed, don’t expect your teacher .to violin one of the most difficult things 
. do your work for you. Your teacher which the young violinist has to learn, 
lovely cheek of his artistic uncon- cannot provide you with talent, nor etc., etc. In addition such practical in- 
sciousness, are glorious. We of Anglo- with brains, nor with character. Your structions the teacher might read some 
Saxon origin know little of spon- teacher can only be a guide and an interesting article on violin playing or 
inspiration. That is enough—to point passages from the lives of the yiolin- 
fM ictc It is astonishing how greatly 
. instruction and interest c~ " cultivate spontaneity i 
superficial. Our artistic emotions 
not aroused within 
tistic self-expression 
the way'to watch, help, prevent false 
t. to be steps, inspire to industry and 
l you, the you that i 
-~ - - - - — part of the teacher is appreciated by 
creatively. Ar- within you, depends your success. his pupils and their parents. Many a 
not a necessity. A word about the importance of hav- teacher has established a large business 
We are stirred from without and not ing good tools to-work with: “A bad by just such means. The teacher who 
within (artistically), and we are for- workman quarrels with his tools,” but a gives his patrons the impression that 
ever suffering intense and absurd self- good workman really prefers the best he grudges every minute spent in their 
consciousness in art, as in other mat- and he knows how to take care of them: behalf ought not to expect to succeed. 
KEEPING the fingers down. 
There is probably no mistake more | 
frequently made by the violin student I 
in the fundamental technic of the left I 
hand than removing the fingers not I 
in immediate use at times when they I 
should be kept down. Many violin I 
teachers fail to turn out pupils with I 
good left-hand technic because they I 
fail to insist on this point rigidly from I 
the start. 
When a scale is played on the piano I 
the pupil removes the finger from the I 
key the instant the next finger strikes 
the following note. Not so in the case I 
of the violin! The technic of the two I 
instruments in this regard is diametri- I 
cally opposite. In playing a scale on I 
the violin, the fingers are held firmly I 
on the string as they afe played sue- I 
cessively, until it is necessary to re¬ 
move them to pass to the next string. I 
The following example of the scale of I 
G major illustrates this important I 
point, the dashes following the fingers 
indicating how long each finger shbuld 
be held down: 
finger is removed until absolutely 
necessary, in order to play the next 
note. In his admirable “Violin 
School,” Hubert Ries, Professor of the 
Royal School of Music in Germany, 
indicates what fingers should be held I 
down, and for how long, throughout 
the entire work, the second portion 
of the work devoted to exercises in j 
the higher positions being especially 
valuable to the student in acquiring a I 
correct school for the left hand in this j 
respect. Prof. Ries, in his general J 
rules for the left hand, says: “In I 
order to obtain an unerring certainty 
and true intonation in the different | 
positions (shifts), a quiet attitude of j 
the left hand and a timely keeping 
down of the fingers upon certain notes j 
Beginners on the violin invari¬ 
ably lift up each finger as soon as 
a different finger is to be employed, 
just as they would in playing a scale 
upon the piano. The teacher must com¬ 
bat this tendency with great care, or it 
will be impossible to produce pupils 
with a good left-hand technic. There is 
nothing better than practicing scales 
for accomplishing the desired result, 
as the pupil can remember easier to 
keep his. fingers down than in the 
case of miscellaneous exercises. 
In regard to keeping the fingers 
down after the note which the finger 
has produced is no longer being used, 
a rough general rule would be to keep 
the fingers down as long as possible 
and so to hold them until it is neces¬ 
sary to. remove them in order to pro¬ 
duce different notes. 
Many pupils who have not been 
properly taught, in many passages do 
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double and treble work because 
they .take each finger off the string 
the instant the note it has produced 
is finished. This is especially notice¬ 
able in arpeggio work, and it is 
really laughable to see the vast amount 
of extra fingering which the novice 
does without being any the wiser 
positions used are 1-3-5, etc., 2-4-6, etc., 
as a general thing, 
D. S. M.—If your bow hand is un¬ 
steady, try practicing long tones. Play 
the scales, counting twenty in slow 
tempo to each note, and it will likely 
correct the difficulty, or at least greatly 
S. T. R.—Many violin teachers have 
f°r ‘I- O. M. R.—The subject of attuning elbo.w is close to the side, it is gradually 
Take the following arpeggio passage the resonance boards of the violin is raised in bowing on the A, D and G 
for instance: attracting world-wide attention just at strings. While bowing on the G string their pupils take up the study of the 
present, and there is much discussion the elbow is considerably raised, and third position before the second, al¬ 
and many theories on the subject, some eminent players raise their elbow though there are eminent teachers who 
After the top and back are removed nearly if not quite to the level of the teach the positions in their regular 
from a violin you can find their pitch shouIder ,when playing a passage on order—first, second, third, fourth, etc. 
Ex. 2. 
by striking them with the knuckles. 
Every piece of wood, as you know, 
gives forth a definite musical note, 
varying according to its size and den- 
) secure data i 
the G string. An eminent authority of 
the German school, as taught by 
Joachim, says on this subject: “If the 
proper distance of the arm from the 
body is maintained, the elbow will al¬ 
ways remain lower than the hand, after 
the system of tuning the yond the point where it is 
MODERN VIOLINS TESTED IN 
AMERICA. 
In a recent issue of The Etude men¬ 
tion was made of the new Cremona 
the up-stroke has carried the hand be- violins, which have elicited such . 
The correct way to play this passage sity. 
is of course to place all the fingers It is very difficult 
used in playing it on the string at the regard to the syst 
beginning, just as if the first four notes hoards of „„ . «• c. .. . --- —- 
.- written in chord form. The en- / 1,n “ J t / Stradl‘ with the forearm; this is an essential foremost violinists of the day. These 
vanus. Herr Franz N.ederheitmann, of thing, for to raise the elbow higher violins have recently been tested by 
thusiastic opinion from many of the 
e passage c n then be executed with Ma “dehur* r 
, as it is not necessary ^deburg, Germany, the "bow alone, as it is not necessary p,?i^a,/f.L1*er^any' E !,e“g,nlzed than the hand disturbs the even pres- some American connoisseurs, and the 
to move the fingers at all, and they f"°P " “ \Tv ,• W“h ?Ure °f the b°w ,upo" tbe s!rings’ a"d opinion seems to confirm that of the 
are simply held down throughout the fP®, many Itallan violins, it has is a grievous fault. In bowing on the European virtuosos The Etude in the 
entire passage. !ate,y ascertained that on their G string, the arm should be depressed pasXs^XnSderaWea^St onto 
In such a passage a badly taught bel’lg take£ apart< and the toP as well about 20 degrees below a line drawn Dr Gross . discoveries and his 
,~;i mica x__ as the back huner susnenrlpH in th* air across and extending beyond the c . , . . , . ., „es* anQ nis 
finished product is evidently an indica- pupil will often raise the finger from as tbe back hung suspended in the air across 
each note as soon as it has been a?d struck, the individual tones of both shoulders.” 
played, making it necessary to put the differed by one-fifth exactly, the tone As you will see, this authority con- 
finger down again as soon as it is °* tbe back sounding five tones higher siders it a great error to allow the el- 
again needed. than that of the top. This is probably bow to rise to the level of the shoulder. 
Excellent exercises for teaching the founded on calculation and was the in- It is an error which is frequently seen 
pupil to hold his finger down in arpeg- tention of the old masters.” even in performers of considerable 
do playing are the arpeggio exercises. According to this authority if the. note. The tremolo should not be used 
No. 10 in the Kayser 36 Studies, Op. 20, back was tuned to C the top would too much. Its effectiveness is greatly 
and No 86 in the first book of the Her- “ned a fifth lo^r, that is to F increased if it is only used where the 
mann Violin School. Both of these are t? u . character of the music demands it 
in the first position. Kreutzer No. 28 Savart, the French scientist, claims , „ . „ . 
is also an admirable etude for the to haye found that the air space and A' . ; L~You will find the following 
same purpose. back of a Stradivarius violin he ex- a satisfactory graded course of techni- 
The principle-of keeping the fingers amined both responded to the tone of cal exercises and etudes for violin 
down as far as possible is of especial C natural- and that the top was tuned study: Hermann Violin School, Book 
importance in playing in the higher ® flat> one tone lower. The accuracy 1’ Kayser, Op. 20, Bks. 1st and 2d; 
positions. The finger which is held of Savar?’s conclusions in regard to Dancla, 50 daily exercises; Mazas, Op. 
down is, to borrow a term from dental Stradivarius violins as a class has 36, 1st book; Kayser, Op. 20, 3d book; 
science, a “retaining point,” and assists doubted by many violin makers, Schradieck, Scale Studies; Kayser, Op. 
the hand in holding tight to the posi- and *be wb°le subject is at present in 67, the study of the positions; Mazas, 
tion and in playing in tune. Failure a velY uncertain state. A large com- Op. 36, 2d book; Kreutzer, 40 etudes; 
to do this is the cause of much of the patly .s been f°rmed in Germany to Fiorillo, 36 caprices. There is of course 
bad intonation of pupils in the higher Pake violins, the construction of which a vast deal of material of parallel diffi- 
positions, as many of them seem to ‘Sf a/ jL “Un'"R culty with the studies-mentioned above, 
ll" ”*<«•«“ °f b"'.,hos' *» »< ««<■ 
of the scientific excellence of his 
theories. The prices of these instru¬ 
ments range from $150.00 upwards. 
this method. 
Many of the later editions of the a German violin maker. 
merit and should form a satisfactory 
course for the first four grades. 
“E. T. M. H.” writes The Etude as 
follows in regard to one cause of the 
breaking of violin strings: “One very 
important cause, and according to my 
experience and observation a very 
VIOLIN E 
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standard etudes, such as Kreutzer, C. JL. R— By all means have your 
Fiorillo, Rode, etc., have these “re- pupil use the three-quarter size violin, 
tabling fingers” marked throughout the k the full size seems too large for him. 
entire work, and it is certainly an Much injury is often done by forcing a 
excellent idea, for if the teacher will PuP;l to PlaY on a violin which is too 
see to it that the pupil observes all larSe for him- - _ 
these points, making them when nec- R. H.—The only way to clean the mon one’ is lonS fi«ger nails. I had al- 
essary, he will surely attain a good interior of a violin thoroughly is to ways been taught to keep the nails on 
left-hand technic. To hold down the take the top off, but this can only be . tbe bnSers of my left hand short, but in 
fingers at the proper places is an im- done by a skilled violin repairer. If spite of my caution they would get 
mense assistance in playing in tune, you do not wish to do this, a good way *onS enough to chafe the strings before 
a position work it is really indis- is to put a half teacupful of clean rice I was aware of it. Finger nails should 
in the violin and shake it around with not only be kept short but the edges of 
- • a brisk rotary motion, turning the vio- the nails should be smoothly filed, leav- 
Joachim is on the violin what Liszt lin krst top and then bottom side up, ing the edges of the nail a ’ little 
is on the piano, and the only artist untd every part ls thoroughly cleaned, rounding.” 
worthy to be mentioned in the same The ,nce can then be shaken out of 
breath with him. Like Liszt he so the vlolln throuRh the sound 
vitalizes everything that I have’to take wlU hring much of the dust out with it. 
him in all over again every time I hear E- F.—The repairer did right in re¬ 
turn. I am always .astonished, amazed fusing to put new varnish on your 
and delighted afresh, and even as I valuable old violin. Unless the varnish 
pensable. 
i i g holes, and weTw/°rretf0n-ent’S if* ^ 
«5it v.r;r,o- well taken, i-t is impossible to do neat 
fingering, with the fingers striking 
squarely on the end in the proper posi- 
with long finger nails. Then, the 
r. uc“S‘u u t n 1 i ui iu . n u n m n •, , r , . ’ 
bsten I can hardly believe that the has been worn or scraped completely , -f .g nai s cbafe the strings, thus 
*”«- ’ ■ - - .- - destroying the clear sonority of the 
tone of the string, and causing them 
finally to break at that point. 
M. MacL.—Y’ou will find some ad¬ 
mirable exercises for the second 
man can play so! But Liszt, in addi- off, an old violin should be left 
tion to his marvelous playing, has this original condition. No one can give 
unique and imposing personality, you an opinion as to your violin but a 
t •lr-eaS at firSt J°achim is not specially skilled expert. 
feat g' L‘SZt S face is a11 a play of C K McG.—Without having seen — ___ 
• u.re’ a S*ow of fancy, a blaze of the bowing of the performer you men- well as for the other positions in Her- 
sorlfecKl01^,;■ wber.feas’ Joachim is ab- tion, it would be difficult to pass an mann’s Violin School, Vol. 2d. These 
onlv ,/ ”IS VI.°lin’ and his face has °Pinion as to the correctness of his exercises will prove about the proper 
tion anH e??ression of fine discrimina- method. Players of the French school grade of difficulty for one who has 
his artistic solicitude to produce as a rule bow with their elbows raised studied as long as you have If you 
a‘his instrumem5 T !°°,kS tlJ2s* °f the, German have only ^udied in the first position PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY on nave S68 
a‘anything dse /i r/eVer ^ ? remembered that you ought to study the third position >-rted 12 Time, Bef„re Half Mil./S 
g eise.-d.ny Fay. while in bowing on the E string the before the second, as in shifting the People for $12.00 
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Department for Children’s Work 
second invitation came from Spain. 
And when Louis Gottschalk, an art 
ost by in- .. fronl the then land of musical 
account of arrived at Madrid he was made 
the royal palace, quite like 
Edited by 
met, later in life, Chflpm_s«d to C. A. BROWNE friend: “Th^berg ;Pl^sJamou^ly, bu^ on record. It enabled 
savages, a 
a guest at ——- - - - — - , ■ - 
the things that happen in a fairy story. 
HANS GUIDO VON BULOW. 
This distinguished German pianist 
; of the most prodigious 
THE BOYHOOD OF SOME 
FAMOUS PIANISTS. 
of the most wonderful of piano players, 
it is not strange perhaps that his com¬ 
positions should be exclusive for that 
much of a technical . , 
Jewish blood, both of which things did 
t please the illustrious Foie. When 
conducting and in playing the piano. 
Pole. When jt js stated that he memorized every 
or tnat in- was fourteen, he went — SCOre 
goTdTsIys aJentiTusiaSc5 admirer. And appotS tajeriafa^ Se'couM give'twenty recitals, each re- 
it is noticeable that practically many d to England, and the lad wa= quinng 
pieces that he wrote tell complete stories d under the instruction of the ory- 
..| . tu:„ most remark- in themselves, or paint some picture that £ ,ebrated pianist, Moscheles. This Von 
stop to consider that th. vve can easily understand. He was born eaks of Thalberg as being, even 1830, a,.„, -„ - . 
able musical mstrument one hundred years ago, in 1809 (?), at a ^ fourteen, already an artist of talent nor delight for music, m his 
a steady ^.systematic ^owth ^ ^ Uule polish viliage six miles from Ware d;sti;ction and rank. He came to earliest years. Some accounts declare 
to age, and that h has a .?etches {ar saw. His father was a highly educated ica twice_in 1853 and again in that he sustained a severe blow upon 
tinguished getieal^y J? past-to Frenchman, and his mother of an aristo- ^ It j said that he never played the head as a child, and others main- 
ba<* 'Kr °, ttes o£ dulcimer and psaltery cratic Polish family. Frederic is described public till he made it abso- tain that it was after a long illness to 
the biblical ti through the days of as a frail, blue-eyed boy with fair hair j . the property of his fingers, and musical gifts came to him in a marked 
—and coming dowrait g and Les> and fine manners. His musical education * ^ re£dily beiieve this, for we are degree. Both stories may be true, for 
th.e. struck with a quill or a little began early. Zwyny was his piano told that Thalberg himself once the blow might have caused the illness, 
which wSre struck ^ a teacher, and he had lessons in compost- remarked that he never ventured to when he was nine years old he studied 
tion from Joseph Eisner later on. He r£orm any Qf his celebrated pieces under Friedrich Wieck, that wonder- 
began to compose, it is said, almost be- until he had practiced it at fui pjano teacher, the father of Clara 
fore he could wield a pen, and at eight jeagt hfteen hundred times. Just con- Schumann. And it was Wieck who 
years of age he played in public a con- sjder the immense labor—and the patiently laid the foundation for the 
'"** ** ■*“ great musical success which came to 
von Biilow later on. For the boy w- 
C. A. Browne. 
score written by Beethoven and.Wag- 
. , —.j b;s proud boast that 
stick of ivory 0 
plectrum. 
FRANZ LISZT. 
“Three things,” said Mozart certo oy uyroweli. mjjv 
f S and the concerned about his new c 
n  tu m s”-- ^ - - ’
quiring two hours, entirely from n 
This von Biilow was born at Dresden, in 
s i , lg j nd, strange to say, showed neither 
ii,„ n i m   
pointed to his head, his heart and the laying. “Everybody \ 
tips of his fingers—meaning that we must . — 
have intellect, sympathy and skill 1 
3 looking at 
- LOUIS MOREAU GOTTSCHALK. not an infant phenomenon. His parents 
’ he told his mother But everybody somewhat singular fact that considered music, not as a future pro- 
c , d . p’.opltbe’S »‘,P»k “'to S -f V £T" b”' "Sf “ Surely these gifts were united in the ^P* Swhen Madame Catalani, the tinction in Europe should have been 
fair-haired, blue-eyed Hungarian lad ^,ebra'ed singer, heard him play she was also the first to introduce Chopin s 
so delighted that she presented him with music in America. At that time our 
a watch, on which she had had engraved country was in the very beginning ot 
her name and his name and his age—ten. ;ts artistic growth. Chicago was 
3 father had a boys’ private boarding swamp, and St. Louis 
who was born on October 22, 1811 
the village of Raiding, and was destined 
to become the greatest and most adored 
pianist of all. 
pastime. 
eighteen, in 1848, he was sent to Leip- 
sic to study law. But he also kept up 
his musical studies, had lessons in 
counterpoint under Hauptmann, and 
wrote articles for a paper called Die 
Abendpost, in which he defended the new 
school of musical doctrines led by His father, Adam Liszt, J H,“ TaTner - 0 SW'1U1U‘ 
performer on the piano and viomm rui T; , t tkat tfme js one which tells one wbo was to become the "hT-ml 
Lme time he held ano^e -to 1>nnce ^enc^ ^ ^ he pintle ^ The fath ^^dT/‘‘1“ thaYte"?re !J The 
Nicholas Esterhazy, and m Um o sleep and then awakened a party PEdward Gottschalk, had come to this °^ed y to Zurich and 
,n personal contact with Hayto and with of unruly school boys. He began by tell- country in his youth, and, settling in pla%d himself under the advice of 
Hummel, who were y ing them a fairy story, while he played New Orleans, had married a French P Th went to 
prince to Wnductu;^su«f^r^1(, pran7 the musical description of it upon the Creo,e lad Louis was the oldest of Vagner. The 
— Mo w.s nlwavs a skillful mimic, _• r._music so . vvcl From earliest childhood the little Franz 
showed a special fondness for the piano, 
and, thanks to his father’s careful teach- 
piano. He a al y ill l i i , their five children, and loved m i s 
and when absent from home would write dearly that when he was but three yea 
very clever, lively letters to his mother, Qjd he was abie to piay on the piano 
forte playing with him.. Many of his 
compositions have been published and 
equaled.” 
placed *las M&0 critically revised and a 
as his notated editions of some of the piano¬ 
forte works of the great classical corn- 
had made such progress 
— — - - . - upuu tuc piano that he was also given 
to know Chopm^he 0b- jnstruction on the violin, and was soon 
play pieces of 1 
nary difficulty. They tell u 
concert to assUt an’tfotoLTe "vTohn shortened on account of his peculiari- 
After he grew older, while he tles‘ f The st,ral" °f Playl",f. efvery ^ 
always kind was too much. It was at this time that 
need So some wag wrote the burlesque rhyme: 
“One wants but little von Biilow, 
Nor wants that little long.” 
player. 
ing/he made TFwhom he wa's extremely fond. But ““ e*Jody“he had heard?'' He' 
posers For ■ in Beethoven, 
ff«3S£22  agreed to allow him six hundred florins 
(two hundred and forty dollars) a year, 
for six years, to give him a musical edu- SIGISMOND THALBERG. - - f , . 
cation. Accordingly, the family moved had many taults, he .... 
to Vienna, where Franz made rapid The history class will be able to re- and generous to those 
nroeress under Carl Czerny, that tireless member the year of Thalberg s birth that lt 1S pleasant to read that this first 
writer of exercises so well known to us by the date of our second war with concert was successful; and it brought 
England—1812. He was born at tbe little Louis into prominence as a 
“Play Czerny diligently,” Liszt recom- Geneva, on the 7th of January, which chiid prodigy. The parents were very 
mended to all his own pupils when he made him about three months younger anxious to send him to Paris for ln- 
rew uo The boy worked hard, and in than his great Hungarian rival, Franz struction, and this was finally accom- 
a vear and a half had improved so greatly Liszt. And although his compositions pfished in 1842, when he was thirteen, 
that he won great praise at a concert of are not in vogue at present, he was a He was first under the teaching of 
his own at which Beethoven was present, great artist in his day, and filled a large Charles Halle, later under Stamaty, 
The fall of that year found the boy and space in the musical world for more then the ablest professor in the city, 
his father in Paris, but Franz was dis- than forty-five years. He was the son a year later, at fourteen, he began the 
appointed in not being allowed to study of an Austrian nobleman, and his in- study of harmony and counterpoint, 
at -the conservatoire on account of his herited talent for music must have been He had two aunts in Paris, who were 
foreign birth. However, he continued noticed at a very early age,, for the titled ladies, countesses, so that he was 
his studies under . Reicha and Paer. boy was under instruction before he much petted in aristocratic society. But 
While the gates of the conservatoire were had completed his sixth year. His first the future composer of the “Last Hope” 
closed, he was everywhere petted and teacher was Mittag, to whom he owed worked hard, beyond his strength, and 
caressed. At thirteen he was the idol of the wonderfully rich and mellow tone had a severe attack of typhoid fever. 
Paris. But at fourteen he' lost his good of his playing. From this man the After he recovered, and had a little vaca- 
VLADIMIR DE PACHMANN. 
This Russian pianist is acknowledged 
father and was thrown upon his 
resources the great city; so that he of Hummel, who was.accounted^ 
set resolutely to work composing and giv¬ 
ing concerts. 
FREDERIC CHQPIN. 
Recognized by Liszt and other dis¬ 
tinguished contemporaries as being one 
future great pianist passed to the care tion, he returned to Paris, and became 
the pupil of Hector Berlioz. Under 
of the greatest of present-day 
artists, and is as eccentric as talented. 
The best interpreter of Chopin—yet 
he feels annoyed that the public seems 
to associate him so invariably with the 
music of that master. “For,” he says, 
with characteristic modesty, “I love all 
music and I play all music equally 
well.” 
He was born at Odessa, a city and 
seaport of South Russia, on the north¬ 
western coast of the Black Sea, which 
is much frequented in the summer 
months by the Russian and Polish 
aristocracy, on account of the sea bath- 
De Pachmann had the advantage 
of 'the most notable virtuosos of the this master the-young Gottschalk de- of being born of cultivated people. His 
age. The boy also studied the theory voted himself to study so completely father was a professor in the university 
of music with Simon Sechter, an emi- that he even declined an invitation at Odessa, and a good violinist; and it 
ment contrapuntist. Although Thalberg from the Spanish Queen to become a was from him that the boy received his 
was not yet ten years old, he‘astonished guest of the court at Madrid. How- first musical instruction. In so many 
his hearers by the great precision of ever, in his twentieth year, 1849, a cases it is the mother who is the earliest 
TH E ETUDE 
teacher, and has all the responsibility. 
When he was eighteen years of age he 
was sent to the Vienna Conservatory, 
where his talent and industry were re¬ 
warded with the gold medal. Yet his 
own performances were not yet satis¬ 
factory to him, although his concerts 
met with much success; so that he re¬ 
tired from public playing for some eight 
years in order to devote himself to hard 
study. As he asserts, “No piece can be 
mastered very quickly. Often it is a 
matter of years before one fully appre¬ 
ciates all the meaning and beauty of a 
passage.” £ 
IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI. 
It will interest the little country boys 
and girls to find that the wonderful 
Paderewski was born on a farm, too. 
He has a very beautiful and expensive 
one of his own now, very different, prob¬ 
ably, from the one in Podolia, the prov¬ 
ince of Southwestern Russia which was 
the place of his birth on November 6, 
i860. While his parents were not wealthy, 
they were in comfortable circumstances, 
the father being a gentleman farmer of 
position and a Polish patriot. 
When the son was three years old the 
father was “suspect” and was banished to 
Siberia by the Rissian government; and 
although his exile did not last long, he 
came back much broken in spirit. From 
him the child inherited high culture and 
a love of work, but unfortunately the 
mother, from whom he received the 
musical nature which has made him 
famous, died while he was yet an infant. 
A recent biography states that talent 
showed itself early, and it is said that the 
youngster would climb to the piano stool 
and try to produce as beautiful a tone 
as possible, long before he could play. 
The great distances in the country make 
it almost impossible to secure a good edu¬ 
cation of any sort; and when Ignace be¬ 
gan to study music, at six years of age, 
his teacher was a fiddler who could not 
play the piano, although he gave lessons 
upon it. “Later on,” says the same history 
of his life, “an old teacher of the in¬ 
strument was engaged to come once a 
month to the farm, and he taught the boy 
and his sister to play simple arrangements 
of operatic airs. When he was seven 
years old Paderewski wrote a set of 
Polish dances. At twelve years of age he 
went to Warsaw, where he was able to 
have regular music lessons at the con¬ 
servatory. He studied harmony with 
Roguski, and the piano with Janotha, the 
father of Natalie Janotha. When sixteen 
years of age he made a tour through 
Russia, during which he played his own 
compositions as well as those of others. 
But as yet he possessed little of his pres¬ 
ent technic. For two years after his re¬ 
turn to Warsaw he continued to study 
at the conservatory, until at eighteen he 
was appointed a professor of music. 
As he says: “I had to work awfully hard. 
I gave lessons from morning till night.” 
There is much more to be added to the 
story of his struggles, and of how at last 
he came to study under the remarkable 
Leschetizky. 
first time at the age of ten. He gave 
a concert in .Vienna when he was four¬ 
teen, at which Liszt, then sixty-five years 
of age, was present. The older musician 
praised the lad warmly and said: “There 
is within you a great pianist who will 
surely work his way out.” Although 
Rosenthal worked hard at his music he 
continued his studies at the University 
of Vienna, and finally took the degree of 
Master of Arts. For ten years he was 
a pupil of Liszt, whom he followed 
yearly to Weimar, Pesth, Vienna and 
Rome. He is not only a man of general 
culture, but has well-earned the title, “An 
Amazing Technician.” 
EMIL SAUER. 
Called the bravura pianist on account 
of his extraordinary execution, Sauer is 
a living example of what can be accom¬ 
plished by sheer hard work and strength 
of character. Born at, Hamburg, Ger¬ 
many, in 1862, the same year as Rosen¬ 
thal, he received his earliest musical 
training from his mother. And it was 
at her desire that he made a life-study of 
music and abandoned that of law, for 
which he had originally been intended. 
When, at thirteen, he played to Rubin¬ 
stein, that master musician expressed his 
opinion that the child should be trained 
for a professional. But it was not until 
he was seventeen that his musical edu¬ 
cation was begun in earnest, as he spent 
the intervening years at school. In 1879 
he was sent to Moscow, and became a 
pupil of Nicholas Rubinstein—the brother 
of Anton—until that teacher died in 1881. 
His first concert tours were not very suc¬ 
cessful, but in 1884 he went to Liszt, at 
Weimar, where he remained for some 
time. His after appearances met with such 
favor that his career as an artist may 
be said to date from that time. 
OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH. 
His playing is such as to excite the 
greatest enthusiasm. This, with a most 
brilliant technic, has given him the 
nickname—a second Rubinstein. His 
father is a prominent attorney, and 
Ossip, born in St. Petersburg, January 
26, 1878, is the youngest of four chil¬ 
dren. The family is very musical, and 
at four years of age Ossip was able to 
sing a great many Russian folk-songs. 
The Gabrilowitsch family live in Rubin¬ 
stein’s former house in St. Petersburg. 
They were great friends, and Gabrilo- 
witsch spent much of his time with 
Rubinstein for years. In fact, it was 
on the advice of the celebrated Anton 
that Ossip was started at piano playing 
at the age of six. And from that time 
on, Rubinstein had the direction of 
his musical education. At the conserv¬ 
atory he won the Rubinstein prize 
under Prof. Tolstoff. And later on, 
taking the advice of Rubinstein, he 
went to Vienna for two years, to be 
under the training of Leschetizky. 
At eighteen, he began his virtuoso 
career, which has been one of great 
success, as he is a sympathetic player, 
and one whose musical personality 
creates spontaneous interest. 
MORIZ ROSENTHAL. 
The boy who was to become the rival 
of Paderewski was born in 1862, at Xem- 
berg, one of the finest towns of Austria, 
and capital of the province of Galicia— 
one of the ancient principalities of Poland 
which fell to Austria in one of the various 
partitions of that country. Rosenthal 
was the son of a professor in the public 
schools of that town, and his talent for 
music attracted the attention of Carl 
Mikuli when he was eight years old. 
The grit of the boy is shown by the fact 
that two years after he walked all the way 
to Vienna to see Joseffy, who agreed to 
take him as a pupil after hearing him 
play. He also appeared in public for the 
JOSEF HOFMANN. 
“I would rather be Edison than be 
the greatest pianist on earth,” once said 
this musical prodigy, who has been the 
astonishment and admiration of two 
hemispheres—such is his regard for our 
wizard of electricity. Next to music, 
the subject which most keenly interests 
him is physics, and he is also devoted 
to athletic sports. His conflicting ten¬ 
dencies may be due to heredity. His 
father is a German, at one time a 
professor of the conservatory at 
Cracow, where Josef was born, Janu¬ 
ary 20, 1877. His mother is a Pole by 
birth, and was a distinguished singer. 
However, when the child was two years 
old, the family moved to Berlin, so 
his environment and education have 
been German. But, like all Poles, he 
has a natural aptitude for acquiring 
Janguages—speaks five of them with 
ease—Polish, Russian, German, French 
and English. When he was but three 
years old, he began to pick out-tunes 
on the piano. At six, he appeared in 
public at a concert given for charity. 
At eight, Rubinstein heard him for the 
first time, and declared that the world 
of' music had never before produced 
such a boy. In 1886, when he gave a 
matinee in Berlin, the critics were 
amazed at the talent of “the little 
mite, who scarcely looks nine years 
old, who could not yet reach the pedal 
with his feet and is therefore in need 
of a special appliance in order to use 
it.” In 1887, he came over here, and 
is best described as a dimpled little 
boy, with warm brown eyes, a lovable 
smile, and ten phenomenal, small 
fingers. He gave fifty-two concerts in 
two months and a half, and it was no 
wonder that the child’s health gave 
way under the strain. He was taken 
back to Berlin, and settled down to 
. continue his education. With the ex¬ 
ception of studying theory and com¬ 
position under Prof. Urban, his father 
ha4 been his only teacher; so that it 
was like the realization of a dream 
when he was accepted as a pupil by 
Rubinstein. In that master he had 
centered the most devoted hero-wor¬ 
ship of which he is capable. And when 
Rubinstein died, in 1894, the lad, who 
was then in London, was inconsolable, 
for his loyalty and attachment amounted 
almost to idolatry. The affection was 
probably mutual, for Rubinstein once 
said of him: “Hofmann can do any¬ 
thing, if he will only give himself com¬ 
pletely to art and to work.” 
TO THE CHILD WHO ONLY 
WANTS TO PLAY “DANCE 
MUSIC.” 
BY LEONORA SILL ASHTON. 
The one ambition of many children 
taking piano lessons is to learn two- 
steps, waltzes and marches. The 
reason for this is easy to see. The 
ear loves_ rhythm, and it is the clearly 
defined “catchy” movement of these 
pieces that makes them attractive to 
children. 
If you love this kind of music, and 
it is easy for you to learn to play it, 
that is one of the surest proofs that 
you have a quick musical ear and a 
natural talent, but remember there are 
many different ways of writing music 
besides the dance forms'. Let us see 
if we cannot find something in these 
as interesting and enjoyable as, in the 
two-steps and waltzes. 
Marches and dances are created for 
the distinct purpose of exciting 
motion. Thus, marches are written to 
inspire soldiers with courage as they 
go into battle and to keep the great 
regiments in step as they travel over 
the long miles. Rhythm is really the 
great “orderly” which alone can keep 
a vast number of men in position. 
It is always delightful to listen to 
dance music, but in some things it is 
lacking. It does not, for instance, at¬ 
tempt to convey any definite thought. 
The more serious works of music 
consist of an expression of ideas of 
the same artistic eminence, as poets, 
sculptors and painters employ; but in¬ 
stead of putting these ideas into words 
or color or marble the musician ex¬ 
presses them in sound. Here is a world 
of wonder, and if you will once try to 
appreciate what a composer is saying 
you will never find “classical” pieces 
dry or stupid again. 
Look at Schumann’s Albums for 
Children, Opus 68 and Opus 15. Per¬ 
haps you have had some of these in 
your lessons and have found them 
worse than scales and arpeggios. It is 
because you have not taken the trouble 
to listen to what they say. 
Certainly there is nothing very slow 
or tiresome about the “Merry Peas¬ 
ant” (Frohliche Landsmann). If you 
think of the melody in the left hand 
as a song that some tiller of the soil 
is singing as he comes home from his 
work, you will see plainly a picture 
which existed in the mind of Schu¬ 
mann when be wrote the little piece, 
and which the sounds of the music 
should awaken in your thoughts. 
Further on in the book is “Re¬ 
membrance” (Erinnerung), a composi¬ 
tion much quieter in tone and thought 
than the first. There are long, slow 
arpeggios in the left hand as an ac¬ 
companiment, and a beautiful melody 
in 'the right, wandering up and down, 
as the mind wanders from one thpught 
to another in memories of the past. 
Towards the end of the volume is 
the “Ghost Story” (Furchtenmachen), 
by which you can imagine some one 
telling children a story of goblins and' 
fairies in a low voice. The voice 
grows louder towards the middle and 
then sinks back again as it repeats the 
first part. 
These are some of the very vivid 
tales that musicians tell in sound, but 
as you continue to study you will find 
that other works deal with higher 
things—the emotions of men and 
women; their griefs and joys. You 
must search out much for yourself, 
but you will soon learn to know by 
the tone and time of a piece whether 
the idea being expressed is happy or 
sad'. 
You must not think this style of 
music is without movement and 
rhythm. They all possess this in one 
way or another, but with many things 
in addition. • There are Chopin’s 
waltzes, which were never intended for 
dance music, although the time is 
three-quarter. There is such a maze 
of melody and poetic ideas in the right 
band, and sometimes going into the 
left, that it demands all one’s thought. 
You would not be satisfied to learn 
to read' only a few words in the Eng¬ 
lish language that sounded well to the 
ear. You desire to be able to read 
history and poetry and fiction—every¬ 
thing. For the same reason do not 
confine yourself to one style of music, 
but endeavor to know something of all 
ANSWERS TO “STAR” PUZZLE. 
I Beethoven, Tschaikovsky; II De¬ 
bussy, Schumann; III Schubert, 
Brahms; IV Kubelik, Kreissler; V. 
Jensen, Macdowell; VI Sevcik, Nevin; 
VII Mozart, Liszt. 
The following sent in answers correct 
except one name (Kohler for Kreissler); 
Victor Bahl, E. Hagen, Blanche L. 
Post, Frances Sheakin, Carrie Latorta, 
Estella J. Yoke, John L. Shaw, Belle 
Mullin. 
MUSICAL ANAGRAM. 
The answer to the Musical. Ana¬ 
gram which appeared in the last issue 







First letters read Brahms. 
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Business Outlook. Government and re¬ 
liable mercantile re¬ 
ports indicate that the business outlook 
steadily improves throughout the leading 
sections of the country, testifying to a 
broader demand for most classes of mer¬ 
chandise. 
Recent bulletins of the government 
have a decidedly optimistic tone. How 
favorable the condition of affairs is at 
this time may be observed by the com¬ 
parison which everyone makes upon a 
review of past difficulties. 
The panic liquidation is past, and bank¬ 
ers say that the business situation of the 
country was never sounder or in .better 
shape. The crop prospects, so far as they 
■ have shown themselves, are splendid. Po¬ 
litical troubles are almost non-existent, and 
signs of increasing business improvement 
are evident on every hand. Our own 
business for the twelve months closing 
June ist shows a decided increase over 
the corresponding period of the previous 
year. In fact, the year just closed was 
the largest in point of sales and shipments 
in the history of this house, and every 
indication points to continued business 
increase during the coming season. We 
wish to say in this connection that we are 
fully prepared for any emergency in this 
direction. 
To any who may not be familiar with 
our system we also wish to say that we 
make a specialty of supplying schools and 
teachers of music with everything that 
they need in their educational world. We 
publish works for the teacher that are 
practical and that fulfill the purpose for 
which they are intended. We also fur¬ 
nish the publications of every publishing 
house in the world, and carry everything 
of value from all of those houses in stock. 
A charge account may be opened with 
every person of responsibility, and we 
will send for examination or “On Sale” 
any of our own works. We have a large 
force of the most experienced clerks, and 
our terms are most liberal. Write us 
for catalogue and terms. Before order¬ 
ing your supplies for the coming season 
we shall be very glad to give you any 
information you may wish along this line. 
Dollars in 
Music Lessons. 
By Geo. C. Bender. 
Musical p r 0 f e s - 
sionals as well as 
professionals in 
other lines, and 
particularly is this true of those who are 
just starting out, are reputed to know- 
little about business. There are very bril¬ 
liant examples which prove the exception 
to the rule, but we believe that the above 
is true on the average. 
Mr. Bender, a man with both profes¬ 
sional and business ability and experi¬ 
ence, has written in the first part of this 
work a series of chapters giving most 
excellent advice with regard to the busi¬ 
ness end of music teaching, selection of 
a location, the amount to charge, the 
various proofs of probable success in a 
certain locality, how to advertise locally 
and otherwise, and the second part of the 
book is a very extensive treatise on adver¬ 
tising, the preparation of .copy, the se¬ 
lection of type, all that goes to make 
advertising successful. It is a known fact 
that there is much money wasted, even 
in the most extensive and experienced 
advertising campaigns. 
The price of this book to advance sub¬ 
scribers is so cents. One of the chapters 
has already appeared in the June Etude, 
THE 
another one will appear so that you can 
see the general trend of the work. 
Summer New The business of music 
Music on Sale, teaching does not stop 
during the summer 
months. If the business prosperity of the 
fall can be gauged by the present indi¬ 
cations we would say that the coming 
year will be one of the most prosperous 
of all the prosperous years with which 
we have been blessed. Hundreds of our 
patrons, yes, thousands, are sending in 
their orders just as they would if it was 
the busy winter season, and they need 
nczo music just as much. A large num¬ 
ber have sent us requests for our sum¬ 
mer new music. This is along the same 
lines as the winter new music, about one 
dozen pieces of new and standard music 
sent on sale at our usual liberal dis¬ 
counts once each month, any or all re¬ 
turnable. A special order blank will give 
you full information if you ask for it, or 
a simple postal card will bring the first 
package to you. Packages can be stopped 
just as easily and quickly. 
New Season Right now in the middle 
Supplies. of summer may seem a 
very inopportune time to 
talk about fall classes and fall supplies, 
but this is the time for preparation. Our 
whole organization is at the disposal of 
every music teacher that desires to call 
upon us looking toward the rearrangement 
of studies for the new year. The entire 
work of this house from its inception 
twenty-five years ago has been primarily 
the preparation and publication of works 
that will aid the music teacher and fur¬ 
ther musical education. 
The most used first instruction books 
for the piano are published by this house; 
primers of music of various kinds, for 
various purposes, general courses of 
study and special studies for the piano in 
abundance for every imaginable purpose 
and demand—this is our strongest line 
of works. The demands of singing teach- 
' ers from every point of view have, dur¬ 
ing late years, been amply provided for. 
Our works for the organ, both in sheet 
music and books, are extensive in quan¬ 
tity and in use. We cannot believe from 
our experience that the reed organ is a 
past instrument. Let us send to all who . 
are interested our descriptive catalogues. 
This term will bring special catalogues 
describing our musical works. 
We are more than willing to go fur¬ 
ther. We would like to send to every 
school and teacher who is interested some 
of our more important works for them 
to look over during the summer, with the 
idea of. incorporating them in their 
courses in the fall. We should be glad 
to suggest and advise certain works when¬ 
ever called upon. 
Standard Third and Owing to a fire 
Fourth Grade Pieces, in our bindery a 
■ few months • ago 
we find on our hands a number of copies 
of the above well-known work, the 
second volume of the W. S. B. Mathews’ 
Standard Pieces for the Piano to be 
used in connection with the Mathews’ 
Graded Course and all other graded 
courses. The copies are not badly dam¬ 
aged, but we would not care to sell them 
for new copies. The retail price is $1.00. 
We will sell these copies as long as 
they last for 30 cents, postpaid, cash to 
accompany the order. The postage 
alone is almost half of this amount. 
Peer Gynt Suite. This will be the last 
By Grieg. month of the special 
offer on this work. 
No pains have been spared to make 
this edition the best ever issued. Mr. 
Sherwood has edited each number with 
extreme care, and, in addition, he has 
f’^en an analytical lesson on each piece. 
We have also added a short synopsis 
etude 
,,„ These pieces ody throughout all the numbers, might 
,«,h,upS=.iv."»r» «** 5:„"Sa*,i,,le 1 *•»» 
been arranged by ^^f^pecial price The special price of this work in 
the orchestral score. F' m £ 20 advance of publication will be 20 cents, 
•»•»•** * ‘“h * «*.: 
order. Musical Kinder- This work is 
garten Method. By now receiving its 
Landon & Batchellor. finishing touches 
and will soon be 
on the market. The proofs have had a 
very thorough going over by a number 
of leading kindergarten teachers, and 
the main part of the book is now prac¬ 
tically in shape for the printer. The 
response that we have had from sub¬ 
scribers has been encouraging, and we 
hope they will not be disappointed 
when the book is published. This will 
be the first really musical kindergarten 
book that has ever been published, and 
we are trying to make it an epoch- 
making work. 
The introductory price includes not 
only the main book, but also a second 
one, which will be published later on, 
so all who send $1.00 will receive both 
books, but there will only be one book 
published at the present time. 
Reprints Space does not permit more 
for July, than simply the mention of 
the more important works 
which have been reprinted this past 
month. 
Clementi—Gradus ad Parnassum, new 
revised edition. 
Lessons in Musical History. Fill- 
Reed Organ Method. Landon. 
Selected Czerny Studies. Leibling. 
Touch and Technic. Dr. Mason. 
Tunes and Rhymes. Spaulding. 
First Parlor Pieces. 
Through All the Keys: 
Short and Melodious 
Pieces, by Ransom. 
This very use¬ 
ful little vol¬ 
ume will be 
continued on 
special offer during the current month. 
There is a complete piece in each major 
key, and each of the pieces introduces 
the relative minor, hence a pupil hav- , 
ing finished this book will have played _ Frank l. Bristow, 
in all possible keys. Each piece is 
preceded by the major scale in which 
it is written, also the relative minor 
scale, and the tonic chords of each in nave Jn MW coumry. „ls worKS are 
the various positions. It is a thoroughly always in demaml. He understands the 
Nature Studies. By We will publish 
a little book with 
the above title. 
Mr. Bristow is possibly the best au¬ 
thority for children’s music that we 
this country. His works are 
instructive volume, and at the- same 
time is musically attractive. It may 
be used by pupils of various grades. 
Our advance price on this work is 




By Geo. E. Whiting. 
This book is now 
in press, but we 
have decided 'to 
retain it on spe¬ 
cial offer during the current month. 
Every organist, teacher and student 
should .obtain a book at the special 
price. It will prove to be the most 
elementary, as well as the most com¬ 
plete and practical instruction book for 
the pipe organ ever offered. Mr. 
Whiting is one of America’s most 
prominent organists, and is a highly 
successful teacher of long experience. 
This work may be taken up after one 
year’s study on the pianoforte, or it 
may be taken up for self-study by 
pianists of moderate attainments. It 
is intended to precede Whiting’s 24 
Studies for the Pipe Organ, a recent 
work which has met with great suc¬ 
cess. In this work special attention is 
devoted to touch, pedaling, registra¬ 
tion and to the development of the 
true organ style. 
For introductory purposes during 
the current month we are offering the 
work for 40 cents, postpaid, if cash 
accompanies the order. 
25 Children’s Songs. This is an original 
By L. A. Bugbee. and very enter- 
, , taining set of chil¬ 
dren s songs, all very bright, brief and 
easy to sing and play. This composer 
has had great success in work with 
chddren, and in writing for children. 
All those engaged in teaching the 
young either privately, in classes or 
m kindergartens, should give this vol¬ 
ume a careful examination. They will 
unquestionably be pleased with it 
A few of the titles of these songs 
are as follows: “Good Morning Song'” 
Deat Little Star,” “My Valentin!/’ 
Christmas, Marching Song,”’ “Tag 
“wT ‘Bu“erflies and Flowers,” 
^T.^tlm Clock Says,” “Our Flag,” 
child’s nature more thoroughly than 
anyone we have ever met. It has been 
the work of his life. On this work he 
lays considerable stress, as he consid¬ 
ers it one of the best he has ever pro¬ 
duced! The cycle will include ten 
numbers, from September to June, in¬ 
clusive. Each month has its appropriate 
song. September has to do with 
peaches and apples and soft winds and 
meadows and sweet odors; May has to 
do with birds and blossoms; January 
has a good snow scene, and thus goes 
on through all the months with appro¬ 
priate songs. The music is very welt 
adapted for children, and very one of 
the songs is singable and very melodic. 
The little volume will be sold for only 
20 cents when it is published, which 
will be this mouth. 
Short and We have an entirely 
Melodious Study new manuscript from 
Pieces. Op. 306. this celebrated Ger- 
By C. H. Doring. man writer. The 
manuscript «««*»>«■! 
direct from the composer 1 
Octave School ' 
His 
■ --- — possibly his best 
known work, and in popularity comes 
next to Kullak. In these numbers 
there is the element of an etude and 
also of a piece. In other words, they 
are study pieces. The work concludes 
with an octave study, which he has 
written expressly at our request. We 
will set the low price of only 25 cents 
on this work. Each number in the 
volume is worth considerably more 
than this. 
Students’Popular This new collection 
Album. ForVio- should prove most 
hn and Piano. welcome to all vio- 
. , . linists, students and 
teachers in search of material of an 
easy and intermediate grade. It will 
prove to be a well-balanced collection, 
every number of which is a gem, all • 
trit.eLor commonplace material being 
rigidly excluded. Each piece has been 
selected on account of some peculiar 
merit. Many of the pieces are entirely 
m the first position. This is a splen¬ 
did opportunity to add to your library 
ot violin music at a trifling cost, 
are attrac+t™ .„u"ng the current month the price 
Piano part contains the meU "orn^litlthforlT^ 
and "Jumping Rope.’ 
Both text and music 
and as the 
THE ETUDE 567 
School and This new work is Book of We have come into pos- not enough. You must find out why 
Home Marches, now ready, and the Interludes. session of this book it is right Get the facts. Dig down 
special offer has been By Palmer. through the Estate of to the basic principle of the matter; 
withdrawn. It is one of the best col- .H. R. Palmer. Mr. Pal- then you can know and tell why it 
lections of marches for piano ever pub- mer published this book himself and it 
lished, and the interest displayed in this had a very limited circulation, owing 
work, in advance of its appearance, has t*le fact that he was net in position 
Special Notices 
been very flattering. We feel sure that 
none of those who have availed them¬ 
selves of the special offer will be dis¬ 
appointed. Although the work can no 
longer be had at the special price. 
make it known; therefore the work 
practically a new one, almost entirely 01 ,a 
unknown to the great musical public. scaIe 
This is a collection of short, practical 
and interesting interludes. There are 
nearly 1,000 of them. The interludes 
low often the pupil guesses at what 
ight. He takes a guess at the bass 
piece. He guesses at the 
in his etudes. He guesses 
at the tempo,, the rhythm, the accent, 
the key relation of the various parts; 
when by a careful analysis of the com- 
RATES—Pro 
per wore " 
nonpareil 
ssional Want Noti 
HON by lady piano 
_ __  teacher in Philadelphia 
school. Best references. Box 93, Tucker- 
ton, N. J. 
i£eSdmIna' in church music.6 They position' before going to the piano, he ■<->n o all w y ed. eive tbe eonarr<,0,afinT1 ,, could know what he is to do and why 
he does it. Understand your music 
before trying to interpret it Loeschhorn, The special offer on this Op. 67. set of studies will be 
continued during the cur¬ 
rent month, after which it will be posi- 
give the congregation a chance to take 
breath, and if they fall from the pitch 
it also brings them back if the i 
LOCATION WANTED 
teacher and pianist ’ 
favorable locality 1 
_ . ienced 
desires information of a 
open a school of piano- 
447a Delaware 
is properly presented. If this piano. Get the habit of analysis, and 
work does nothing else it will break think out your music as you propose to 
lively withdrawn This set of studies .UP,the,habit of the meaningless inter- piay jt. You can begin this mental 
by Loeschhorn is one of his best, and wVsMpe^° Thesflmerludes^ ^ fifSt Stag6S °f y°Ur 
used to follow the same writer’s Op. pose. There are fu„ydirections inPthe 
66, or any smular work. The studies book how it be best d There 
are musically interesting and of great - - 
technical value. Wear ’ ' 
opus in three books. 
During the current ^ 
offering all three volumes together for page'or* 
i, Amsterdam, N. Y. 
music study, with your scales and 
etudes. From right thinking it is only 
a step to right doing. 
Never guess at a thing when you 
- ....... less than one dozen different can know’ Study t0 know with a Per' 
publishing this suggestibns that Dr. Palmer, gives for slstent- never-give-up system. Some- 
the use of. the book, which are valuable one has defined genius as an infinite 
themselves. There is also a blank capacity for taking pains. Hard, per- 
tervals throughout the sistent work will accomplish wonderful 
PIANISTS—“Cupid’s Arrow” Intermezzo 
and "Light Cavalry” Two-step, 15 cents 
each ; both. 25 cents. W. Leon Ames, Cas- 
WANTED—POSITION by male vocal in¬ 
structor, who can direct band or orchestra. 
Look m April and July Etudes for my com¬ 
positions. Thurlow * Lieurance, Fredonia, 
o cents, postpaid. This is an excep- 
tional offer, and no order will be filled ^g7ni‘s7 mfehTw£‘h to'aMof to 
except for the entire opus. , ... . 
Engelmann The interest in this new 
Album. volume, which is now 
nearly completed, has 
been so great that we have decided to 
continue it on special offer one month . sWTa7we would'who 
longer. It will contain some of Mr. are interested in church music and wish 
a copy to procure one this month. 
book for additional interludes that the results in music study as well 
organist ight ish to add of his own. other directions of life. Sir Henry 
The book is beautifully bound in cloth Irving was diffident, halting in speech, 
with gilt lettering. The original price awkward in carriage, dragging one foot 
of the book is $1.50 retail, net. We will after the other, and yet by an indomi- 
make the price, postpaid, on this book table will he overcame all these handi- 
S0JehtS4 .u- ’nC% the.„b°ok 15 alreadJ caps and became one of the leading 
Pubbsbed this offer will be very limited, actors 0f tbe age 
Remember, the successful musician 
Illustrated folder 
MADAME EDYTHE MELVILLE, pianist, 
nlginator and teacher of the Melville 
s moved her 
Seattle, Washing!! 
is the hard worker. There is no short 
cut to the fields of true musicianship. 
If you aspire to scale the heights of 
your art you must tread the way others 
have gone in order to realize their 
ambition. The best fruit of the tree 
that which drops to the ground. 
Engelmann’s most popular drawing¬ 
room pieces. All the numbers will be 
well within the range of the average . The Art of Finger This 
player. Our offer during the current Dexterity, Op. 740 becoi 
month is 20 cents, postpaid, if cash Complete. By Czerny, them 
accompanies the order. 'This will be lar e( 
the last chance to secure copies of this works for the piano. It has_ . 
desirab e work at the reduced price. become more popular than the famous but that which you climb the tree and 
Hon4 „ XL- 1 •„ . . Velocity Studies, Op. 299. These are pluck where it ripens. The best knowl- 
Rv RiKcfkL This work will be in just a Httle more difficult than the edge is that which you get by hard 
By Busch Flint, the hands of the ad- Velocity Studies, and are composed study. 
.. .. , . v.a n c e subscribers aiong tbe same ]jne The cornplete. Be sure of your facts; never guess. 
The ml t T L 5 'T uT 7 work is used to an enormous extent, so but know. The merit of this work will make itselt much s0 that we have been forced tQ * _ 
,, aj* lme goes on. It is a serious, get out an edjt;on Qf our own \ye 
weU-tnought-out, practical set of tech- havei therefore, taken all the published “Hair” has always been a more or 
meal studies that will be beneficial to editions of the work—and there are a less important and abiding feature in 
anyone who will conscientiously prac- great number of them-and have care- ™usic from a11 ages., but never in the 
r^i em' , weaknesses of the funy compared these editions, and have history of man has cnat small filament, 
s are attacked directly. There is produced possibly the best and most issu*ng from the skin and called “hair,” 
no sugarcoating .over the natural de- practicai edition of this work. The en- become so associated with the art of 
tects ot the hands. As time goes on graving on this work is going along muslc as has been the case since 
all technicians are more convinced that very rapidly and it will soon be on tne Paderewski set the musical world in a 
L7 u by,sfever7 gaining that the market. It will certainly be ready be- blaze. How is this? The style of hair 
shaP,edDfor the keyboard. These fore the fall teaching is begun. which has become associated with 
lonir we/„ ,, 7k -F S 7-1 5° f °ur sPecial Price on the complete musicians is not altogether dependent 
W,g attd bringing this about. work ;s 40 cents, postpaid. When you on fashion. It is evidence of tropical 
j. ,s neart“y recommend tlmse consider that only a few years ago this changes resulting from mental habits, 
r- t0.°“r Patrons, but the advance WOrk could only be had in six books at The growth and vitality of hair are 
work rml™ k” Z*7 th'S THe aPiece> making the price for the profoundly influenced by emotions. 
b° i“ 7 fy be ha.d nOW 7‘he six books $9.00, our price of 40 cents What says M. Paderewski, for surely 
r it may be sent On Sale seems ridiculous when compared. he should know? During one of his 
American tours he and his party were 
furnished the Vic'.___U1U0L 
excetlent records from Strauss’ “Salome” 
and Wagner’s “Tristaq and Isolde.” Emilo 
de Gogorza, the famous baritone, has recently ™n£ the “Largo al Factotum,’’ from the 
Barber of Seville, ’ and Gadski and Homer 
have sung the great “Alda” duet (Fu la 
Sorte dell Arm!) for Victor owners The 
famous tenor George Hamlin and the noted 
operatic contralto Gerville-Reaehe have also 
made important records recently. Probably 
most interesting records for Etude 
leaders are those ot Wilhelm Badhaus (l'antasie Impromptu Opus 66, Chopin, and 
1*1 H,;’"n“nious Blacksmith, Handel). Bad- haus has never been heard in this country, 
Dut is fl,11 immense success in England and 
An th? pontment. He is a pupil of d’AIbert. 
All of these records may he secured at the 
reerlnr *..-V otller 
to any of our patrons. 
passing through Georgia in a private 
car. At one of the stops Paderewski 
was handed a letter from a celebrated 
Society grande dame. A gushing epistle 
indeed, winding up with a request for 
lock of hair.” The great pianist’s 
Summer Early The music s u o o 1 v 
losing. house "fC Theodore GET THE FACTS. 
, Presser closes at five 
0 clock in the afternoon, except on Satur- by c. w. fullwood. 
?ay’ “d then at one o’clock. If there - „ f iItUr. I ne great 
,a sl'ght delay in the filling of your When studying medicine and prac- secretary indited the reply “You 
JT du,™^ the. two summer months, ticing in the hospitals of Paris, Oliver to specify whose hair you desire 
.nis very likely will account for it. For Wendell Holmes wrote to a friend in M. Paderewski, to avoid error ' 
insance, in the last mad on the afternoon Boston these epigrammatic words: secured a specimen from each member 
teach 3°kWe received two orders from “However, I have more fully learned at of the staff en voyage to wit- his man 
hccn lf n rdred miles away that had Ieast three principles since I have been ager, secretary, two cooks waiter and 
JSvedaihd 3t 12 °’cl0ck noon- They here: n0t t0 take authority when I the ■ cat.” Some time ago The Net 
July 1 but irS7‘n thf fir,St -mail T Can ,haVe f3CtS: not7.°, guess when I York Herald had a caricature that was 
th * ij under the early closing rule can know; not to think a man must -J —: ' ' 
that '^°I“d not receive the music until take physic because he is sick.” 
■, aight or the next morning. Con- It is well to apply the first two prin- 
avo'd d k'nC°nVen'ence and delay can be ciples to music study. Not to take au- 
into' 6d • j°Ur patrons taking these facts thority when you can have facts. 
ordersTffi^ll0" mailinS their Investigate for yourself. “Well,” you the fence was a huge basket, “labelled 
sible ' ,tnat 'hey will reach us if pos- say, it is right, for my teacher says in bolt* ' " 
ln the morning mail. that is the right thing to do.” This is selves.’ 
admirable. It represented the great 
pianist seated at the piano, with a 
wealth of wig, but surrounded by a 
barbed wire fence to keep off impres¬ 
sionable lady admirers. Hanging on 
m,PRAZ.E COMPETITION. Offered hi The Chicago Madrigal Club for the W W 
Doners £0I?K Prlze .of One Hundret 
poem “I’pe? S;'UtyCa7aefef & 
as,TTSb,n.,ff 
petith°r0 t0 ^ give“ t0 the successful com 
iTHhep7A &"Svfc&teachers 
• TATJSIG HAND EXPANIIFU on 
dollar SVe8™11 or stiffi ham1sU’0n< 
7rnegie0H7n:dNeivTorkPUbIiShlnB C°” 
inAe7?yMIcUvI’Ifln7 WANTED 
PiU„Sn Of Music Study—Voice® Pianoforte and Choral Class Work These ™kps„ bringing results everywhere 
CORRECTION OF MUSICAL M.S.S. 
A SPECIALTY 
A. W. BORST. 1505 Arch St., Philadelphia Pa 
Composer of Cantatas: John Gilpin. Mrs. Speaker, etc! 
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ANSWERS 
QUESTIONS 9 
A department of expert advice for 
the use of any ETUDE reader 
who may desire information upon 
IlliS 
students should 
' As the 
count- 
Not only the world’s greatest opera stars, but the most 
famous bands and instrumentalists, the leading vaudeville 
artists and the foremost entertainers, make records for 
the Victor. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
Analysis of the Evolution of Musical 
Form, by Margaret H. Glyn. Published 
by Longmans, Green & Co., New York 
i the foremost Ger- 
centuryt (L. O.) 
ie. Most organists 
on November 
in 1885. He 
-jr and Julius 
organist himself. 
Q. Hoib is the word campanello pro- 
nouncedt (B Sharp.) 
A. Kam-pah-nel-lo. Accent on the syllable 
nel. The word Is Italian, and means a small 
Q. What is the difference• between the 
ords~ fin and fine f l saw the former in an 
Id French composition. (Rousseau.) 
A. Fin Is the French form of the Italian 
mlng the end. 
Q. How long ago did the meistersingers 
existt (L. G.) 
A. The meistersingers came Into existence 
about the ^14th ^century.^ JThe minnesinger 
Hear 
Pryor's Band play Pryor's 1 
“Tt Looks Like a Big Night Tonight." 
Any Victor dealer will gladly play these or any other 
Vidor Records for you. 
Victorf°r C°“plete ““°«n“.*rUu> Ticlcr’ tle ™°>rola, and drove#3000 
Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A. 
. _ 
preceded them, had _ __ 
men of noble or royal birth. The 
ersingers, however, were composed of 
ingmen who assembled for mutual en- 
ent. They were the master craftsmen 
ieir trades, and their great amusement 
music. The German male singing so- 
s of to-day are really evolved from the 
ersinger idea. The last society of 
ersanger was dissolved in Ulm as late 
t is the real meaning of refrain t 
For Nervous Women 
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate quiets the 
nerves, relieves nausea and headache, 
and induces refreshing sleep. 
AN EXCELLENT GENERAL TONIC. 
Its modern sense It mea: 




also colloquially called the refrain’, 
as the music sung to dancing. 
Q. Is it true that Theodore Wachtel. the 
ilebrated German tenor, was a cab-drivert 
A. No. Wachtel’s father, however, kept a 
rery stable in Hamburg, and Wachtel con- 
med in this business after his father's 
ith, until his wonderful voice was dis- ■ered. He then discontinued this business, 
id devoted himself to singing. He sang 
of the famous European opera houses, 
and was the Caruso of his day. His last 
appearance was in New York in 1875. He 
amassed a large fortune. 
>. Old Friederich Wieck have any other 
cus pupils beside Robert Schumann and 
daughters, Clara (Schumann) and Marie 
Yf , 
Yes. Among them were H. Von Billow. 
:on Krause, Fritz Spindler. I. Seiss and 
stav Merkel. Wieck was born in Pretzsch 
in 1785 and died In a little village near 
Dresden in 1873. In his vouth he studied 
theology, but abandoned It for medicine. He 
established a piano factory and a musical 
circulating library In Leipzig, but gave up 
both to become a teacher of pianoforte. He 
was one of the most successful teachers of 
his day. 
SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS 
Advertise Your Fall Sessions in 
THE ETUDE 
SEND FOR SPECIAL RATES 
CLASS PINS 
Special designs fpr musical clubs and classes 
Write for illustrations to the manufacturers 
BENT & BUSH CO., 
15 School St., - Boston, Mass. 
Central School m shelbyville,Inp. 
JNe. JO S. Ricks Street, Philadelphia 
ZABEL BROTHERS , — 
MUSIC PRINTERS 
AND ENGRAVERS 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
t Music Normal Conservatory ot
and School of Fine Arts 
|gg 
gsaSSffi®*® SH3£S=s 
m&e&msm = ■r: 
ass- =■ KaS3"'" 
,'W1' “d “|«u “rfed d“rf«lly, exhibited ft, 
«« as*■■/h.fra.^tiissg's 
HUGH A. CLARKE, / 
YOUR MUSIC IS TORN!!! 
MULTUM-1N-PARV0 BINDING TAPE 
The Sternberg School of Music 
Theo. Presser, Philadelphia, Pa., 
41st SEASON 
Philadelphia musical Academy 
The Oldest Successful School of I 
r.’SsSS’i, 
:”?SI sis^r 
■«v *» •■*“«* u “*”Lr^«as rasur«* 
rSK,rsf“'ri“l £££Z2iL'ttZ:StZ 
S%xSS*Kfejgi« S"iK,"h“ ”• 
Biaemour- A lady in Baraboo, writes: “I ‘had 
wsisss rwss phrased and Angered—Mrs. Jas. A. Jackson, ago, my health, which had been slowly 
by filing became more impaired, and I 
ENTY-FOlIRTH YEAR 
COMBS 
BROAD STREET CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
! ter, but it wasn’t satis 
it to boil twenty minutes after it came 
TH E ETUDE 571 
KHB HAUKSSSmS 
f || f ^ ^ Uprights, Grands and the celebrated 
Decker & Son, Inc., 69new york^ty61 
EMERSON PIANO CO. _ 
high grade Grand and Upright Pianos. Catalog on 
560 Harrison Avenue, Boston 
572 
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STEINWAY HALL, CHICAGO 
narrated under authority oi the State of Illinois 
Advantages unsurpassed by any American institution ol Musical Instruction 
Enlarged Faculfy Superior Facilities Unrivaled Free Advantages 
Those seeking >h°rough musica^education amid cultured surroundulg| a^co^rdmlly^nvited to 
E. H. SCOTT, PreMden.,^ ^ chi<;ago 
Fall Term Sept. 6th 900 Steii 
BUSH TEMPLE CONSERVATORY 
ACTING and 
i to E. SCHMIDT, Se« 
IDEAS FOR CLUB 
WORKERS 
—♦— 
Conducted by MRS. J. OLIVER 
FOR 
A CONCERT FUND. 
If the club dues accumulate to such 
an extent that enough money is realized 
to take the club as a body to some 
good orchestral or choral concert no 
better way of spending the club money 
could be found. The writer once con- 
ducted a club that had a regular con¬ 
cert and opera fund. The members 
contributed ten cents a week. When a 
sufficient fund had accumulated the 
writer added something out of his own 
pocket and then wrote to the head of 
the opera house and requested reduced 
rates for the club. These were secured 
and the club went to see “Carmen” and 
very enjoyable time. 
American Conservatory 
ay, Director. Diplc 
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, Presiden 
COLLECTING MAJTET5?^nRK 
NEXT SEASON’S CLUB WORK. 
One of the faults of many juvende cities students’ rates are given to 
musical clubs which fail is young people who desire to patronize 
teacher or club leader has omi e Grand Opera or the Symphony 
prepare the work properly. A good club ^ 
program for the year requires n*u<“ jt ig a fine pian arrange for a club 
forethought. It should be a ap e concert at the end of the year to show 
your own needs. The teacher to the friends of the club what has been 
a club program previously pr P accomplished during the year. In this 
general use and fails tq alte^ each member of the club should panic- 
vidual purposes is making a greater • Nothing could be n 
No one knows the real wants of the V* ^vint? one member n. 
club as well as the one who is at the 
head of the club. 
GALLERY OF CELEBRATED MUSICIANS. 
In studying the* biographies of the 
nn are naturally sociame. ™ composers the “Gallery of Cele- 
•rais-of wiU get toSe:ller and play schoQl Wlth hrat(>d Musicians” published in T 
fcaff ‘ Pleasure while they may 1 
impolitic than giving one member more 
o do than the other members. 
CHILDREN AND PLAY. 
Mr. D. A. Clippinger’s 
School of Singing 
Fall Term Begins September 1st 
■ Send for booklet and list of books and pam¬ 
phlets oh the voice. Address 
Mr. D. A. CLIPPINGER 
410 Kimball Hall, Chicago, III. 
Cosmopolitan 
School of Music 
and Dramatic Art 
Auditorium Building, 
Chicago, III. 
Unsurpassed faculty of 50. Course 
of study based on best modern educa¬ 
tional principles—D iplomas. The 
Best School for earnest pupils. Fall 
season begins Sept. 13th, ’09. Ad¬ 
dress the Registrar for Catalogue No. 2. 
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams 
Will hold the August sessiot 
their Summer Classes fn 
August 4th to the 17th. 
See special announcement i 
July ETUDE, page 502. 
Write for further particulars to 
CROSBY ADAMS, Oak Park, Ill. 
b te  
: tn nor^ " Etude wiI1 be found of immense v 
igular school. Anything . . . , w , .. . „ 
mimicry of their it might also be a good idea tom patronize that suggests play 
elders appeals to them immensely, 
making out a club program for a year 
this should always be taken into con¬ 
sideration. If you have planned your 
work and have failed to includ e little 
games and other kinds of amus ements 
you must not be disappointed if you 
are not successful. 
Little folks also like little souvenirs the particulars. 
these pictures either in a scrap bi 
t SURPRISED HIM 
Doctor’s Test of Food 
of club meetings. A postal card with 
portraft of a’ composer does not seem 
much and it does not cost much, but 
“I naturally watch the effect of dif¬ 
ferent foods on patients. My own little I 
a lad of four, had been ill witl 
the child cherishes such a gift and the pneumonia and during his convales- 
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cence did n 
of food. 
always desirable, especially if they “} knew something of Grape-Nuts 
awarded in contests in which the 3nd ltS rather ^SCnating flavor and 
gift reminds the child of the club meet¬ 
ing. Prizes ferr competitions and games 
are a arded in contests in hich the 
entire club is placed upon an equal foot¬ 
ing. Contests in which only the most 
experienced club members can win are 
unfair and the smaller children feel this 
and resent it in their own little way. 
N-MUSICAL FEATURES. 
particularly of its nourishing and 
building powers, so I started the boy 
on Grape-Nuts and found from the first ! 
dish that he liked it. 
“His mother gave it to him steadily 
and he began to improve at once. I« 
less than a month he had gained about 
eight pounds and soon became so well 
I sometimes think that teachers make and strong we had* no further anxiety 
a mistake in making the club meeting about him. 
too exclusively musical. Of course, the "An old patient of mine, 73 years old, 
main purpose of the musical club is came down with serious stomach 
music and the main consideration of the trouble and before I was called had got 
teacher or leader should be to employ so weak he c°iild eat almost nothing, 
the club to promote the pupils’ musical and wds *n a serious condition. He 
education through the medium of had tried almost every kind of food for 
making the work especially interest- thf,Tsi?k without avail, 
ing. However, the teacher who occa- 1 ,m.mediately put him on Grape- 
sionally introduces some non-musical ,..ts w'tk 8°°d, rich milk and just a 
features in the club work will find that pinch of suKar Hc exclaimed 
this practice pays. * w“en * came tin- next day‘Why doctor 
Get the little folks together around LT™ T fnythi"K 150 Sood ”r ,W 
a cosy fire on some winter dav and fcel so much s,ron8erl „ 
procure . some of the charming chfi „ c*™ p^ascd to saY that he fl*** 
dren’s stories, such as Mark Twain’, °n Grape-Nuts, but he had to stick to 
“The Prince and the Pauper ” oJ“Mrs I' W° V ^ " Ceks’ ‘h'n .he ^ 
Wiggs of the Cabbage Pktch ”^nd eJ°Ut £ littlc 
watch how their little faces wiir 1 °r two’ entirely well 
while you read to them. . Little Lo^d Ilf °- hjS *lmah hopc,css condit‘°! 
Fauntlecoy makes a delightful tale to whief Tt ~ P°Unds '!? ”** 
read to children. It fills their little «lch M?1S age ,s remarkable, 
minds with romance and broadens their r 1 C<^tM q,UOte a list °f cases e 
intellectual grasp to include an under G^Th"N“tS ha* worked wondef„Tlie 
standing of life in England v™, -.i r, There s a Reason.” Read T"« 
find that they will feturn to ^ *° Wellv^” in pkg, , 
Beethoven and Mozart with J *1’ Ever read the above letter? A new. 
greater interest after a change of thfs -- appears from time to time. W 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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for each pupil, as doubtless thousands 
of pupils all over the country are doing, 
or to paste them on large sheets of card¬ 
board and hang them in the club room 
for continual reference. In looking 
over my Etudes for the past year, I 
find that the collection is already one 
of considerable size, and contains the 
portrait biographies of Meyerbeer, 
Tschaikowski, Moszkowski, d’Albert, 
Eames, Gounojd, Henselt, Rossini, 
Reinecke, Scharwenka, Schumann, 
Sinding, Grieg, Mozart, Sarasate, Buck, 
Carreno, Mascagni,. Raff, Liszt, Schiitt, 
Guilmant, Patti, Joachim, De Pach- 
inann, Handel, Saint-Saens, Kubelik, 
Melba, Schytte, Maud Powell, Homer, 
Blauvelt, Rive-King, Farrar, Nordica. 
Such cardboard bulletins as I have 
described would be excellent for club 
discussions. Children are delighted 
with anything ‘connected with a picture, 
and this will make the composers seem 
far more real to them. 
MME BLOOMFIELD-ZEISLER 
ON AMERICAN MUSICAL 
CONDITIONS. 
Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler recently 
gave in ' the Boston Transcript her 
opinions upon musical conditions in 
America contrasted with those of 
Europe. The following may be of in¬ 
terest to our readers: 
“Believe me, the American orches¬ 
tral concerts quite hold their own in 
comparison with those of Europe, and 
the same is true of the operatic per¬ 
formances. For the Americans the 
best is just good enough. Parvenuesf 
Not a trace, certainly not in this re¬ 
spect. 
“The American is a perfectly sincere 
musical enthusiast. With us as com¬ 
pared with Europeans the hearers are 
still naive and look for an appeal to the 
feelihgs. That surprises you, doesn’t it?- 
It seems incompatible with the smart¬ 
ness of the, American, the practical 
American who is in business matters so 
inexorable, so close. But the American 
has (like Faust) two souls within him. 
Away from his office he can be the 
most emotional of men. Do not his 
many benefactiohs attest that? While 
he gives himself up naively to the en¬ 
joyment of music, unhampered by 
technical knowledge, he is by no means- 
uncritical. He is used to hearing the 
best. We are far away from the home 
of the arts, -and that has its advantages. 
Only the best comes to us, and that 
creates a high standard to begin with. 
Mere virtuosi are not well received; 
only the genuine artists succeed. To 
succeed in New York means that one is 
a real artist. To-day it is easier to 
please in Paris or in London than in 
New York. 
“I Jive in Chicago. How old do you 
suppose that city is? Seventy years— 
thirty-seven years ago it was reduced 
to ashes. Yet we have in that city 
'ivery winter twenty-eight symphony 
concerts, while you have only eight in 
Vienna. And never is there a ticket 
unsold. We hear the newest composi¬ 
tions, the orchestra is first class. It is 
the same in Boston, not to speak pf 
New York. Other cities are following 
suit, everywhere there is a great crav¬ 
ing for good music, and with us every¬ 
thing proceeds at a rapid pace. I refer 
to reproduction, pot to production. Yet 
America is by no means entirely unpro¬ 
ductive. A year ago there died Edward 
MacDowell, a musician of genius. I 
can also tell you the names*of some 
living composers of extraordinary im¬ 
portance: Howard Brockway, Arthur 
Foote, George Chadwick. All of these 
are worthy of being heard in Europe. 
In any case it is a pleasure to give 
concerts in the United States. All 
artists who have been in America will 
confirm this statement. And it is not 
only because of the higher remunera¬ 
tion, although that is not to be de¬ 
spised. One gets as many dollars here 
as one gets crowns there—that . is, 
about five times as much. Then there 
is the grateful, impressionable, enthus¬ 
iastic public. It is a real joy thus to pro-, 
ceed from city to city. . . . Within 
a week one appears in five cities as 
widely apart as Novgorod, Berlin, 
Vienna, Paris. Life has a faster 
pace, there are greater possibilities, 
there is a glorious future. Certainly 
America will not continue much longer 
to get its art and artistk from Europe. 
It is already independently creative in 
mechanics and science, and surely will 
soon become so in art.” 
AGGRESSIVE METHODS OF 
SECURING PUPILS. 
BY MAGGIE WHEELER ROSS. 
The teacher who would keep her 
class up to the standard in numbers 
must be ever' alert and always on the 
watch for recruits. Vacancies in the' 
ranks will be sure to occur. While 
you can count some reliable regulars 
who stay with you from year to year, 
you must also calculate on your full 
share of the “deserters” who begin 
and quit with every teacher in the vil¬ 
lage. You will lose pupils for many 
reasons; some will leave the neigh¬ 
borhood or community, the interest of 
others will lag and they will get dis¬ 
couraged; some will meet financial 
difficulties, and no matter how improb¬ 
able it may seem to you, there are 
those who will conclude you are not 
a good teacher and try a term with 
your rival. You must therefore adopt 
some sort of a systematic plan for 
filling the gaps. 
There are many ways in which this 
can be done by, the bright-minded, in¬ 
telligent teacher. Watch the local 
newspapers for new names and look 
up the parties. Cultivate a genuine 
friendship with the school teachers 
and get them to notify you when new 
children appear. Gall on the pastors 
in your, town and ask them to tell you 
when a new family comes into their 
church. Visit your local real estate 
men and leave self-addressed postals 
in their offices and ask them to mail 
one to you each time they rent a place 
to new residents where there are 
children in the family, giving the 
name, street and number. You may 
also leave postals with the transfer 
companies asking them to mail one to 
you when they deliver pianos in the 
homes. By these simple means you 
can be informed at all times with the 
new residents in your village, and by 
calling personally you stand a good 
chance to keep the holes in your class 
filled as fast as they appear. 
This is the day of the “business mu¬ 
sician,” much as it is of the “commer¬ 
cial lawyer,” the “trade physician,” 
and even the “mercantile preacher.” 
It is no -longer considered unprofes¬ 
sional and non-ethical to do a certain 
amount of judicious advertising, there¬ 
fore see to it that you do your full 
share, remembering always, however, 
that you should never make yourself 
a nuisance and that persistency should 
ever be tempered with good judgment. 
The price of a successful music class 
will always ” be eternal vigilance. In 
proportion Us the self-satisfied feeling 
creeps over you, and your energies 
lag, will your class dwindle and your 
income decrease. 
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ATTRACTIVE PRACTICE. 
BY EVA* HIGGINS MARSH. 
“Diligence Is the art of taking pains.” 
Is practice merely repetition, or 
study? May music study be direct d 
on the same lines as a grammar schoo 
education? .Does a child s m 
study in our public schools influence 
him in his music study? . 
The average, child, in learning 
school lesson, reads his subject n . 
ter over several times and depends for 
satisfactory recitation mainly upon a 
good memory. Thus, the child with a 
poor memory makes slow progress, no 
being taught any other method of 
study. The more mature student makes 
mental or written analysis of the lesson 
without aid of text-book, thus testing his 
memory and strengthening it by arrang 
ing what he reads and knows in definite 
The child naturally brings the same 
method to his piano study, but, finding 
that a good memory and a few repe- 
titions of his work do not train his 
fingers, proceeds in the only way 
known to him—that of adding more 
repetitions. The more he adds, the 
more mechanical each becomes, the 
less interest he has in his work, and 
practice soon becomes only ltermi- 
nable drudgery. What he needs is not 
so much more repetition, perhaps, as 
more intelligent work. So practice 
worth while resolves itself into thought¬ 
ful, intelligent repetition. 
Much blame may be laid on the 
child’s first teacher, who lays so much 
stress on “going home and practicing 
a lot.” The first few lessons, as a mat¬ 
ter of fact, require only a small amount 
of home study. If all primary work 
could be done under the direct super¬ 
vision of the teacher, so much the bet¬ 
ter. Many so-called “kindergarten” 
methods allow no home work for a 
full term. If such is impossible, stress 
should be laid upon “practice only 
after the child can read readily the 
printed notes, has developed a sense of 
rhythm and a practical knowledge of 
time, and has hand position and finger 
action under fair control.” 
The province of the teacher now is 
largely hint-giving. A • part of the 
pupil’s education is to learn how to 
apply himself to accomplish the most. 
Do not, however, give too many sug¬ 
gestions at one time. We talk too 
much and too fast. Many facts, appar¬ 
ently needing reiteration, would find 
lodgment -sooner if at- first the state¬ 
ments .were followed by a short silence. 
Let them sink in. Then, too, there are 
certain things a child delights to be 
able to learn for himself. How often 
he says, “Wait a minute! I know.” Or 
“Don’t tell me, I see.” 
His first lessons should teach him 
both to think and apply. Sometimes 
too much assistance is a hindrance. 
Make him a little independent, and, as 
time goes on, refuse to correct’ or 
explain what you know he can do cor¬ 
rectly if he takes time. 
To be intelligent, practice should aim 
to make strong weak points, to make 
a more even technic, or a better musi- 
cal intefiigence. Know and Consider a 
childs weaker points in assigning a 
lesson; clear away any obstacles- 
explain clearly and definitely what you 
require and why, if you think bes" 
You know the story of the little giri 
who, when asked why she had to nHv 
scales, replied, “Oh, to make my hands 
look pretty!” Were they worth white 
with that as her sole aim? 
Never say practice and' tell nothing 
more definitely. Plan for the rhil,? 
that he may learn to plan for himself 
Show what each particular exercise 
lacks and what will help it, and assign 
a certain number of times or minutes 
each day for its study. Put this down 
in a notebook or mark it on the music, 
and exact it: If you wish the pupil to 
care whether he does it or not, yon 
must care. -- 
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA ON NA. 
J TIONAL MUSIC. 
“There is no such thing as national 
music. It is nothing but imitation. If 
Wagner had been born in New York 
he would have written in the American 
style. But good music is a question, of 
personality, not of nation. Chaminade’s 
music is not French, it. is ‘Chaminadic.’ 
What is called nationalism anyway is 
only prenatal influence and environic 
suggestion. In Germany, when a father 
comes home to his family' it is ten to 
one that he will talk of the symphony 
of the evening before.’ But when an 
American father and brother come 
home to dinner father says, ‘Did you 
read about Donovan’s three-bagger in 
the eighth?’ and the brother jays, ‘But 
it didn’t cut any ice, since Merkle never 
touched second.’ 
“An American child is born with a 
baseball bat in his hand. A German 
child is put to sleep with a symphony 
and wakened by an oratorio. But 
things are improving all the time over 
here. In the last ten years we have 
really gone forward fifty. There’s a 
tremendous amount of good music sold 
in this country. I’m in touch with the 
people and I know. 
“Wagner’s music is full of the red 
blood of melodrama. I have played it 
till it has come to be as popular as 
ragtime. I played music from ‘Parsifal’ 
ten years before the opera was done at 
the Metropolitan Opera House. The 
American public, having been trained 
in the dramatic composers, is now get¬ 
ting ready for the intellectual com¬ 
posers like Beethoven. It proves that 
we don’t need subsidies here. I con¬ 
sider subsidies the bane, of any country. 
They are narrowing to the public and 
to the conductors. The conductors, be¬ 
ing assured of a certain support what¬ 
ever they play, play what they please. 
Local composers and publishers press 
local compositions on them. Conse¬ 
quently nothing is heard of the outside 
world. The French hear nothing but 
French music. The Germans hardly 
anything but German. We hear every¬ 
body. Practically every large military 
band in the world, as well as the 
chestras, has a subsidy, except n 
The public pays my subsidy and de¬ 
mands in return a programme of high 
interest. I ransack the world for com¬ 
posers and play the best music every¬ 
where. When I was in Vienna I gave 
the first performance ever heafd there 
of Massenet’s ‘Scenes Pittorcsques.’ It 
had been known long before in Austin, 
Texas. In France you almost never 
hear anything but French music."- 
One of the most striking chara 
istics of Beethoven’s music is the 
vidual variety of each piece and 
movement. In the Symphonies 1 
one of the nine first movements i 
tirely distinct from the other < 
and the same of the andantes, sch 
and finals. Each is based on a 
tmet idea, and each leaves a sep 
a” jge 3nd 'mpression. on the 1 
And the same may be said of the 
Jonty of the smaller works, of the 
certos quartets, and pianoforte tr 
ertainly of the sonatas, all but pei 
a very few.—Grove. 
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GOOD AND BAD PIANO TONE. 
BY MACDONALD SMITH. 
We have the authority of Helmholtz 
for saying that every source of difference 
in tone jaw one lies entirely within the 
domain of the' pianoforte manufacturer, 
and just as completely without that of the 
performer. We must certainly admit 
also, with Helmholtz, that the rapidity 
with which the hammer strikes, and quits 
the strings (we must bear in mind that the 
performer has no separate command 
whatever over this rapidity of quitting) 
alone influences the tone in a given piano¬ 
forte; but I would add, as long as the 
hammer is made to hit the string fairly 
on the square. This is just what it does 
not do when a loud, dead tone is pro¬ 
duced; it rakes the string, ever so slightly 
perhaps, but still ba’dly enough to 'inter¬ 
fere with the development of those har¬ 
monics whose presence or absence . are 
requisite if the tone is to be full and 
round. The explanation sought' involves 
the pianoforte mechanism of wood, 
leather, felt, and steel, and the human 
mechanism of muscle, tendon, and bone; 
it is dependent upon both, the variable 
factors being (1) in the instrument, the 
inertia (proportionate to the weight) of 
the hammer and the flexibility of the 
hammer shank; and (2) in the arm, 
the natural elasticity of the flexor muscle 
and tendon used to strike the key. 
Firstly, then, as to the hammer. If it 
had no weight, and therefore no inertia, 
and if the shank were perfectly rigid, the 
best way to produce a fine tone would 
certainly be to depress the key from be¬ 
ginning to end with very great rapidity. 
As the hammer’s unavoidable inertia 
must exert a certain initial resistance be¬ 
fore it gets “under way,” one can quite 
understand that for good, loud tone an 
ideally sensitive finger, by depressing the 
key during, say, one-fourth of its course 
more slowly than the remaining three- 
fourths, might impart a greater velocity, 
combined with a more steady movement, 
to the hammer-head at the instant it 
strikes the string than a finger moving at 
a great but uniform rate would be able 
to do. (If a note be struck very softly, 
one can detect no difference between the 
tone elicited by a blow of the knuckle 
sideways, for instance, and that produced 
by the most careful pressure of the finger, 
and it is almost entirely in the louder 
passages that the great disparity between 
pianists’ power of tone production is 
noticed.) I only mention the sensitive¬ 
ness of a finger capable of acting with a 
variable velocity during the descent, of a . 
key in order to assist in explaining my 
meaning, for I do tjpt believe that any 
fingers are capable of such a nice distinc¬ 
tion, and, indeed, the necessity for im¬ 
agining such an .ideal movement disap¬ 
pears if we take into consideration dif¬ 
ferences in the natural elasticity of the 
muscles, and seek explanation from this 
standpoint. 
So we come to the second variable fac¬ 
tor, in the pianist’s arm, and as mechani¬ 
cal questions are often best explained by 
^lustration, I will follow that method, 
lake an ordinary door, of a fair weight, 
.and try various means of shutting it with'1 
great rapidity. Give it a violent slap with 
the hand; it hardly moves, because the 
time during, which the force acted was too 
small to allow of the inertia being over¬ 
come. . Take a piece ■ of board, like a 
cricket bat, and give a violent blow with 
that; the movement of the door is still 
out of proportion to the violence ern- 
P.oyed. But cover the board with thick 
mastic cushion, and then a blow of less 
intensity will produce a more rapid and 
steady movement of the door, the inertia 
of which is overcome during the com¬ 
pression of the elastic cushion. Ip other 
words, the cushion provides means of 
converting the great force acting during, 
say 1-20 of a second into a smaller one 
acting during 1-5 of a second or so. Time 
is an all-important factor, because this 
same door which will not yield to an in¬ 
stantaneous slap may yet easily be moved 
by the pressure of a little finger acting 
during a measurable interval. 
So it is in tone-production. If our mus¬ 
cles are strong but unyielding, i.c., if their 
contraction produces a dead blow like 
that of the bare board, all attempts to 
produce loud good tone will end in “bang¬ 
ing,” caused by the raking movement of 
the hammer; but if they are of the best 
qflality and possess a certain natural elas¬ 
ticity (independent, that is, of their 
strength or contractile power), that elas¬ 
ticity will act upon the key and upon the 
hammer in the same way as the cushion 
upon the door, and a player so gifted 
will be as incapable of producing a “bang¬ 
ing” tone in playing as another may be of 
producing a beautiful one. Each .hammer 
movement, in the hands of the best play¬ 
ers, is a “clean” one,, jthe hammer-head 
being started on its way without violence 
and hitting the string with a quick im¬ 
pact entirely free from shakiness or “rak¬ 
ing” movement. 
If the above explanation were riot cor¬ 
rect, there would be no doubt in the shanks 
of the hammers in the best pianos being 
made of the most inflexible possible ma¬ 
terial as they are. On common pianos in 
which the shanks are flexible it is es¬ 
pecially easy with a hard touch to pro¬ 
duce bad tone, as is well known. 
’The great trouble with pianists, how¬ 
ever, is that the hard “practice” which 
most consider necessary is the very thing 
which destroys the elasticity of the flexor 
muscles. If the muscles were kept in 
their normal elastic state, the question of 
bad tone would not demand very special 
attention. 
The fleshy pad at the tips of the fingers 
is also of use in this respect, and will 
partially assist, when well developed, in 
producing good tone. 
Like his Italian predecessor, Domeni¬ 
co Searletti, Clementi shows a fiery 
temperament, and like Searletti, with 
true instinct for the nature of his in¬ 
strument as it was in his time, he is 
fond of quick movements—quick suc¬ 
cession of ideas as well as of notes; and 
eschews every sentimental aberration, 
though he can be pathetic enough if the 
fit takes him. His nervous organiza¬ 
tion must have been very highly strung. 
—Dannreuther. 
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‘The people all have low voices. 1 
have noticed in my work that it is very 
hard for the girls to. sing higher than 
D. Their tendency is to flat in every 
thing they sing. 
“The piano is a wonderful thing to 
the Chinese the first, time they see and 
hear one. Sometimes while I am prac¬ 
ticing, women who are visiting tne 
school will hear the piano, and come 
into my room, and crowd around me. 
Usually they watch .me intently for a 
few minutes, then someone says, ‘Haw 
ting, haw ting’ (good to hear, good 
to hear), then they all say, ‘Haw ting.’ 
Other remarks follow about the piano, 
the way I play, and personal remarks, 
some of which I can understand, and 
others which I cannot. It makes no 
difference to them how personal the 
remarks are, or how much I under- 
“The girls who have been in for¬ 
eign schools like to introduce foreign 
customs into their homes. Not long 
ago I heard of a gir) who had been in 
a mission school, and had taken some 
music lessons. She was to be married, 
and wanted ~to do as the foreigners do. 
Chinese musicians are always employed 
for weddings, and play more or less 
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fortissimo. 
Spontini was a composer who stands 
between Gluck and M'eyerbeer, without 
possessing the genius of either. While 
Olympie was enjoying a long run in 
the Prussian capital, there lived there 
a rich gentleman, a musical amateur, 
affected with deafness to such an ex¬ 
tent that he was obliged to give up his 
favorite pleasure of attending the 
operas. At length another doctor was 
introduced to the deaf man. and this 
one was just ’going to give his ] 
over as incurable when-an idea si 
ly occurred to him. “Come with 
the opera this evening,” wrote ( 
the doctor. “What’s the 
hear.a note,” was the impatient r 
“Never mind,” rejoined the physi 
“come, and you will see something 
if you cannot hear!” 
This was agreed upon, and t 
accordingly went to the theatre, \ 
the doctor well knew that Spot 
opera was to be played. . 
until one of the finales, 
and alarming than the rest, wh 
this evening happened 
with more power than usual, 
uproarious reception which fc 
the patient turned round, and, l 
with delight, exclaimed, “Doct 
can hear.” There was no reply. ' 
top, doctor, I can hear; you have 
me!” continued the patient in 
louder, rapturous tones. v\las! 
man’s meat-” The patient i 
was cured, but the cure had bc« 
much for the doctor. He was a 
as a post. That this was a won 
cure no one could doubt. N 
power has achieved greater thill 
Halevy, not content with marking n 
sages f and ff, which generality j 
satisfied composers, used to work 
the enthusiasm of his orchestra n 
ffff, or even fffff and ffffff, 
sufficient noise. On a certain would not have the Chinese musicians t but would have music like foreigners even ^hU^ 
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